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In FOX BLOCK, by
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Torino:
Tee Portland Dailt Fanes Is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 86.00per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three months’ delay, and if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will bo discontinued.

Single copies three cents.
The Maine State Press Is published every Thursday morning, at 82.00 per annum in advance; 82.26
If paid within six months; and 82.60, if payment be
delayed beyond the year.

Rates of A«1 v-ertiHina :
Transient Advertisements, 81.00 per square,
for three insertions or leas; exoeeding three, and not
more than one week, 81.25 per square; 75 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
81.00; 60oents per wreck after.
ExninrrioNs, he., under head of Amusements,
K.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, 81.50 per square for first week,
81.00 per week after.
Bcsinbss Notices, In reading columns, 12 cents
per Hoe for sne insertion. No charge leas than fifty
cent*.

Leoal Notices at usual rate*.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine 8tate
Press (which has a large circulation in every part o
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rate* lbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for In advance.

Iy All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the "Editor! of the Prat,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers
WIhe Portland Dailt and Mains State
Press once, in Fox Bloce, No. 82) Exchange
Btseet, la open at ail hour* during the day and evening, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the
evening.
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officers who were only willing to fight to restore the “Union as it was” with slavery predominant,—were willing to fight the South
tenderly till they were disposed to make some
compromise and come back to the Union as be-
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STEAM

Liverpool and London Fire and Life Insurance

Lorillard Fire insurance Co., of the City
of New York, No. 104 Broadway.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

We shall cease to wonder at the failure of
the army of the Potomac to fulfil the reasonable expectations of the people, if we ever come
to know fully, the spirit of manyml its generals.
It is not so much the lack of ability as
of heart that has caused the failure. If the
history of the war shall ever lie written by one
who like Macaulay, or Motley, can trace the
motives of the actors, it will be far more interesting than the history of battles, strategy
and the like.
An item in last Thursday's Press informs us
that “eighty army officers are to be dismissed
from the service lor offenses against
army regulations, by the use of improper language in
reference to their superiors and the commander-in-chief, Ac.” There is no allusion to slavery, nor any intimation that their opinions of
slavery had anyhing to do with inspiring their
language; but one might venture to affirm
that nine tenths of them were afflicted with
L.
“uigger on the brain.”

Company,

Union Fire Insurance

#

JEtna Life Insurance
Of

ot

NIilk. Streets

Company,

Exchange

and
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er
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atmttnrt than lita

enjoyed.
Every true patriot

will

hope

>>rurl<i<>iHiarir

nil.

for the best

as

well as do. It is the next thing to treason to t>e
depressed and disheartened. The disloyal press
does more barm by its discouraging mid complaining than by open disapproval of Government measures.

Gen. Hooker is in Washington to day. This
brings Gen. Couch in command of the army,
Gen. Sedgwick of the right grand division,
Gen. Howard of this corps. If the grand division organization is retained (which is hardly
as it was a measure of Burnside's soley) Ge.n. Couch will be at the head of it, with
Sedgwick as heretofore in command of the 9th
and Howard of the 2d corps.
It is raining to-night as it has been more or
less tor three days. The rebels have plowed
the fields opposite the poiut just above Falmouth, where it was intended to cross with a
part of this army, iu order, it is supposed, to
increase the depth of mud.
They are throwing up works for artillery
opposite the town of Falmouth close down by
the river’s bank. It is a matter of debate,
whether we shall throw a shell or two into
them or not. They ought not to be allowed
to construct forts or redoubts within rifle-shot
of our liDes.
We will wait and see what Hooker will do.
He is believed to be a lire General; and we
are to consider him discreet till there is proof
to the contrary.
It la reported iu some newspapers that many men were lost by the late march, worn out
and made sick by the storm. This army has
made many harder marches, and in storms
equally threatening to die health. It is a mistake that sickness has so greatly increased.
The troops came back in comparatively good
spirits—far different from the feeling after a
disastrous battle.
Col. Sewall, of tbe 19th Maine, has returned
improved in health. He Is now in command
of the 1st brigade of the 2d division.
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i Railway Chains and Track Irons.
undersigned has been appointed Agent for
the sale of Marine Railway and other Chains,
in the United {States and British North America,manufactured by Henry Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, aud is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and war-

THE

To the Editors of the Press:
j
I believe It is CaTlvle, who in giving some
account of the
Revolution
of
Knglhh
1032,says,
in substance of Essex and other Parliamentaranted to fit. These chains are made of an iron
pery generals who commanded in the beginning
culiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
of the civil war that “except being defeated
shows its average breaking strain to be 8*} tons
per
there
was nothing they dreaded
themselves,
inch of sectional area. Parties w ishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine tliose iu actual
to much as gaining a decisive
victory over the service
king.” They wished only to give him such
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
gende castigation as could Induce him to give countersunk
holes aud the Bolts to match; also,
up some of his absolutist pretensions; and
Spikes of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws.and all
compromise the matters in dispute. They did kinds of forging done to order, aud of quality and
quantity to suit; also, all kinds of ships' (bain Canot wish any important revolution in the
govbles, at lowest rates.
ernment such as would raise the people and
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above arsupply
diminish the power of the aristocracy. The 1 tides on as favorable terms as cau
be obtained elsewhere.
Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.
consequence was that the cause of civil lilwrty
Sub-marine Engineer,
came near
failing, and would have failed enjanlO 'rt2 dlawly*
New Bedford, Mass.
tirely, if men whose heart was in the cause had
not risen to the command of the armies after
For
Salt*.
the first two years.
THE HOUSE on the corner of ProsTo one who has “kept the run” of men and
and Casco streets—the basement
TiiPB poet
events, as revealed in the newspapers, with
finished for a Store. A good stand for
the advantage of an occasional
a family Grocer.
peep behind
the curtain, it is evident that
—ALSO—
something very
I wo Lots of Land, one on
like the above has occurred in our
Spring and one on
present
Spruce strict. F.itber would be exchanged for a
contest. While we have had some
outright good Dwelling House.
traitors—and probably more titan we know of
KorpirliciifiKpIcw^pplyat 127 Middle Street
PortUnd
at present,—there have been those
N. I. MITCHELL,
among the
novicodti

risk.2,890,360 67

Investments—at market value:
Loans, amply secured by mortgages of
roil estate.
Loaus,amply secured by pledge of stocks,
132 shares Appleton Bauk, Lowell,Mass.,
"
"
"
"
10
Prescott
"
"
16
Lowell
60
Pemberton
Lawrence,
"
20
Bay State,.
60
B'uk ofCommerce,Boston,"
"
60
North America," "
"
"
60
Howard
Bank,
"
"
"
60
Kafetv Fund Bank,
"
"
Eliot Bank.
20
"
80
Lowell k Lawrence R R.
"
••
32
Stony Brook

Deposited

at Boston.
Balance iu hands of

*42.981
17,606
15,180
l,lU0
1,660
6,260
1,600

10
86
00
00
00
00
00
6.126 00
6,000 00
6.000 00
6.000 00
2.000 00
8,000 00
3.200 00
13.465 00
6,226 00

15,000 00
Agents,

Liabilities.

642 68

*152,924 18

Losses reported upon which the liability
of the Co. is not determined.
*10,000 00
Amount of all other claims against the
Co., (chiefly dividends uncalled for)
1,786 92
J. W. DANIELS. President.

EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

JOHN W. MUNGER,
Oflice
Juu2

■

•

Agent,

No. 166 Fore Street,
Head of Loug Wharf.
•
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(Office No.
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of

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,
Fancy Doeakins and
ALSO.

A

FULL

Caulnirret.

COAL
CHEAP

&

Hon. Joseph R. Hall.

Gentlemen’s

Sec’v of State
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer

which

WOOD,

“Home

DELIVERED TO ANT TART OF THE CITY.

of

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishment*; and be hopes, by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.
GOOD PAM1L

quantities*

HI. BRA DISH.
Y FLOUR by the barrel, or in leas
deed tf

quality, an
WOODMAN,

TRUE

ft

COn

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

▲Iso, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and oth<.

Foreign

Hard and Soft Wood.

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

lASUFACTUUB A» JMBIES OF CUTIlitC,

arc rcquected to call, u wc arc date?
give good bargain, to those who pay each.
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'},

No*. 34 and SS Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Beth B. Hooey,

Woodman,
Charle* Bailey.

Alfred

»u*20dkwtf

JutSltf

1.

TODD'S LUX SOLIS

HAIR

THE

CHENEY,

eP&HZ.

_

llar monium

Dyes,

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle,corner of Exchaafe8tro«(,
•cptietr

D.

■arm! MELODEON

DYE’

market has been flooded for
years with difl« ,
ent articles called Iiair
which have nev«
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The *•
FLrs ultra has been reached at last in TODD’1
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satis
faction to every person who has used it. It oontah •
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beaut
ftal rich browu or black color. Directions for usiD(
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair Dye ova
all others is, yon do not have to cleans* the hair <>
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is bi
one kind to be use*, and that can be put on the sair
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all oth
er dyes that have two or three different kinds to 1*
applied every time used. This dye is peculiar!
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do mi
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Until
all other dyes, it will eolor long hair, which othe
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as sr
know you will use no other after once using this.
9* For sale only at

—
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foil assortment
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prepared to

Oloths,

18.810 81

WI. M. LATHKoP. Secretary.
to

Buton. Du. 14. 1881.

wTivilfiER,

Best

YOU

Ambrotype

Land in Franklin, Me.

15.000 Acres of Land—supposed to
Photograph, ABOUT
average.about ti»e thousand of stumto
hemloc and
besides
eon*

or

tain, on au

not foil to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
the* take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at price, vhlch defy competition.
W. B.—Large Arohrotype, only Fifteen Cents.

TRASK A

37

LEWIS,
Market Square, h'd Preble St.

Jaly 14th.

au acre, of spruce,
page
much hard wood, and a go d

j
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HENRY L. 1PAINE &
(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW

k

j

CO..I

-Dealers in-

Wood

and

POST OFFICE

Roofing Slate,
Street,

II

Opposite Smith’s Wharf..Portland, Mb.

PORTLAND.

Till E 8

be

observed by persons presenting
TO
STAMPS (or redemption.
1. Persons

»

f

pine,

>

growth ot young.thrtftrjuniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o- about
1000 acres, with a good water power at its outlet.—
Hus pond flows, by the
present dam. about 1000 acres
of meadow, which can be nut into grass, to
great advantage, by withdrawing the flow age.
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
the
present owner*, who reside at a distance, and tho
land will be sold at an immense bargain to any on#
who has the (acuity and inclination to manage It.
For further information applv to Col. J. L. Lawrkxi'K. or to
LEVI UAKTRETT 4 CO.,
deelfl dlawSw
No. 11 Long Wharf. Borrow.

275 Commercial
HBNRT L. PAINS,
WILLIAM C. HOW.

Portland, Maine.

j»fc2eod3w

-WANT THE-

DOVl tf

POSTAGE

presenting Stamps (hr redemption most

Boys, Boys, Boys.
Attention riven to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,
98

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. Aug. 8. 1883.

dly

CoZ
"Wholesale G-rooers,
JOHN LYNCH *

AND-

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE 8TORES

(Opposite bend

COMMERCIAL STREET,
of

Widgrry'u Wharf,i

Portland. Mr.
JOB* LTBCB,

raLCO BARKXk,

THOU.

LTBCB

_

DOLE

A

MOODY,

GENERAL

Commission
HO

merchants,

WHOLMALa DUIIU

IB

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

ABDBSW T. DOLB.

June 38

BBABBLIB

C

to the different denominaseparate them
tious, aud enctose each in a small parcel, and endorse
thereon the number sud value of the same. The parcels must then be enclosed in one sealed envelope,and
the aggregate value of the whole marked thereon,
I with tlie name aud residence, or place of business, of
the person, firm, or association owuingthe same.
2 But one deposit of Stamps will be received from
tbe same partv. The parcels as received will bo numbered regularly: and a receipt with a corresponding
number and name thereon, given to tbe
3 No pat meuts will be made until after tbe expiration of 80 days from the date of this notice.
4 When payments are ready to be made, tbe public will bo notified thereof by notice posted in tbs
Avenue of the Post Office, stating the numbers ready
for doll very, when the holders thereof mav receive
their payments on surrendering the receipts held by
*
them.
6. Only such Postage Stamps as have bean in actual circulation as currency will be redeemed
Those
of tho old issue, aud those which have been used tor
thepre-pa vment of postage, if any—which feet will
ho determined by this Department—will be retained
by tbe Postmaster and des'royed Stamps which
have not been used as currency or in payment of
postage will be returned to Depositors.
6 Applications for redemption ean be mads daily
—Sundays excepted—between the hours of 9 A. M.
and 3 p. m until tbe 91st day of January,1868. Nows
i ipiff be received •tfter isthat date.
authorized bv the Postmaster
7. The undersigned
1
Genersi. whenever be may deem it expedient tor the
tbe
of
to require an affidavit
interest
|
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
! stamps, that be obtained tbe said stamps honestly
and legitimately, and that they have never been used
on letters.
A. T. DOLE. Postmaster.
Post Office. Portland, Janaary 1. 1868.
janl tf

according

j1

PORTLAND. Mb.

WEST. tI*. all
lowest Boston
W. D. LITTLE, Agaat.
OSm 81 Exahan*. St.

premiums

JO HU
Ho. 106 Fore St. head of Long Wharf,

AT No. 68 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland. Sept *4. 1882
dtf

NEATLT EXECUTED

the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH
the moil popular routes and nt the

812 X

premium,

Company and urerally made oath that the abeee
statement, br them mbwribed. Ie. ia their baUef
true.
Before me.
SUIT P. Hrrwoon,
(Signed)
J notice of the Peace.

make

Ho. S (hit Blook Commercial Btroot,

rates. Ibr tale by
Out. 2.
dtf

87

Amount of ire loaaea paid lut rear?
41,710 ■
Amount of marine lu.ee paid lut year?
Amount of dividend-paid the lut year? XJKtt
Amount paid for cape nee. of o(Bee ?
9.728 M
Amount of other expenditures?
4,217 71
Amount received in euh Ibr Ire rick*
not terminated ?
88,710 ■
Amount required to re-lneure all outstanding riaki? Impoaaible to determine.
Amount of premnm note, on risk, not
terminated f
Amount or delinquent note, not charged to proOt and lou?
Highest rate of interest received? Six
cent.
ghost rate of interest paid on money
borrowed? None.
How many "hare, of the capital stock
are pledged to the Company ?
None.
Bulanee in credit of prodt and leu account?
41.140 M
Balance to debit ef prof t and leu account?
How many .bane of the capital sleek
are uwae; by the Company, or not mb•eribed for? None
Whet amount of the capital coueiats of
the itockholden'netu? N ae.
OCO A CURTIS. Bruideat.
(Signed)

SurroLK

of

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
THROUGH TICKETS

1,408 78

premium.

Personally appeared t.eorge A. Curti.. l ruident,
William If. Lathrop. Secreterv of the abeee

them up at short notleo.
Call aad Bee,

Repairing

NEW

10.000 110 11 000
3.000 80 2.700

Comaeiwealth of Massachusetts.

well selected Stock of

and

10,000 198 12.900
7.RO 1111 8269
6.900 140
9.880

received for prim
luma
r

(Signed)

—

PHILADELPHIA, BALTITOMORE andTORE,
WASHINGTON, and to ill part* ot

».

Cloths, Castimerei and Vestings!

Manufacturer,

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

47.
a.

—

Je38dtf

J.D.C. has received more first premiums
for best instruments than auy other maker in
•
the State.
and Tuning promptly and personty“
ally attended to.
wly7

NB

vaon

market val.

8,000 19811 10 810

an

1364 MID* IE STREET.
1

48.

REEVES,

bab rear

imt*1*'*
mar-

Er

a.

The Tailor,

Coni,

Washington Street Bakery,

COAL
best

Again!”

premised

FOR SMITHS' USE.
are

dtf

THE

Pare and Free Ruruing.

Coals

D.

-A*.

price* to inlt the time*.

undersigned would inform his old friends
and the public, that after an absence of twentyfive rears, he ha* returned to his native place and
of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in

8PHIXG UOUXTAIX LEHIGH,
HAZELTOX LEHIGH,
COLERA1XE LEHIGH,
LOCUST UOUXTAIX,
JOUXS.
THE GEXUIXK L (HIRER T

the
strictly
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

Furnishing Goods,

will Mil at

Portland. Not. 19,1862.

FOR CASH.

CUMBERLAND

we

X.

E. Shaw k

DO

REFERENCES

Hon. Lot M Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
sep30dlt wlltf

LOTHKOP,

IF

CLOTHING,

41.
tf.

generally

STOCK OF THS

READY-MADE

40.

J^^^ry

Latest Styles of

AofiitB, He.

State House.)

hand, and

on

MTand

X.

A*
and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES in evevariety and style for gentlemen', and la*
dice wear, and inrite all hi, old caatomere
and the public
to give them a eall whenever
deelre to replenish their "understandings."
W. w. L. i, agent for the Leavitt and Wiicox
k Olbb«WBWfNC-MA< HINES aagh—timd

Also

Opposite the Castom House,

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

Manufacturing Stocks,
6 United States Bonds, 6 percent,due 1881,
with U. S. As istant Treasurer

At 02 Middle Street,

Th« public

Capital Stock.*106,100
Amount at

deelS tf
lfrB._
OARDIMER Sl BROWN,

SETH E. BEED1

|

Eickaage Street,

JOHN ROBINSON.

Portland, Dec. IS.

Peneione,

mined to
00

•

X.

Co.)
STREET,
o«ual.keep, constantly,applied with flesh

and fltted it np anew, I am now ready to wait upon
mv former customers and the public
generally, at all
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

Procured for widows or children ot Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the United Statee.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay co
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims agaiust the Government will reoe
prompt attention.
Post Office address

$335,000.

*l£?P5**j*

Haring leased the building,

Pensions

THIS
policy

84.
36
K.
87.

Ko. 88 MIDDLE

they

House.

Nos. 17 Si 19

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

Boston.

EXCHANGE

4.850

other aonreea?

BOOTS, SHOES A RUBBEB8.
(Formerly

88

riak.?
X. Amount of euh received Ibr Interest?
X. Amount of Income received from all

MANUFACTORY,

W.

6.000

[Unclaimed dividend..J

a —..... w
ou marine

at-

Fashionable Stock of the above article* ntav be found at thi* eetablishment. comprising everv do .-Option for n traveling onttlt.
Ju
d6m
». 1&2.
J. E. DL'KAK.

Ml

Eating

AGENCY*

E

Invalid

0. I). MERRILL,

daw

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United Statee Government, *100Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs ot Officers or Soldiers dying
in the U. 8. service.

Life Insurance

MUNGER, Agent,

HAND BILLS.

SlOO Bounty Money, Back Pay,
And Pensions.

COMPANY,

JOHN W.

JOHN BUND.

aujrtdly

MERCHANTS’

LIFE INSURANCE.

accepted,

•of
up in the best manner.
All order* in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL.

WAR CLAIM

Carpet-Bags,

V and

W.

100

__

Company?

No. 166 MIDDLE STREET.

ALAR

100 7,600 1(9* 7,887
100 9,000 109 9270

X. Amount of cub received for
on Sre ri.k.7
X. Amount of euh received ibr
an marine risks?
X. Amount of nolet received for
on Ire rick.?

-A WD-

DURAN’S

STREET,

Water (Yosefs, Crinalt, Force and Suction Pumpi,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.
All kind* of flxtarea for hot and cold water

AMD

ALL 80RTS OF

Taller,

...

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Ma.

unsurpassed.

Portland. June 98.1883.

1

——

PLUMBERS,

SHOP BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

parallel

fiao.OOO,

are

Trunks !
VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

NAVY

I. D. MERRILL Jfc CO„

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CABD8

Stylet

Trunks !

ESTABLISHMENT,

EXCHANGE

or-

country faithfully executed. All
prompt!, attended to.
Conetnntly on hand. Lead Plpee aud Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pump, of all kind*.
July29dly

Portland, Ang. g, 190.dig

Execsted la taste to suit the most flutidious.

Our

Farllsad, Mo.

•»

CLOSETS,

Steket, Portland. Mb.

and all

8.000
8.1i«

18. Amount of cub on hand ?
a rig u
17. Am'i ofcuh in hand, ofagents?
18. Amount loaned on mortgage of real estate?
81 800 00
10. Amount loaned on collateral?
10 708 II
X. Amount loaned without collateral?
21. Amount of all other inve.tment.7
22. Amount of premium note, on rielu terminated 7
28. Amount of borrowed money.apecifylug
collateral, ciren for the same7
24. AmountonoMeadueandunpaid?
28. Amount of loue. claimedand unpaid?
X. A mount ot loue. reported upon which
the liability of the Company ie not determined ?
27. Amount of all other claim, again.t the

-maker op-

manner,

8.188

13.000
13,700 00
18. Cub ralue of reel estate ow ned by tbc
Company? None.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

dere in town or
kind, of Jobbing

4.680
3500
750

g.goo
100 6,000 88 4,160

Western R. R. Co.
Bond".6 per ct. 1875 1000
Ofdeiuburf, 7 per ct, 1000

Press Office.

arranged and act ap in the beet

AND

A. D. REEVES,

Bronze, Colored, end sll other klnde of

Proposals

THE—

and Silrer Plated Cocks.
of Water
tire

JcMtf

—

ObdnanceOffice, War Department, 1
Washington. January 27tb, 1868. f

Promptly Executed

Wo. 1*4 Exchange

loll
loo
loo
1(»

8.500 loo

33.400
41.133 00
14. Amount of railroad bonds? Stat« am't
of each kind, and par value and mar*
ket value of each.
'"*•

Kilt
for DwellDescription
EVERY
ing Howe*. Hotel,. Public Building,. Shine, fte.,

HEAD OF MERBILL'S WHAEF,
Cemaerelal Straws,

TAILORING

dfcwtf

_

Orders,

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

700 M*
6.700 MS
8.000 100
8,100 100
10,000 »3

R. R. Co..80 eharee. 100
Boeton k Providence
100 eharee.
100
Fitchburg. 75 eharee. 100
Western, 88 eharee,
loo

OTHER KIID8 OF

—AT

4.000 114

100

ket value ol each.
p»r value,
Boeton k Worcester

COUPONS,

aad

loo
100

18. Amount of railroad etoeke’ State
of each kind, and par value and

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls, Brass

DIALERS IS

Cannon.

Department
during

BRADLEY.

W. C.

ALBERT WEBB dfc CO,

Biepetch.

Fire and Marine Ins, Co,y
Of Providence.
.Perfect Security, which ought always to oe ths
consideration
in effecting insurance, Is here offirst
fered to the public, at tbe lowest rates of premium
sound
and
adopted by
responsible companies.
Office in "Boyd's Building,” opposite Post OSes.

76 eharee

AND

Town Xotes and

Neatly

"

North America. 90

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

••

B’k of Republic20

TOWN

con-

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Relief Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, •.60,000.

^63.

•*

Wo'i^OOO^

4,000 114 4.600
4.800 88 6 980
100 2,000 118 2,890

100
00

’’

"
Maverick,
••
North,
’’
Atlantic,
Bankor Commerce.

PRINTING,

Rock Salt, Ac.
AMARIAH FROST,
Portland, Not. 1, IMS.
ADDISON FRYE.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES fc GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED

Deeds, Lew Briefs, Equity Cases,

England

keep

*>
20
40
86
67
80
81
100
8«

Howard

(I round

or lamm.

im bile Fire Insnrance Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus. •812,000.

New

shall

40

.K**I<V.
t.rut.lte,

STKEET,
dip

Ko 4*COOO

Bank,400eharee,

rremont,
Blucketone,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

Portland, AuguitC,

Cora, Veal, Oats, Rye, Feed,

mend them to my customers.
Portland. Nor. 1,1868.
novJt tf

following First Clam Insurance Co's.

will be received at this oilier until 6 P.M.,
on the 27th ol February, 1863, for
furnishing 13, 10
and 8 iuch cast iron cauuou, to be made in conformity with drawings to be supplied by the Ordnance
Department, ami with the lollowing specifications:
One 10 iuch trial guu is to be made ol warm or cold
blast charcoal iron, to be cast hollow aud cooled from
the interior, and to have a tenacity of metal of not
h*ui than 80.000 pound* per square inch, to be determined by testing specimens taken from the sinking
head of the gun. and from a cyliuder cast from the
same heat, aud from metal of the same
quality as that
Irom which the gun is cast. This cylinder Is to be
cast on end, in dry sand moulds.and'is to be 72 inches
high, with au elliptical base ol 24 iuebes greater aud
16 niches lesser axis. The specimens are to be cut
from the gun head, a d a slab. 4j inches thick, from
the cyliuder hy planes
to. and equi-distant
from the axis ol the cyliuder, aud the leaser axis of
the base.
The Ordnance Department will test the specimens,
furnish the ammunition, aud prove the t• ial gun,
which must be ready for trial as soon as possible, and
not later thau throe months from the date of the contract. No contract will be giveu, nor will the trial
gun be paid for, unleas it shall endure a proof of 1000
rounds, with service charges of pow der, of which 2u(J
rounds will be with solid shot, and 800 rounds w ifb
ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1848.
shells. The testing is to be done free of charge to the
contractor, but he will be required to furnish
proper
facilities for testing, such as convenient ground, storage lor ammunition, a butt iu which the
CASH CAPITAL, ,2.312.045 14, INVESTED.
will be emfredded aud sav ed, and the
force
for handling and tiring the guns. All the cannon are
to be made of the same qualitv of iron as that of the
trial gun, aud the Ordnance
Company divides its net earnings to the life
is to have
holders, (not in scrip as some companies
the right to test the iron
the process of fabri- j
cation of the caunon, lor which
cash, every five years.
purpose the founder ! do.)iu
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
is to furnish, free of charge, at least one siiecinioo
in 1868 to Life Members was
Irom the head of each cauuou. and slabs Irom cvlinaerv, a* ociore aescnoea, at the option ol the De- |
partment. uot to except one for every ten caunon. |
Kacli cannon is to endure the regular proof and iu- !
1
Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
spection for guns of the same calibre; and none are
semi-animal
to be received or paid for but sucii as are
pavmeats; or when for whole life. they
approved
after imqtectiou and proof, which will l»e received at
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken In one
the foundry where made. Bidders will state the numbers aud calibers of the caunon tliey propose to fur- ! risk, is
nidi on the foregoing specifications aud conditions;
•
15,000.
|
the place where they are to be made; the tiineot coni- |
FREE POLICIES.
mciicing delivery and the rate of delivery per mouth
thereafter, aud the price per poaiid or per gun, for |
Premiums may be paid iu ten years—uo forfeiture
the finished cauuou.
No bids will be entertained
alter.
unless from founders actually engaged iu the busiWILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
ness, evidence of which must accompany the bid.
Pkkj. F. Stevens, Secretary.
Failure to deliver at the specified lime will subject
are issued on the life, or for a term of rears,
Policies
the contractor to a forfeiture of the amount to be deor oti certain contingencies.
Creditors may Insure
livered at that time. Each party obtaining a contract
their debtors ou time.
will be required to euter into bonds, with proper suis
to
to the fact that a
call
attention
“My
object
reties, for its faithful fulfilment; and a transfer of the I
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
contract to another party w ill cause its entire forfeitmode
of
a provision for one’s family."—Benmaking
ure
Bidders will be required to file with their bids
Franklin.
a bond iu the penal sum of uot
less than
! jamin
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
signed by not less than two persons, conditioned that ! to effect
Lite Iusurauce, at his office, or at their own
if the bid is
the bidder shall comply with ;
place of business, and assist them in makiug applicahis proposal, ami faithfully aud fully perfurm what
tions.
he proposes to undertake. The bond must be acReferences in Portland may be made to the followknowledge! before ajudge of a court of record, and
ing parties: Messrs. H. J. Libby k Co., Steele k
the bondsmen must be certified by the Judge of a
Hares, Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
District Court of the United States, or an Ordnance
Geo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,
officer in charge of a United States arsenal, to be
Hezckiah Packard, Esq.
each worth the penal suin of the bond over aud above
all liabilities. The right is reserved to
reject all proif
posals the prices are deemed too high, or if for any
cause it is not deemed for the
public interest to oc*
No. 166 Fore Street, head of Long Wharl,
cent them.
*** ***led and addressed to “General
decl9
■
PORTLAND, ME.
eodlj
Chief of Ordnance. Washington. D.C.,”
aud will be endorsed
“Proposals for heavy cauuou.”
J. W RIPLEY,
General Chief of Ordnance.

we

Elliot

Bovletou.
State,

Riding Habits, Ac.,

AID ALL

FRYE,

Commercial Wharf—where
on hand.

Floor,

ariety of Type.

LIFE INSURANCE.

June 28.

ft

together

Cto.o

stantly

Equitable

Hotel, No. 117 Federal 8treet. Portland

near

National Insurance Comp**n>.
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus *600,000
I

talon

46,000
48.160 48160 09
19. Amount of bank etoeke’ State amount
ot each kind, and par value and market value of each.

..

Cat, made and trimmed by
(S

1W°-*'4t0
90.000 1080 91.000

1000 7,000 1130 7,810
6 per
1888 and 1*87,1000 10,000 1000 10,000

cent

Exchange

A. D. REEVES,

®wrl,‘' -■*■*«*•

““V?7,
of Meiem
City

Panto, Vesta. Jackets,

Ladies’

T

1000

City of Boston 6 per

N. B.—All work befog promptly and person*
ally attended to, is warranted to giro thorough satis**tto*.
je23tf

No. lOO Commercial Street,

PORTLAND, ME..

Agent

associated ourselves
and style of

name

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

WARREN SPARROW,
Oflee T4 Middle* cor. *f ExchaB|e4t**

NEW TORN AND VIRGINIA

STORE,

Copartnership Notice*
have

this day
WEunder the

Ul‘y" of^etou 8 per

L. J. CROSS,
•
141 Ml44la Street.
Portland, Me.

-12.

Exchange k Federal Streets-

Corner

Mam.eixpercent\B&

JODKPB BALI.

AS Coate,

Oil—for mending

LORING’8 DRUG

tf

FIRE

LE MESURIER k CHAMPION,

Proposals for 13, lO,

Every Variety

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Insures Buildings, Vessels in port, Merchandize. Household Furniture, Ac., airainst loss br Fire.
8100,000 taken on any desirable Risk.
Losses paid at the Portland Office.

For sale by

Rear U. 8.
dcc23 3 in

MENDING

IVORY. BONE, CROCKERY,
AND EARTHEN WARE.
It ta inraluable for aoleing or
patching Boota and
Sboee, and for cementing Leather Belting It haa no
equal.
OT Only 26 Cents per Bottle, at

8tyle and Cost.

RIVER TO NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

ALSO Oil HAND

TBATOB,

18,1848.

paid

value of each.

Portland, Mo.
JOBB

Eliot

81000-9000 rn.v 870-81.8io
11. Amount of State etockef State amount 19*of each kind,and par valne and market

Corner Commercial St. and Long
Wh»l,

GLASS

Business Cards of

Stores,

gv Watch-Maker,

FURNITURE,

VIA FALL

ALL FBOifl A O IVos. 1 TO 6.

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT

Street,

or

and Cabin

—

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

Cement,

Inuntrable in Water

_

-ALSO-

Association,

Agent, Washington, D. C

Hilton’s

TICKETS FOR SALE.

RESTAURANT.
at all hours, cooked to order.

—

Boota and Shoes.

—AND THM—

Of various descriptions.

ALBION7

AMD

FOR SOLEING OR

Fancy Types,

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

were

G. D. MILLER,

oe21 tf

Hartford, Conn.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300.000.

Offlre—corner

Ship

IE

IMS.

MM non
in f
800,000
and par velni of
each* 4000—980.
T. Amount or 8re nek* outetandinr*
T 790 819
8. Amount of marine riaka outetandieef
8. Total amount of
ontafunding riaka*
Tiam
7,7W,W
10. Amount of United State, stock or
tree•ury note, owned by tbe Company f
State amount of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
United
Statea Five per cent. 1868, p. v. per eh

merchants,
DEALERS

Fe bruary

apiral

fpt,*‘
5™"^'
Number of,1
of «harv«.

«
«.

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
AID

*

incorporated f

%*Parttonlar attention paid to procuring Freight*,
Bad purchuinr Cargo** and Charter* for vhhIi
Logon a. lHgj.
dftwSmT

J. W. HATHA WAT,
Maine Stale

la adeqaate to do any work demanded in thh State

Bay State Line of Steamers,

Cooked in the best manner, at tlie

ACiE.ICY

Soldiers’ Relief

Their Eetabliahment ia fnrniabed with all the
af>machinery, and their aceortment of

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $950,000.

(A •ub.titnte for Cotton.)

Xeali

MAINE

roved modern

Liverpool, N. Tork & Philadelphia

O Y N T E R s

PORTLAND, MB.

New Y’ork.

CKBLEACH El CASTAS, WITH REI STRIPE,

ROPE

Je23tf

«

8. When
4. Amount of

PORTLAND. ME.

Commission

Company.
£[* ,B*arance
located? BoMfon.

*

YEATON A HALE,

earner sf Pearl and Federal Sis..

No. 274 F

Book and

jalSMkwly

NOVEMBER.

1. State th* name of the
Company.

Street, Thomas Block,

—

Communication, to be addrewed to

Company,

8S Commercial

THOMPSON,

—

Commercial Mutual Marine Ini. Co.

BLEACIEI mi MXX, VIT1 BLUE STRIPES,

BOLT

R.

Work.

Olf THE FIRST DAT OF

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, *o.,

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

BOOA AND JOB PRINTING

Banoor, Me.
Ca»h CmpitEl, paid in End invested according to law.
•100.000.
Or

IN

HESS, ITI 8TCFI8, CLASS VARI,

b prepared to reoalra order, for

Or South Berwick.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

SAIL CLOTH.

startled by the news
Yesterday
that Burnside had been relieved, and that
Hooker had been put in command of this army; also, that Sumner and Franklin had been
relieved at their own request.
To-day came
the order of Burnside on taking leave and
that of Hooker on assuming the new position.
The telegraph will have announced these facts
and given the orders belore this letter reaches
you.
Many in our country will tie more hopeful
for the success of this army than hitherto.—
Some will watch with Intenser nnxiety than
ever belore.
But my business is with the ar
my, and you ask with eagerness, “How does
the army fee) ?”
A degree of sadness followed the first announcement, probably at the loss of three officers with whom we ham long beeu connected, and toward whom we have entertained
To us of
feelings of respect and affection.
the 2d Corps it seemed saddest of all to part
from the beloved commander of our grand
division, who, during so many months of extreme toil, hardship and danger, was our head
and leader.
An attachment most natural
springs up between those associated in these
trying scenes. Some of these hardened soldiers of many battles shed tears yesterday, at
the thought of the old General bidding us a
final adieu. We, would all prefer to go West
with him, if he is to have a command there.
Franklin is respected by all, and doubtless
is beloved by the troops of his own division.
The hand of Providence seems lifted against
Burnside. All, high and low, were confident
of the success of his plan in the late movement.
But the storm said unmistakeably,
“Thou shall go no further!”
And, after this
second failure, it was better to have a change.
Some portions of this army were not by any
means pre-disposed in favor of Burnside when
he took the command.
They were doubly
dissatisfied with his ill-success.
The commust
have
the hearty supmanding general
No military
port of bis officers and men.
principle is more evident. If he can carry
their enthusiasm with him, so much the better.
Only a portion of this army ever exhibited enthusiasm for Gen. Burnside.
It is a gloomy time for a new commander;
but all consider it a more auspicious season for
Gen. Hooker than it was for Burnside. The
transition is easier than it was in the other
change. Some, perhaps the greater part of
the army.will be more hopeful at the start, and
with a little success will give to Gen. Hooker a
we

Marble

Second Floor,

The Proprietor, of the Pobtlabd Dailt Pkbm
reepootftilly invite Attention to their fhcilitiee for executing in beautiful atyle, every deecripUon of

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

Piscataqna

GAS FITTING,

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work aad
Grindstones.

Mabb.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.
Or Bob toe,

Retail.

Work* « Union Bt., and 1S3 * 235 For*
8t.,
JnJ4dtf
PORTLAND. ME.

Insurance Co.,

Fire Insurance

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Done in the beet manner.

r

Or Speikgfielp, M ahb.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

Conway

or

STEAM AND

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Of Brookltk, New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *300,000.

cipation.

sale

1.

Fhenix Fire Insurance Co..

Hampden Fire

Printing Office,

Fox Block,

Hartford, Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 8350,000.
Of

INSURANCE.

JOHN W. PERKINS *
CO„

or

Steam Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Whole*
•

No. 831 EXCHANGE
STREET,

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER S000.00O.
ProflU annually divided. 75 per cent, to the dealers.

CARDS.

^BUSINESS

HSCR1PTI0* 91IACIIMKT,

•

Book and Job

i

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, Paints,
Oils, Varnishes, Eliot Fire Insurance CompV,
r J
or BOSTON.
AM EVERY

POWER

Co.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $10,000,000.

NO- 191

WINSLOW, Avert,
■iimcmn

AGENT FOR THE

Letter from the Rappahannock2d Corps D'Armee,
1
Near Falmouth, Va., Jan. 27,1863. )
To the Editort of the Daily Pretie:

J. L.

Marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

the Union with slavery, only shorn of some of
its pretensions in the way of extension. But
the President and some of his generals have
become convinced that such a tiling is beyond
their power. They are true to the
country,
let slavery fare as It may. This is true ofsuch
Democrats as Hunter, Butler, and Burnside—
and how many others I do not know. But it
is not so with all. They may lie true to their
country and the Union frith sltirrryf but they
do not wish to do
anything against slavery as
a means of restoring the
Union. They do
not wish for a decisive
crushing victory over
the Confederates. They
prefer that the contest shall continue indecisive until the North
becomes so wearied as to be willing to accept
almost any terms of peace.
I believe the
President dismissed a subordinate officer some
months since, who indiscreetly toldthe plans of
his betters. Perhaps there has been no definite plan. But it is hardly possible not to suppose that some of our generals would prefer
to prolong the war rather than end it
by eman-

COMMUNICATIONS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

■

fore.
Indeed, I suppose the President and nearly
all his generals intended,if possible, to restore

1863.

BOOST.

_eodtf

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Sugar Refinery,

applicant.

Department,

MOMESTEADS FOR

THE

EDWARD SHAW* A|sit*

YORK STREET, PORTLAND. ME.

JrStdtf

$20~

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pigchased from the Hannibal h 8t Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoiniug the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
! County, fbr ferming and manufecturing purposes,
and have divided their property Into lots and Arms.
Thev are oflbred to subscribers In shares of 888 each
Maps, with toll information, ean be had by oallingeft

•a#

108 Middli Strut, Pobtlaub.
Atf

1

'

pillage, which it required a strong military
force to repress." Bankruptcy and ruin fell upexhaustion
on the trading classes, and absolute
of the resources of the country seemed almost
had
stocks
sunk
to such
readied. The public
a degree that the three per cents., which are
now always above ninety per cent., were rarely
higher during the war than sixty-flve percent.,
and so depressed at last had the public credit
become, that the last loan of the Continental
war, that of April 1815, was taken by the contractor at fifty-three per cent., and paid for in
the depreciated paper of the day, and yet the
Chancellor of the Exchequer was congratulated even by the opposition for having made "a
good operation.” The bank was in a state of
chronic suspension, the buying and selling of
gold were prohibited to the the public under
severe penalties, and yet every gold
guinea
which was sent by the government to the army in Spain (and nothing else would answer
the purpose of money in that country) cost
thirty per cent, premium. How England survived all this complication of troubles Is one
of the marvel* of history, but it is not our purpose to discuss that question. The great fact
that the money was raised somehow, is all
When we
we have to do with it at present.
have been at war twenty years, and are forced,
in order to carry it on, to one tithe of the sacriwtiich were endured by the English, we may
then perhaps begin seriously to consider the
money velue of the Union.”

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE

Tuesday Morning* February 3* 1803.
---—

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
in
regular circulation of any daily paper
the city.
The National Finances.
Will the reader, whose peace of mind has
been disturbed by the quotations of American
gold at a premium of more than 00 per cent,
and by financial articles in the opposition
newspapers, if sucli reader there be, please
notice the

following

extract from the New

York Independent, carefully weigli the statements, aud finding them true see if he cannot
realize that gold is not now a standard of valin the country:
What are the facts iu relation to our socalled depreciated currency ? Will it not buy
bread at lair prices? Certainly. Are not the
necessaries of lile, as a whole, as much within
the reach of the poor as during any one of the
past twenty years? All things considered,
this is undoubtedly true. There never was a
time, probably, when old and young, male and
female, all over tlie free Suites, were more
prosperous and coinfoi table Ilian now. Every
human being who has strength to labor, can
find profitable employment either at home, or
in the service of his country. A bundled dollars of paper currency will to-day purchase a
better horse, or yoke of oxen, than could have
been bought with the same amount of gold
before the war. The same is true of many
other things. Secretary Chase in his report
ues

Letter from the State

yesterday.

adjourn,

while

waiting

lesson

to

viv:bune».

was

Having

the reckless assertions of

seen

that in

speaker

rejected pet. In
following up with

nacity in efforts

to

discover the

not

seem

Mr.

report

w as

Wiggin introduced

pass, but did not want to
to have it passed.
Mr.

writers

Wiggin

moved the yeas and nays, which

The Voice ot Freedom.

To the Editors of the Press:
I

Free People conduct a Long War,” traces the
history of the English Peninsular war, the enthusiasm and unanimity of its beginning, the
disappointment and gloom of its progress, the
development ol a virulent and insane pui q or
opposition, aud the glorious couclusiou which

oughly.
Mr. Hayden

of Bath moved to table the motion and assign to-morrow at half past ten
o’clock.
Mr. Foster of Argyle thought the whole thing

humbug, and hoped the House would
of the matter at once.

We quote that part of
wbicli treats ol the
financial di Acuities of a loug w ar. They arc

18(52, for

Senator Wilkinson of Minnesota and
Morrill and Fessenden of this State, will accept our thanks for their frequent favors.
JJ" The President's Emancipation Proclamation is to be

photographed. It is entirely
in Mr. Lincoln’s handwriting.
A man was recently ejected from the
railroad car in Canada, because he hail nothing but silver coin with which to pay his fare.

Lyman of Machias asked the Speaker if
he had ever played “button”? He thought that
the button pedlar had the button, aud he ought
keep

to

it.

hoped

He

the

House

would

settle

j the matter now.
After some further discussion, the motion to
table prevailed.
Mr. Coffin of Harrington introduced an order
inviting Gen. McClellan to visit Augusta as the
guest of the Legislature. Tabled, on motion of

Kingsbury of

Portland.

Mr. Hopkinson, from the Judiciary Committee, reported that the bill to amend Chapter W.
Sect. 34, Revised Statutes, ought not to pass.—

Report accepted.
Mr. Cony of Augusta introduced a bill authorizing the expenditure of money for war purposes. Referred to the Committee on Finance
Passed to be engrossed.— Resolve amending
the resolve extending the terms of the laws for
the settlement of the public lands to volunteers.

Adjourned.

a

parallel,

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
Monday.—Mr. Chamberlain presented a paper
on manures, which was read and assigned.
A communication was received from the Govinviting the members of the Board to visit him, which was accepted, and 8 o’clock this

ernor

evening appointed

ns the hour.
On motion of Mr. Weston, it was resolved that
the Board recommend to the Secretary, in addi-

?Hired

tion to other duties, that he report upon fruit
and fruit culture the current year.
Mr. Perley’s paper on the care of stock was
read and adopted.
Mr. Perley, from the committee appointed to
examine the report of the Secretary upon dairy

husbandry, reported, fully endorsing the same.
The report was unanimously accepted.
Mr. Percival reported upon the third topic.—
Read and to-morrow assigned.
Mr.

Roger’s experiments

on

the potato cul-

referred to the Secretary.
Mr. Percival reported upon the

ture

were

thoroughbreds
Mr.
entific
same

effects of*

milking qualities.
Goodale reported on the subject of a
Survey of the State.
Adopted, and
on

committee

was

Scithe

ordered to present it to the

legislative committee.
Aloi’sta, Feb. 3,1863.
The debate

re]>oil of the committee on
retrenchments in the Lund Office will be resumed
to-morrow; an exciting time is anticipated.—
The indications are that the report of the minor-

j

ity

on

I he

will lie substituted ill the House.

There is

a

strong feeling there in that direction.
The Hoard of Agriculture will adjourn Anally
to-morrow, after an interesting and profitable
session.
(second Lieut. David Lowell, 31st Regiment,
has been honorably discharged on a Surgeon’s
certificate of disability. Capt. E. A Bachelder,
of the 3d Regiment, has been cashiered for cowThe following have resigned : Lieutardice.
J. P. Caswell, 25th Regiment; Capt. J. D. Stan-

wood, 3d; Chaplain Joseph Colby, 12th; Capt.
E. W. Thompson, Battery; Capt. George Scott,
14th; Capt. G. P. Sherwood, 5th; Lieut. S. H.
Manning, 5th; Capt. D. F. Robinson, 16th;
Lieut. W. G.

Spring,

—

23d.

--

Melancholy Accident.—Mr. Levi Sanborn of

Standish,

instantly killed last Satheavy four-ox team,
loaded with timber for making staves, was
driving across the platform leading to the
mills at Steep Falls, when the stringers began
to crack, and Sanborn went beneath the plat-

urday

was

afternoon.

A

form to shore them up. While underneath
the platform It gave way, crushing him awful-

ly,

|

and

instantly killing

him.

He leaves

a

wife and five children.

Prevention of Infection
Fever.—The

!

The .recent unexampled rise in manufacturing stocks indicates that no fear is entertained of the risk of such interests
dearth of cotton.
1

Senator

Douglas

said

as one

by

the

of his last

utterances, “There can be but two classes upthis question (the rebellion) patriots and
traitors.”

on

ZW” We shall take occasion to notice at
length to morrow, the Yarmouth contested election case, which has excited a good
deal of interest at Augusta the present session.
ay It is rumored that Col. Ames, of the
20th Maine regiment, is to be made a Brigasome

A Traveller —Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s Hair
Restorer. As we wen* travelling in Massaciiusetts a
short time since, we met a lady whose apjiemraiwv
indicated that she iiad attained the age of sixty. So
we interred, and but for her beautiful hair we should
have added several
years. After some conversation,
she spoke of her hair, informing us that two years
ago at least one half of it was gray, and that she had
feared that before then the whole would have turned
or fallen off
Rut our friend read the papers, and acquainted herself with the various remedies lor de.
cavi g hair, and at length determined to obtain Mrs*
Allen’s Restorer. She did so, and applied it according to directions, aud before a year had passed, she
assured us that she had as luxurious, even, aud beautiful head of hair as wheu she was but sixteen years
old. Her statement was confirmed by other members of the family, while we were informed that in
the same neighborhood there were other instances
where the same happy and signal elfcet had been produced by applying Mrs. 8. A. Allen’s World’s Hair

the New Orleaus Della of Jan. I8lh, containing the proceedings of a rousing Union
demonstration in that city.

made,

or

were

nine million bushels of salt

gathered, last

year

in Syracuse.—

;iT“ A girl, serving as

in the 10th
Ohio cavalry, stationed at Cleveland, was discovered one day la~t week, aud returned to
her friends. She said her name was Henrietta Spencer, and that she had a father and
brother killed at Murfreesboro,’ and a desire
to avenge them w as one cause of iier enlisting.

from

following receipt

of

Typhus

an

English

physician

is said to have obtained for him a
liberal reward from Parliament, as a preventative of infection in

typhus fevers.
Take six drums of powdered niter (saltpeter,) and six drams of sulphuric acid, (oil of

vitriol,) mix them in a tea-cup ; place the cup
during the process of mixing on a hot hearth
or stove, or heat a
plate hot. By adding cue
dram of the oil at a time, a copious discharge
of nitric acid will take place, which is a thorough dlsenfeetingagent for the above purpose.
IW The XeW York correspondent of the
Baltimore American deuies that Gen. McClellan contemplates resigning, and says “Gen.

“McClellan has no intention of quitting the
“service of his country, In this the hour of her
“sorest need—and what is more, he is ready to

“respond to tile wishes of the Government, ill
“regard to that service, without reference to
“the position to which it may be pleased to
“assign him. This is perfectly reliable.”

a

private

case of deafnesscured in twenty four
Mrs. M. U. Brown, Professor on the E e
aud Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water.

without

regiprofessors of

powerful religious influence is saiil
tliis

son

at

by
duty

regiment,

to

be

A
ex-

doing garri-

St. Louis.

John II.

accepting
Congress, uses
ter

which is

are

receiving

any benefit whatever.

ments for Mrs. B. to treat
hoars after her first

|

voice in the house.

me

for deafness.

application I could hear every
I

can now

for his

mode of treatment

to all who suffer as I have done.”
kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
and a cure warranted. Charget moderate.

Every

George

G. BROWN,
410 Arch St.. Philadelphia.

MRS. M.

Nov. 19—tf

CJT*Dancing to commence
fend d2w#

copy

to

show the

spirit

opposition
only regard the
as disgraceful in
policy, palpable

of the

A Cocoh. Cold, ou an Irritated Throat, it
allowed to progiess, results in serious Pulmonary
and Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.

at

84 o’clock,

BROWN’S

Portland Commercial

College.

I860 In the Hanson Block. No. 161 Middle street. The rooms have recently beeu made
new, aud furnished neatly, and are the moat pleasant
in the city. One separate room for Ladies. I present my thanks lor the extensive
patronage, and
promise as ia the past, nopaint shall be spared in the
future. I have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street. The
Principal lias liad 2D years’ experience.
Diplomas wilt be given to those Ladle* and Gentlemen who pass
through thorough courses for Accountants. Terras will be reasonable. My Institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett's Commercial
College. Cincinnati, Ohio, the ttrst and oldest in the
Lnited States. My teaching and plans are modem,
and the most improved ana
approved, as the Jlrtt
clatn business men have and will
testify.
/kr'icticaUp tauijht.as follows -Book-Keeping,
Navigation, Commercial Law, Native. Hndnes* and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence. Card Marking, As. Teaching from
ited writing copies and text books are avoided.
h Student receives separate instruction
Intricate Accounts adjusted. Certain evenings will be
devoted to Law Lectures, if expedient.
GTMr. B. would refer to a recommendation from
hi* Student* of this city, who are actiag as business
men. accountants, kt
containing shove four hundred signatures,* part ef which nmv be seea in print
in the hall at the entrance to his Rcoms, a lew of
which are as follows:
We have been taught bv actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued bv Mr R. N.
Brown, of thiscity, in teaching the art of Writing,
aud the complicated series or Book
Keeping, has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure In
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and facility in adjusting accounts we
may now nossess:
Philip Hen ry Brown. Jas. Ole oft Brown, Steuben
H. Camming*. W. W. Thomas. Jr.. 8amnei Chadwick, Augustus Cummings. Jason Berry, John 8.
Russell, rred. A. Prince, John II. Hall. George E.
Thompson, John B. Coyle .Jr.. Fred. H. Small. John
M. Stevens, and 200 others.
rS^The services of a -Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40 years
experience
as a practitioner
it b3 dA w3m

LOCATED

•

C'

H. C. 11. Association.
Tb© next meeting of this Association for
Jk
MTam Lxt-rt'KE* ahi> Oeratkr trill be held ThorsV!jr day evening. Feb. 6, at 7* o'clock, in their
^
Library Hali

The Public

a kb ibtitxd.

Question for Diieimioi.
Reeoleed, That Slavery is a violation of the laws of
God and the rights of man ; that efforts to snstain it
in this country nave involved ns in civil war: that
any political party whose principle© tend to perpetuate the institution is unworthy of confidence or support ; and that the surest and shortest method of return to permanent peace lies In vigorously sustaining tbe present Administration.

! Berry. New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, sch Engineer, llig.
gins, Pernambuco.
Ar antli. sch Calista. Payson. fm Fortress Monroe;
F Heed, from Aouia ( reek.
Below, brig Ella Reed. Jarman, fin luagua
(id 3oi h. bark M B Rich. Carlton, New Orleans;

Per order of Committee.
f*b3
F. M.

CARS LET, See’y.

New ItlaiMf.

sch Challenge, White. Fall River.

HHDS.,1

911

NEW* YORK— ArSoth. ship* Sandusky, Hall, from
rpool > da* s; K R Milan. Barton, Cadiz 86 d;
in the Granite State: “I can
Consignment. Tukey, Liverpool 24 days; Western
BKOWN
s
BltONCHIAL
TKOCHL8
Empire. McLaughhu. fm Vera Cruz 16 d; barka Wra
“Emancipation Proclamation
Wilson. Plummer. Matamoras; Magdalena. Day, fm
reach directly the affected parts and give almost in“its futility, disastrous in its
Chanticleer. Potter. Port de Paix; AC
stant relief.
In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Ca- ; Aspiuwall:
“in its violation of the Constitution, and atroj Adams. Hemingway, New Orleans; Orehilia. Devetarrh they are beneficial.
The good effects resultreaux. do; Alamo. Godfrey, Pert Royal SC; Liuden,
cious n its purposes.”
Alexandria; brigs B F Nash, Ranisdell, from
ing from the use of the Troches, and their extended [ Powell,
Palermo; E P Sweet, Chadbourn*, Frontera, Mei;
Be sure to
use, has caused them to be counterfeited.
schs Eotbeu, Connelly, Gouaives; Eveline. Laughjy* The new democratic paper at Portsworthless imitations. Obtain only
lin. Providence: H P Ku-*eil, Ntcliolaon, Siiip Island
mouth says “a white soldier was hung at For- j guard against
Lainartiue. Grant, Eli/abethport.
Xhc genuine Br> or n’t Bronchial Troche $ which have
Ar 31st, bark Almoner, Lampher, Zaza; brigt Liztress Monroe last Friday, for shooting a negro
prored their efficacy by a test of many years. Pubzie Bernard. Bernard. Demarara; Addy Swift. Avesome three months ago.
If the negro had
lic Speakers aud Sinokbb should use the Troches,
ry. St Thomas: Rush. Babbage.from Havana; Ida M
( ornery, Mei lellau.Provideuce; schs France* Hatch,
shot the soldier, this abolition Congress would
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
Parker. Gonaive*; S K Jones, liaise, NowOrleaus;
probably liave voted him a gold medal.” Who and are exposed to sudden charges, should have Laura Gertrude, from Fernamliua.
them. Sold everywhere at 25couts per box.
Cld 31st. ship (iuy Mannering, Holland. Liverpool;
can doubt that the author of this smart rebark Growler, Morrell. Tarragona; Emma F ( base,
jau21 d&w3tn
mark would gladly adopt the Southern code,
(Br) tor Liverpool; brigs Wm A Dresser. Dugan, for
Wappo, Wilkinson, for Sagua; sch l^uail,
Fraorant Soeodont.—The most convenient and • Neuvita#;
and recognize no rights iu a negro that a
Morton. Portland.
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced.
cld
31*t.
Also
white man is bound to respect.
ship Yorktown, Meyer, Liverpool.
hid 30th ships Mogul, Shooting Star. Sam Watta,
For hardening and invigorating the gum. purify ing
!
Carrier
John
Dove. Cultivator, and Free
Bright,
The editor of the Brunswick Telethe breath, cleansing, beautifying aud preserving the
! Trade; barks N A Gaston, aud Mercy Ellen; brigs
from
to
is
old
the
“Soxodont”
teeth,
is
now
Brothers,
and
State of Maine.
fair.
to
Henrietta.
Gen.
youth
age,
graph fair, rery
Referring
Ar 31st. barks Bradford. Cables. Havana; Fanny
used aud recommended by many of the most eminent
Fitz John Porter, he says, “We cannot arEaler. Lodge. New Orleans; J A Hazard, Lawson,
divines, dentists, physicians, chemists and scientific
do; West Wind, Bulger, do; Houston, Share, from
“raign the verdict, for, of course we do not
gentleman of the day.
Port Royal SC.
“know upon what or how much evidence it
Sol by all Druggists everywhere, at 60 oents per
[By tel.] Ar 2d. ship Sardanian. fm London; bark
Jas
>mith, from Kingston; brig Sarah Beruiee, from
“was based,”—and then he goes on to intibottle. Trial bottles and testimonials obtained graMiragoane
tis of H. H. HAY, Portland.
mate the opinion that tlie sentence is not
PROVIDENCE—Ar
31st, sch Willie G. Thompson,
only
Deal’s Gland.
HALL ft RUCK EL, Sole Agents, New York.
“unwarranted” but “grossly unjus',” basing
NEWPORT—Ar 9Kh, sch Orion, Cham, Fall River
dt-cJ7 eod2in*
tor New York.
that opinion on “the general teuor of the eviIn port 3Gt. schs Eliza Ellen. Curtla, fin Portland
dence,”—of which he had confessed his ignofor New York; Porto R#co. Harriman. from MucksDisease* of Ike Urinary Organa.
for Washington; White Sea, Littlefield. PortJ. C*. Mott. M. D., Operating and Consulting
port
rance,—lor and against; that he has fallen a
land for New \ ork.
Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to Disvictim to Pope while “worth a dozen of such
FALL KIVER—Ar 31st. schs Senator. Davia, from
ease* of the Urinary ami Genital Organ*, and Female
Elizabetbport: John Oliver. Davis. Northport; Sea
Uomplaiul* of all kinds, and tlni more obscure disbraggarts,” and says he must be furnished with eases
Mark. Bolan. Elizabetbport
of the Pelvic Vicera. as Piles. Rupture*.
HydroBOSTON—Ar 1st. barks E W’right Jr, Doane. New
more evidence to make him believe Porter
cele, Varicocele. Fistula, Early decline of Manhood,
Orleans;
Young Turk. Jones.Pensacola : brigs Irene,
Dr.
kc.
M. keeps himself posted in all the improve“failed to do his duty even at the bidding of
Look, St Marcs: Humboldt, Itryaut, do; Oiicoue,
ments in the cure of Disease, made in this
country
Fuller, Capo Havtieu; Belle Bernard. Coombs New
“so poor a creature as John Pope.”
or Europe, aud spares no expeine that hi*
patients
Pope mav have the best medical and
Orleans; Greyhound, Pierue, Cienlbegoa: Lauraeita,
surgical treatment
was a “poor creature” because he tried hard to
Smith, New Orleans; schs II S BoytitAn, Jordan, fm
the world afford*. Advice Free.
office 9H
Port l’aix: Zouave. Foster. Grand Turk:
Platteu
street, BOSTON. Hours from ID A. M. to 2
whip the rebels, and would have done so but Court
Sea. Woodbury, New bum NC; Carrie M Rich. HarP. M
and 6 to H P. M.
W
S
Moon,
C
DC;
do;
for the treachery of just such men as Porter.
Lewis,
Dver,
dy. Georgetown
Mrs. M who is thoroughly verseddn the afflictive
Incroe. Deal’* Gland: D H Bills. Rich, aud F iiermaladies of her sex, can be "consulted by ladies.
But then the Telegraph as-aiis the vigorous
bert. Paiker. Philadelphia: Edwin Reed. Goodspecd.
Patients furnished with board and experienced
do; E H Atwood. Rich, do; Kate Walker. Gulliver,
nurses
oct3eod*>m
fighter and the vindicated General, ami takes
Eli/al*ethp«»rt; Lottie. Hammond. New York
sides with one convicted by hi- peers of failCld 31st ult. brig Uoekingham. Crowell.Baltimore;
DR. P. P. QUIMBY. would give noticethat he hi
schs Atm A Susan, Pearson, New York; H Baker,
ing to support his superior; and who will say returuedto Portland, and can be fouud at bis Room,
Webber. Portland.
No. 13 International House. Tuesday, August
Ar2d. bri*s Footer, Griffin, fin Gonaive*; Nahaut,
the Telegraph is not a loyal paper! We know
Monte Christo. ( hurchtll. ( ape
12th, where he will atteud to all wishing to consul j 8trout, Cienfitegoar
it is,—as loyal as the Boston Courier.
Haytit'ii; Ororiinbo, Tracey. Philadelphia; Chara,
him.
! Cole, fin Jamaica: schs springbok, Gnndle, Port de
First Examination at office.$200 | Paix: Convoy, Merrill. Philadelphia; W M Mitchell,
Each *ubsequcut fitting at office.5C ! Small, do: EG Huxtou. Titcotnb. Elizabetbport.
BY
Cld 2d. bai k Malina. I rask. Portland, to load for
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 5C 1 England; brig Mary C Mariner. Mariner, tor New
-ro THEsells Clara. Swift, Baltimore; F Arthemu*.
Orleans:
visit
at
Each«ub*equ«nt
residence. 10C
Coffin. Machiasport; Bloomer, Hall, Hath; Citizen,
15»JZ.--tV
we

Wm. K. It HOOKS

no

Pwjtlvely

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 28th, ship Shirley,Brown,
Hong Kong.
Ar Jan 3lst. ship Agra. Avans. Boston.
GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 28th. sch Ocean Bird,

stand in the cellar and

parlor. Crate Ail to God
great deliverance, I heartily commend her

a

only of the Managers.
l ickM, .old at, b« do.,,
i— I rlH-t, limited to the opacity of the Hall.
Gallery Ticket. V) cent.—for rale at K L. EoWbaon *.und_r Lanca.ter Hall.
No ticket, tru.ferable.
■Vt'S/r—(.'■aaut.aa a rvLtOiniwnu Baud.

reported

In 24

hour the clock tick in the

healed,

of Concord, in his leta Democratic nomination for
the following language which

Last Sat-

urday I went to the Preble House and made arrange-

Iowa

early

W. H. Phillips,
CxrT. C. H. Rich,
M McCarthy.

Harris,

Ship

{

as

TICKETS tl 60. to be had

Brig Lizzie Bernard, (of Calais) at New York from
Demarara. report*. Jan 20. lat2o40. ion 73 46. in a
heavy sea. rolled away heads of lore and mainmasts.
Kobena, reported ashore on Governor's Isl’nd
cam** off at 5 A M Sunday, and anchored in North
Kiver.
Brig Ocean Traveller, (of Sedgwick) at New York
from Bermuda. did not sustain damage m the gale of
Jan d, a* reported.
Brig E 1* Swett. (of Bath) Chadbourne. at N Yolk
from rrontera, Mex. reports, Jan 24. lat 34 20. Ion 76,
iu a thick log, came in collision with an unknown
brig, carrying away bowsprit and liead gear, main
sta> foresail, jib, tore topmast staysail, and cutwater.
The other vessel carried away fore topmast slay.
Sch E A Anderson, before
ashore on Ellis
Island, has been got off without damage.

**I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall’s Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deal from a child, and for twelve years past have
been quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of dollars,

lisher of that paper.

erted

by

Feb. 17th, IMS.

Manager*.

ible to descending vessels at a distance of about tfve
miles, aud will be replaced by a Fresnel lens of tbe
sixth order, as soon as the tower, now in course of
construction, shall be sufficiently advanced for It.
By order of the Lighthouse Board.
M. F. BONZAXO.

A remarkable

hour*

LANCASTER HALL,

H. Rarbkrick,
{r rank
G. Rich,
/, ?. •fACKLKPT.
I-t*

NOTICE TO M ARINERS.
Lighthouse Engineers, 8tli & :»th Dist. 1
New Orleans. Jan. 15, 1868.
i
During the construction of the Lighthouse buildings at the Head of the Passes of the Mississippi River. a light will bo exhibited nightly, from toe 2oth
of Jan, at a puiut coinciding with the posit iou of the
old Lighthouse, which will also be that of the new
tower. The light will be that of a ship’s lantern, vis-

Deafness Cubed.—Mrs. M. U. Brown will be at
Preble House for one week.

fit

BALL!

leave their names with the Managers at
date as possible.
No Masks will be worn in t* e Hall.

Office of

;

n

Arningeineiit* have been made with Curtis k Woodbury. < ostumers, of Boston, to furnish any number
°*
l *AfUcT.1* Dreumh. both male aud female,
and it is hoped that all who attend will secure a Fancy Dress. The prices for dresses will range from
•1 00 upwards. Due notice will be given of the timo
aud plane tor letting the dresses.
It Is also hoped that the SIlUTAH Y AND F1REMES will be well represented
All those wishing for a Fancy Dress will please

others.

the

approbation n address by a
Chicago secessionist, giving reasons why the
West cannot remain iu tiie Union with New
England, if the South should not he recovered.
Pretty Son of New England must be the pub-

meut, called “Grey Beards,” are
religion, and between twenty and thirty
ordained ministers, and United Brethren.

j

FANCY DRESS

TueMay Evening,

lelw dSwlt.il

with

Aliout two-thirds of nfi

SLAT

SA1 LED—wind N W—bark Geo Thomas; sch* H P
Cushing, Luton Flag, Ocean Herald, J C Brooks,ana

Restorer.—{Providence Daily Tribune.

rw- The Manchester (N. U.) Democrat

publishes

Brig Ella Maria, Merrill, Havana, by Chase Bros
& Co.
Sch Active, Thompson. Havana, by Isaac L Came.
8ch gueen of Clippers, (Br) Davidson, Cardeuae,
by Emery k Kia.
Sch Exchange. Soule, New York, by A L Uobsou.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

gfc GRAND

M^RINTE NEWS.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Union meetings are being held in .difportions of Arkansas.. We have before

JSy There

NEW

A Co.

will

us

Mr.

Mr.

drunkard in
pleased
of
the U. S. Senate, I send you for publication
the following notice ol the disgraceful scene,
from the correspondent of the
Philadelphia
not inscpurablc: that is the lesson of history:
Inquirer of the 2Sth iusL:
We pass now to the consideration of anothAfter Senator Saulsbury’s final arrest on Tueser class of dilticullies Inherent iu the
prosecuday night he was taken iu a cab to his residence,
tion ol every war, aud generally of lar greater
though considerable force had to Ire used
tine
magnitude Ilian any oilier—liiose connected
of the officers was thrown violently to the floor
Wtih the raising of the vast sums of money rebefore he was willing to go home. On Wedneslor the support of military
operations. day morning he made his appearance in the
u tliis important matter, it
we mistake not,
Senate about nine o'clock. Hie. fitst inquiry
there are some striking points of resemblance
was for ids revolver, which he was unable
to
between the English experience during the
find, it having been taken from hitn and put
war, and our present situation. It is the fashaway. He was still laboring under the influence of liquor, and soon went
ion among many w ho seek to excite the pubup to his committee room, where he had considerable
lic alarm on this subject from unworthy, and
quantity in
store, and imbibed again freely. He remarked
sometimes, it may be feared, from treasonto
oue
of
the
officers
that
had
he
been
able motives, to represent the enormous outdrinking
too much sherry last night, and it had gut into
lay of the nation's wealth which is poured out his
head, hut lie did nut care a d-. Ilia
to save the nation's lile, as wholly unparalleled
voice to-Jay (Wednesday)
is thick, and lie
iu history. Yet it may be asserted, without
seems very
sullen. Two officers remain near
any fear of contradiction, that England, with
and it is not feared that he will commit
him,
a population then little more than hail of that
any violence upon the Senators, unless he again
which now inhabits our loyal Stales, with regets too much “sherry.” It is not probable
sources
less
iu
at
that
that he will be expelled, but he will, no doubt,
proportion
infinitely
time than her own, her manufacturing indusbe severely censured liy resolutions. He sits
next behind Senator Wall of New Jersey, with
try, so far as external outlet was concerned,
wholly crippled by the operation of tile French whom he is in conversation most of the time.
continental system and her own Orders iu
After he hail replied to the resolution to expel
Connell) expended,during every year of the ; him to-day, he put his hands into his coat (iockets and started across to the Republican side of
Peninsular war, ys large an annual sum as has
been required bore each year to create ami 1 the Senate. A nuuitier of members kept an eye
on him, and one or two officers suddenly found
keep up tlie gigantic force now in arms to put
business across the floor also. W lien near Senadown the tehellion. During the five years that
tor Dixon lie leaned over and spoke to him. No
the war lasted, her average annual expendiapparent attention was paid to his remark by the
ture exceeded ninety milliuiis of pounds sterand he went hack to his seat; in a few
ling, or four hundred and fifty millions of dol- | Senator,
minutes he left, with Senator Wall, for the“side
lars, which is about the sum which is demand- room.”
ed of us. No one, of course, pretends to say
The galleries have been crowded all day, evthat this rate of expenditure is not appalling,
ery one pointing toward him from ail parts of
it
concerns
us
to
know
that
it
is
not
unyet
{ the galleries.
precedented, aud that these vast amounts have
Senator Siulsbury was conveyel from the
been raised from national resources far interiSenate to his home this afterm on, in a state of
or to our own.
It should not be forgotten, alhigh nervous excitement, bordering on congesso, that they represent the money price of Engtion of the brain.
land's independence, and if ours is secured
by
a far greater outlay, we certainly are not disList of Patients sick at City Hospital, beto
posed
quarrel with the wisdom of the inlonging to 7th Maine VoN.
vestment.
The question is, how were these
Co. B— Warren Armstrong, typhoid fever. Feb. 2d;
immense sums raised in England ? The mac.
Jano* A. Grant, do. Feb. 2d ; v«**orge Martin, couwho would have predicted, at the commence\ale-ceut; John Lisbon, chronic niphitia; John B.
ment of the war with Frauce, that the EngliaHtingM, convalescent.
lish national debt would at its close exceed
Co. C—Hiram .'Stillman, typhoid fever; Tilton K.
Sibley, chronic diarrhea; Way land F. Jacobs, convuc i-huusuimi in1111<>iis oi
sterling, ana
valescent;
Stephen Berif, chronic diarrhea; A. S.
that the country would be able to tiear such a
Harmon, wound; Monet R Coburu, chronic rheumburden, would have been regarded as a vision- atism.
Co. D—Joseph Norton, Jr., indolent ulcer; Abram
ary as wild us he who in this country, two
Grover, bronchitis; Anton E. Sypher, neuralgia;
years ago, might h ave foretold the present
Jamet Gould, intermittent fever; Addison 11. Giant,
amount of oui national debt, and have conwound; George Laskey, convalescent; Wm. G.Bent,
tended that, in spite of it, the public crealit
chronic diarrhea; Jolin Smith, do; Thornat Richardson. wound.
would remain unimpaired. The difficulty iu
Co. /'—Timothy Lfnnell, convalescent; Edwin C.
England of raising tliawe vast sums was ten- Crosby,
coiporal. chronic diarrhea; Simeon o. Reyfold greater than it is here. Napoleon, looking
nolds, convalescent ; Wm. F. Truudy, wound; E. fl.
Hammond, do.
upon England as the Southern pimple have
Co. /—Win. Crosby, sergeant, wound; Richard C.
been taught to regard tis. as a purely comBoyer, do; Wm. Summerby, consumption ; BenJ. F.
mercial nation, undoubtedly placeil more reliMaun, convalescent; A. G. Webstar, do; George H.
ance lor ultimate success upon the instinct of
Fairbanks, chronic diarrhea ; Henry' F. Cole, sergeant, debility.
money getting, which would shrink from the
0t». A'—Wesley Flistey, typhoid fever; Richard
sacrifices
in
a
pecuniary
necessary
prolonged Scollv,
wound; J. O. Carville, sergeant, do; Joseph
struggle, thau upon the mere victories of his
F. William*, debility.
army. Ilena-e lie pursued, during his wlmle
Umintigned Recruit$—John If. Sprague, asthma;
John II Alien, chronic rheumatism: Manly
career, an indexible purpose of ruining EngRand,
T. Burnham, chronic diarrhea.
convalescent;
lish commerce, ami by u series of measures
known as the Continental
Respectfully,
system, endeavored
Euw’ako W. Sanborn,
to excluale English ships and English
products
Hospital Steward Tth Me. Vols.
from the markets of the world. The effect of
these measures, although not so serious as lie
wished and had anticipated, nevertheless
President 1.ixooi.n’» Conversation.—
crippled enormously the resources of England i The Preslcleut’i memory is
unflagging. He is
Just at the period when they were most need- still reminded from day to day, and hour to
ed.
Taking the three years before the issuing of hour, of somebody's good sayings. Here is a
the Orders in Council and the vigorous enuew specimen of his conversation, copied from
forcement of the Continental system, which
a
Washington letter, published iu the Rocheswere coincident in point of time with the comter American :
mencement of the Spanish war, the
average
How are you, Mr.-? said the President,
annual exports sank from fifty-seven millions
adopting the accent and inflection now in vogue
to twenty-three millions, taking the average ol
here. 1 saw your csrd, but did not me you. I
three years after they bad laeeii in
operation. was glad, however,
tlmt you earded me, and I
'Faxes wa-re laial on at a burdensome rate.
was reminded ot an anecdote of Mr.
Whittlesey,
The income tax was ten per cent.,and besides,
"lien Mr. ('ox, then a
man, first came
speeitlc war taxi s amounting to more than i here, Mr. W said to Him,young
‘'
Sir, have You cardtwenty millions a year were imposed. Nnted the senators ?”
No, sir, I
I would
withstaniling all these taxes, the debt increas- curry favor first, and then comb thought
them.” “It is no
ed beyond the anqual income more than one
said
Mr. W., seriously.
It
joking matter,tosir,”
thousand millions of dollars duriug the Peninis your duty
oard the senators, sir; ami it is
sular war. Discontent and violence among the
customary, I believe, to card the cabinet, also,
and you aught to do it, sir. Hut,” he added, aflaboring classes liecame universal, and it was
remarked that tile achievement of t|ae greatter a moment’s thought, “I think I am
wrong;
the cabinet may caruyou.
est victories in Spain was celebrated in
England '‘amidst a population who hail been prevented by the burden of taxation on the abso£#~‘We regret to loam that the health ol
lute necessaries ot life, from securing a liveliLouis O. Cowan, recently of the Maine
Capt.
hood by the strictest industry, and thus
pauperism had been generated throughout the cavalry, is so low that serious fears are enterland—a pauperism aggravated by a spirit ol
tained by his friends as to the result.
overwhelmed them.

the mite

dispose

a

"ry whether the voice of freedom is stilled iu
“the U. S. Senate.”
That your readers, at least, may see what
sort of a character was “suuelched out” for
raising the “voice of freedom,” as the Age is
to term

of in

Various petitions were presented and referred.
Mr. Hammond of Paris moved to reconsider
the vote passing to be engrossed the resolve for
the purchase of Putnam’s improved eyelet hook.
He said that he had ventilated the humbug thor-

see

com-

prison in Massachusetts, during
crime, was 9705.

to!”

disposed

concurrence.

|

of persons

The whole number

mitted to

Thereupon the Boston Traveler exclaims:
“What a place for the rebels to make a raid in-

HOUSE.

by your paper of Sutnrday that the
Augusta Age says the senatorial bully, Salisbury from Delaware “was squelched out for
“speaking in uncomplimentary terms of President Lincoln, and rai-ed the pertinent inqui-

experience were unprecedented. Is it so?
Mr. Charles J. Stille, in a pamphlet, which
professes on its title page to teacli “How a

day.
Z3T

ferent

rrayer by Kev. Mr. Uallou.
Papers from the Senate were

unable to

leading New York Hotels have
their charges from $2,50 to $3 per

each General. He knew Butler too well
ever to vote thanks to him.
The order was tabled by a vote of 20 to 2.—

passed.
Adjourned.

of State in response to his orders do
to be satisfactory and he is now call-

The

dier General. Lieut. Col. Chamlierlain
be promoted to a colonelcy.

(Doe and Wiggin.)
Sundry petitions and bills were presented and
referred, and sundry orders of enquiry were

why

ar“ w e are again indebted to Vice-President Hamlin for valuable public documents.
advanced

————|

MARRIED.

of the

Pirate Florida.
In this city, Jail. 29th, by Kev. 11 It Abbott, Ansi)
New York, Feb. 2.
A; Houston and Miss Fannie A. Boothby, both of
From passengers, who arrived by the CoWestbrook.
lumbia yesterday, we have very important reIn Naples, Jan. ,‘ilst.
by J. 1*. Davis. Esq., Elbririge
ports. While remaining at Havana the pas- I Nason ami Miss Almira l’aul, both of N.
At < nnilH-rlaiiri
Mills.
Feb. 1st. by 8 W Hammond,
that
learned
from
the
inhabitants
sengers
A1**ert Verrill and Miss Lizzie (.rant, both of
heavy tiring had been heard at a supposed dis- c 'il
tance of sixty miles from that place.
It was
In Ellsworth Jan. 2«th. Wm. P. Wood, of Rockand Miss Llonia A. Sites, of Gouldsboro.
positively asserted by some who appeared well land,
Jan 18th, James Gilbert and Mrs. MarIn
informed, that several of our gunboats had tha J.rrenton,
Leland, both of T.
attacked the rebel steamer Oreto, and had
sunk her. The report was generally believed
died.
in Havana, and was the all-absorbing theme
of conversation.
Ill this city, Feb 1st, Mary, youngost child of FrmnThe Columbia left Havana on the 25th.—
! cis Macdonald. Esq., aged 18 months.
Just prior to her departure the Creole, from
jy Funeral this (Tuesday) morning, from No. 21
New York, arrived, bringing intelligence that ; High street. Friends are invited to attend.
Hi this city, Jau. 28th, Mrs. Hannah Brmdish, aged
she hail l>een hailed by the United States gunboat Cuyuga the day previous,aud informed I —years.
In tape Elizabeth. Feb. 1st., Mr. Joseph Dam,aged
by her captain that a number ol national gun87 years. (Bangor papers please copy.]
boats and the Oreto had a sharp engagement,
In I'ownal. Oct. 27th, tapt. James Poland, aged ^ I
years 4 months.
which
the
Oreto
was
struck
a
shell
|
during
by
aud sunk.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
From North Carolina—A Great Expedition
Tuesday,.February 3.
waiting for fair weather.
i Sun rises.7.12 f High water, (morn).. .10 33
Mokehkad City, N. C., Jan. 30.
Sun sets.5.17 | length of days.10.06
The waters between here aud Beaufort are
black with vessels of all kinds^wliich only are
waiting the abatement of the severe gale,
which has been prevailing for live days.
Capt. Slaght, Chief Quartermaster of this
PORT OF PORTLAND.
Department, has completed his arduous labors
in lltLing out the greatest expedition of the
Monday,.February t.
day.
ARRIVED.
Bark Illinois, Brav, New York.
The army is in splendid condition and eager
Brig GUarlcua. Means, Cardenas 0th ult vim Newfor the coining conflict.
port.
Gen. Wessell is left in command at NewBch Maine Law, Amesbuiy. Philadelphia.
Sch Rachel Beals, Curtis, Cape Ann.
bern, with adequate force lor any emergency.
hch Knight, Whitmore, Boston.
Sch John K Mather, Orr, Boston.
Sch Panama, Allen, Boston.
See a woman in another column picking Sambuc!
Sch Harriet Baker, Webber, Boston.
Grapes, for Speer's Wine. It Is su admirable article
Sch Albert, Skinner, Boston.
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
Steamer Chesapeake. WDiets, New York.
Loudon aud New York, in preference to old Port
CLEARED.
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfacBrig C II Keunedv. Bain, Sagua, by A L Hobson.
Matanza*. by J D Lord.
Monica.
Phillips,
Brig
tion.
dec22dly
Brig Dau’l Boone, Seger, Havana, by John Lynch

at War.

There

sue on

Senate,
great perti-

some-

record of refusal

victory—one especially, Major Gen. Butler.
were still others, who he
wanted to see
added, who had done service to the Union.
Mr. Wiggin said he was ready to meet the is-

the

reasons

see a

to

look

Jokathajv.

still arises. Can the country carry tiiis enormous load of debt? This is a historical question. We might well tremble, if our present

following order:

orderedMr. Woods said he should want to add other
names of Major Generals, who had
led armies

desk and

capital be his aim lie will probably be
what disappointed in his expectations.

the

were

de-

imagine, but he w ill probably
persevere in his searcli after knowledge under difficulties, until all the State officers have
been formally catechised in turn.
It political

of

a

A debate took place, Mr. Wiggin supporting
the order.
Mr. Peters moved to table it. He was willing
to vote for the order and would like to see it

upon the Governor. What peculiar importance attaches to this question in his mind
are

pass.—

Ordered, That a Select Committee of three on
the part of the Senate, with such as the House
may join, he appointed to wait upon Major Gen.
George 15. McClellan, bow in Boston, tender to
him the hospitalities of the State, and invite
him to visit the capital as the guest of the Leg-

ing
we

to

in favor of

engrotted.—Resolve

Passed to be

Got. Washburn did not commission the officers
of the ununiformed militia elected last year.
The answers from the Adjutant General and

Secretary

ought not

County Law Libraries.

saying “I object.” This
was a final estoppel of all proceedings.
The
House immediately adjoined and Mr. Page
wore
anything but his usual amiable
took away his
Mr. Wiggin is

authorise Albert

islature.

despairing

Clerk’s

to

Accepted,

heard

look when he came to the

of in

to

the Maine State Seminary

beginning

was

disposed

were

attigned.—Act

stern voice of the honest old Puritan from

irresponsible
no actual distress occasioned by the state of
the currency does as yet exist, the question

this Instructive

tlie House

and plantations.
Mr. Woods, from the Judiciary Committee reported that the resolve presenting documents to

ruled the motion out
a

of

towns

upon the task of reading
the voluminous document when the

about

Newberg

dui

spite

but the

through

for them there is another useful

learn.

of the hall when the matter

Rowe

Rev. Mr.

extend a wharf in liarpswell harbor;
act to amend Chap. 113 of the laws of 1862,
providing for the assessment of taxes in certain

was

ol order and the clerk with

tion.

neeu

Trufant

cided, but thought the House ought lobe willing to listen even now. A member moved to

barrassments or suffering. There have been
Men have lost their property in consequence of tlie rebellion. So did thousands
and tens ot thousands iu the crisis of '57 and
of '87, when we were at peace. No extraordinary disturbance in our political affairs can
ever take place without more or less pecuniary
loss in all business circles. That is inevitable.
The North have demonstrated to the world
that there is money enough and men enough
to crush the rebellion.
All that is necessary
Is to have more union, more determination,
more Napoleonic courage.
One word to Ma|or-Generais: attention the whole! We must
have victories now in order to open money
vaults. We must have victories in order to
reinspire our capitalists. We must have victories to give the Government a credit with
the people, and adequate to the emergency.
We must have victories if we would save this
God-favored nation from the hand of an infernal couspiralor, and from financial destrucuu

out

from

Read and

qualified and took his seat. AfPage from Berwick asked leave
to present the minority report on the same
case.
The speaker said it could be received
and read only by the unanimous consent of the
House. Mr. Hayden thought it would be of
no earthly use now that the report of the Committee had la-en accepted. Mr. Page said he

none.

we

Papers

terwards Sir.

was

Prayer by

concurrence.

up for consideration. It was acCapt. Merrill was declared, elected

cepted.
appeared,

PRESS.J

Augusta.

ofthe Committee on Elections in the Yarmouth

far, we have no reason
complain of extraordinary em-

vine,

By special assignment

TO THE DAILY

Important from Havana.—Destruction

On the fourth page—Palabras Carinosas; Escape from a Rebel Prison.

SRtATE.

Monday.

in the House
the

DISPATCH

■

SELECTED.

ANI)

Rappahannock; Playing

Augusta, Feb. %

case came

We affirm that, thus

xnwt

[SPECIAL

ORIGINAL

tF* On the first page—Letter from the

LEGISLATURE OE MAINE.

Capital,

An amusing scene occurred

fl

to

BY TELEGRAPH.

Augusta, Jan. 31,1863.

says:
Whe it, quoted at 81 38 to 81 43 per bushel
on the 1st of November, 1861, was quoted at
43 to 81 5!) on the 1st of November, 1862.
rime mess pork, on the 1st of November, 1861,
was quoted at 813 to 813 30 per barrel, and on
the 1st of November, 1862, at 812 30 to 813.—
Corn sold on the 1st of November, 1861, at 62 to
63 cents per bushel, and on the 1st of November,
1862, at 71 to 73 cents. A comparison between
the prices of hay, beef, and some other staples
of domestic produce at the two dates, exhibits
similar conditions of actual depression in price
or moderate rise.

whatever,

——

———^

[Superior

36 Trc*.
davod Molasaca, new
V) Bbls. )
crop,
per 8ch. Ocean Ranger, from Matanxas, bow landing
and for sale by

I.n

CHASE, BROTHERS k CO..

feb31w

Widgery’s

Wharf.

All Style* anti Qualifies
Boots, Shoe*, and Rubbers, for men, women,
boys, misses, and children, constantly on hand
and for sale at the lowest prices at my Sew Store,
361 Congress street. (T. 8. Files’ old stand.1
Mjr
old patrons and purchasers generally are invited to

OF

eall and

see

bargains I can give.
REPAIRING

what

AND MANUFACTURING,
Done to order neatly, promptly, and at low price*.
SAMUEL BILL,
fob 8—dim

368

Congress,

near

Green street.

HI* C** HI* A*
A stated
meeting of tbe X. C. X. Association. will be held at the Library Room on
Tat bbday Evkxixo. Feb. 6th, at 7 o'clock,
fob 6—2t
F. M. < AR8LEY, beefy.

A CARD.
HENRI DITOM begs to inform the students of the French language that for tbe
present
all his time is engaged. He expects to be enabled to
receive a few more pupils at tbo end of the present
term, March 1st.
The professor thanks most heartily the community
for the lurge. intelligent, and refined patronage bestowed upon him.
lie knows that he owes iu part

PROF.

;

hi© success to the fhet that he Hi. not onh the solo
French teacher educated Hi Ps ris (France) but even
the only Frenchman teaching in Portland. Tbe remarkable proficiency in speaking French attained by
his pupils, must be reckoned also as one of its causes.
It is a difficult thing to teach properly a modern isaTbo
qualifications are necessary.
reach language, like all modern languages, goes
through perpetual transformations; benee its rules
cannot present that clearness and that precision of
dead languages. Often dHRcnHies occur Which grammar cannot solve: the professor is then guided, either by the sound or tbe custom; this is nnn of tha
stumbling blocks of tbe American or Hwiss teacher.
Again, the multiplicity of the rules of French syntax. offor no little
A good teacher ought
to know which rule© he must use, which on ©a he
must reject; he will avoid thus
confusing the mind
of his
the teacher of French birth aud
education cun make a Judicious selection.
Here is the kev of the success of Prof. Henri Dacom.
The pupil knows he has with him a aafo guide
in all difficulties. What must be tbe thoughts of a
student taking'Ieseons of a teacher whose abilities he
doubts! Very likely those of a man employing tw#
or throe hours a week in throwiug quarters into the
sea.
teb 3—dl w •

peculiar

fuage:

perplexity

pupil. Only

TELEGKAPH

EVEKIVU

PAPERS.

AUgUM 10,

Portland.
BATH—Ar 31«t, brig Forrester, Murray. Cbeeaschs Exeter. Snow, New York; Maine, Wtlns. Bostou.

Upton.

--♦--

Physician

Gen. Butler to Return to New Orleans—An
African Army to be Organised.
New York, Feb. 2.
The Tribune’s Washington dispatch says
General Butler has had several interviews
with the President and Secretary of War, who
formally renewed the proposition that he
should go back to New Orleans to resume
command of the department ol the Gulf, except Texas and the troops which Gen. Banks
shall lead thither, hut w ith additional powers
and responsibilities, including those attached
to the organization of an African army on the

Mississippi.

Scroko*.—H A. LAMB. M. D.
of Congress and Chestnut Street)

and

Office, corner
Portland, Me.

Particular attention
iseases of the eye and

paid
ear.

to

Surgery, including

Dr«. J. Clawson Kelley and I! L. Davis’
Medical Office, No. 229] Congress street, up same
flight with Dr. Johnson. Dentist—only place in Portland where Dr. Kelley's genuine medicines can be
had. Adricefrec upon all diseases.
jau27d3awAwtf32

HF-Consumption

and Catarrh, and all diseases

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Leghorn 9th ult, snip* Lydia SkoltteM, Skolfield, and Houghton, Percy, for Boston.
At Barbadoes 9th Inst, b< ig C’ C Colson, from EastI port.disg; sch Harper, Coombs, from Philadelphia,
ar 9th. disg.
Ar 3d. sen Tilt, Crosby. Eastnort.
Ar at 8t Thomas Oth nit. bark Sebra Crocker. Staple*. from Li-bon. (and s!d 13th tor Triuidad); 11th,
] bng Lucy Hey wood. Stone. Martinique; 13th, brig
M P Rich". Dix, Cape Verd Islands; sch A Wooster,
Wooster. St Kitts.
At do 19th. sch Hattie Coombs, Coombs, from the
Windward, just ar
Sid 9th, bark Ellen Morrison, Lyon,(ftn Dcmarara)
; for Mavaguez; 19th, brig G Mered'th, Snow, Trini-

I

aug7—d«m

o:

J

Eke;

thu Throat and Lungs, successfully treatedby Inha
Rebel newspapers report that one of our
lation,
dad
By C. Morse. M. D.
iron-vlads made an unsuccessful attack upon
At Mansanilla 17th ult. ship Charles k Jane, from
aulS '62 eod
Corner Smith and Cougress Sts.
a fort on the coast of Georgia, and had lieen
St Jago for Liverpool, (('apt Haskell had died); bark
retire
Acacia.
Piukhani. lor Boston.
in consequence of an injury
obliged to
Dentistry.—Dr. JO.SIAI1 UEALD, No.241 Con
Going iu, brig Iza. Thompson, from New York.
to her turret.
gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Churcl
At Cap* Haytieu 12th ult, sch Susan. Berry, fbr
The. Times’ Washington dispatch says the
Boston 3 days.
| Portland, Me.
aug7dly
President lias sent the following nominations
At Matan/a* 23d ult. ship E Sherman, unc; barks
J M Thinston. for Cork; Sharp-burg. Andes, Pilot
to ihe Senate for continuation:—Brig. Gens.
SWEET ORAXt»ES.—Another lot of nice Or
Ellen Stevens, ( has lieudle. Welkin, Henry
Fish.
Abner Douhleday and Frank P. Blair, Jr., to
angesjust received and selling at very low prices, at |
Buck, John Carver. Lucy France*. R H Walker, M 6
be Major Generals; Col. C. L. Mathers and
B W. JONES.
j Fox, Witislcw, Ionic, Cordelia, and J W Rosevelt.
116 Fore Street.
Capt. Richard Arnold of the regular army,
jau27 dlw*
{ uuc; brigs N Stowers, Croton, II B Emery. P R Curtiss, TbosConnor. Philip l.arrabee. Castillian. WalCol. Frederick S. Stainborugh of PennsylDrn LOCKE A KIMBALL, Dentists, No. Ill
lace Peck. J 11 Dillingham. J Polledo. Fannie Linvania, and Col. Edwin C. Mason of Maine, to
R 9 Hassell. Faustina, Georgia. P M Tinker. G
coln.
Middle Street. Mortlaud. Me.
augl6—ly
be Brigadier Generals.
{ L Bucknam. Stella, W J Treat. Altaratra, and Isola.
uuc; schs Gun Rock. Kate Carltou, Yankee Blade,
Donna Anna, and Nancy K lleagan.
The Rebels Striving to get Possession of
BROKERS* BOARD.
At Cardeuae 17th ult. bark* IS Fouutain. for New
Tennessee and Cumberland Rivers.
Sale or Stocks.—Boston, Feb 2. 1882.
York; t hilton. W E Anderson, and S B Hale, unc;
Cairo, Feb. 1.
A J Ross, for Boston; Geo Harris, for X York;
600 American Cold
brigs
.168
^
Guerrillas centinne active in the vicinity of ! 16.260.do.169 ! Eudorus. and Eliza Ann, tor Philadelphia; Aun Rlifor a port north of Haltera*: Annandale,
A
the
4th
zabe'h,
detachment
of
11.000
10
Illinois
.do.f
|
169
:
Memphis.
Lorana, Waccamaw, Wared ale. Franconia. Defiance,
.do.b 30 159J
cavalry had a skirmish with a squad of rebels. 10.000
J
as
Gen Marshall. BenJ Carver, Jas Crosbv,
Davis.
6.UU0.do.1684 ;
The federate lost seveu killed, wounded and
do. 159] j Wm Creevey. Robin, and Chattanooga* *nc; sch*
6,000
! 7.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881). 94( ! Light Boat,’ for a northern port. Ida F Wheeler, for
captured.
The Memphis Bulletin says the rebels are
10.000 .do. 941 1 Philadelphia
At Turks Island 14th, sch Isabella Maria. Gilkey.
ltJO United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes. 101*
advancing on our lines as that as the condition
5,10° .do.101]
(from Laguayra) for Philadelphia uext day.
of the roads will allow; tne object evidently
2.500 United States Five-Twenties. 98
lieiug to get possession of the Tennessee and
18,900 United State# Demand Notes.1664
(Per steamship Australasian, at New York 1
1.000 U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness, (April), .ion]
Cumberland rivers.
Sailed from Colombo 8d Inst. Resolute. Mountfort,
do (April). 99
4,000
for-; Brewster. Dunbar. Calcutta
By an accident on the railroad near Moscow
2.000 .do (Sept). 96
Ar at C alcutta Dec Olh. Jamt-s Guthrie. Hanson.
on Tuesday four freight cars were precipitated
28,000 .do (Jan).
Boston- 9th, Anna Decatur. Pickering, Singapore;
|
96]
down an embankment So feet. Four soldiers
1.000 United Stales Registered Sixes. 93] i Kenuiore, Graves. Sunderland.
Passed Anjier Nov 21. Alhambria, Dunbar, Macao
were killed.
j for New York.
From Vicksburg we learn that the water is
IMPORTS*
Sailed ftu Singamire Dec 4th, Eagle Wiug, Kelley,
running through the eut-otf at a depth of from
Akvab.
two to four feet. There are no signs yet of
Ar at Bangkok Nov 17th. Juventa. Newell, WhamLiverpool—steamship Norwegian—2874 bars iron,
the channel’s “widening.” A considerable
poa: 29th, Hiawatha. Rvdor, Singapore.
100 lulls do. 1 bag tiail*. to A F. Stevens A Co; 2 pkgs
Sailed Nov 24th. J C Humphrey, Prince, for Hong
mchds, (* T R Co; 12 boxes iron, 66 coses steel, J 14
force has crossed tile Bend and is now eucampKong.
Taft; 286 bdls hoop iron, 20 casks bleaching powed opposite Warrenton, in order to move
Ar at Shanghae Nov 1. C amden. Mudgett, Wooders. 14 do soda ash, M A L Samuel; 2 cases steel,
rapidly to communicate with the force from Tayler A Co; 48 boxes iron, to order; 28 cases mchds sung; 9th. Sarah H Snow Rohm*. Iloug Hong.
Ar at F'oochow Nov 10. >arah Chase. Evaus, from
below when it arrives.
Thou May ; 11 casks seeds, 1 case mchds, Thos PadShanghae; Sam Falea. Randall, do.
dock; 1 case do. 2 cases books, J L l’riudle; 2 bales
Ar at Sydney NSW, Nov 10, Auua Kimball,Marsh,
J
box
silver
Kdmonst
8
1
mchds,
Miller:
ue,
plates,
Reported Escape of the Harriet Lane from
Vancouver’* Island.
Allan A Co; 10 cases mchds, D 14 McDonald A Co;
Galveston.
18 pkgs do, 14 A A Lx Co; and sundry pkgs lor BosSPOKEN.
New York, Feb. 2.
ton, New York and t auada.
A New Orleans letter says the Harriet Lane
Jan 29. off Cross Rip. was passed, brigs Monte
Matanxas—Sch Ocean Ranger—241 hlids molasses.
to
1
base
38
tres
bbla
Bros
A
Cristo.
do,
Co.
do, 20
Cape Haytieu tor Bostou, and Rio Grande,
escaped from Galveston on the morning of the
from Matauzas tor Portland.
Cardenas—Brig Charlena—241 hhds molasses, 89
litth. The Brooklyn and two or three gun3
cases
to
bbl
molasses
tres do,
(ieo S Hunt, 1
Jan 30. lat 40, Ion 71, sch F C Simmon*. Nason, 26
cigars,
boats started in chase.
to master.
days from Aquin for Boston.

_

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
-LOCATED 131 —

Clupp's Block.Cougres* St ?
link in

Bryasit. Stratto* h Co.'s

important
toiuiiM.rc.iai
ISChain
an

ot

l «llr

•*•*,

located in New

Philadelphia, Albany, Ruffk'o, Providence.
Cleax eland. Detroit. Chicago. St. U»ai«, Troy, Brookand Toronto. C. W and affords the beat
lyn
poaaible
facilities lor acquiring a thorough t ommvrctai eduYork,

cation.

BOnk-KEEPIXG, COMMERCIAL LAW. COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PEXMAXSHIP,
CORRESPOXDESCB, ff\,
practically taught.
A Scholarship issued by this College will be good
throughout the “Chain ’—time unlimited Call or
send

for

Circular

BRYANT, sTRATTON k WORTHINGTON.
tebJdhwly

Pteal Estate,
INVESTMENTS !
(ELAT CllNCI SR 1AKAIAS HSU TU USI!
20 HOUSES, at price* from 9 MOO to 96000
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from 920Uto 93000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1,000.(1)0 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St,,
itf
Ur Stairs.

nov27

Notice of Commissioner* of 1 solvency
TO

j

CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JONATHAN MOORE.

the undersigned, having be.vn appointed to
reoeixe and examine the claim* of the creditor* of the estate of Jonathan Moore, late of Portland, deceased, whose estate ha* beeu represented
iusolveut, give notice that six mouths from the 3ftth
day of January current, have been allowed to said
creditors to exhibit and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the dutx assigned us at the office of
F ease tide u k Butler in said Portland, on the last Saturday of the precent mouth, and of the live next *uocceding months, at *j o’clock in the afternoon.
Dated this *Hh day « f January A. D. 1868.
“

WE,

v

jan31

d3w

lakra'W jcommtolo.er..

thenwtjune30

WANTED.
subscriber, having had considerable experience in connection with manufacturing, but
without capital, wishes to make arrangement* with
some person
having mean*, to operate a mill—either
cottou or woolen—and share the profit*. Can give

THE

>

best of reference as to character and ability.
Please addrews B. WOODWARD, Box 117, 8outh
dec 18 eod2m
Berwick, Maine.

p—p*^————
HATTERS

TOWN.

ABOUT

BY TELEGRAPH.

Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM—CUTTING J., PRESIDING.
Monday.—No. 65. Edwin S. Hovey v. Wil-

JANUARY

liam Chase.
Writ of Entry. Tills is

of the

numerous

to recover

possession

one

brought by plaintiff

suits

TO

Portland

of the lot of land on State, Pine and Winter
streets, formerly known as the “Mellen lot,’’

FROM FORTRESS MONROE.

The plaintiff
claims under title of a quitclaim deed from
Mrs. Oliver Dennett in 1858, who claims the
property as the heir of the late Stephen NealNeal sold the property In 1835 to Samuel E.
Crocker, and subsequently It passed from
Crocker to others

by sundry

mesne

Items from Richmond Papers.

Jeff. Davit’ Retaliatory Message probably
Killed in the Confederate Congress.

convey-

Rebel

different parties, and then to the present owners. It is contended by the plaiutiff
that at the time of the conveyance by Neal to
ances to

compos mentis, and
therefore not competent to execute a deed or

Crocker,

he

non

was

Stephen Neal. The plaiutiff stopped
H. P. Deane, Esq., opened the case for
defendant, and put in the deed from Stephen
heir of

Neal to Samuel E. Crocker dated July, 1835*
and here the defense stopped. Plaintiff then

put in the record of the Board of Aldermen

City

under

guardianship, and

of Portland and the proceedings
of the Probate Court in 1834 placing Mr. Neal

stopped again.

1

discharging the guardianship, and
stopped. Judge Cutting remarked that this
seemed like fighting on the Potomac. Counsel
for plaintiff then went to work upon the real
merits of the case, and put in several deposiNeal in

1834-35. After these depositions had been read
Court adjourned toOo'ciock Tuesday morning.
J. C. Woodman,
John Hand,
A. Merrill.
Ii. P. Deane.

£y~The following packages were sent to
and the U. S. Sanitary Commission
yesterday:
One box from South Parsonfleld, one barrel
from Auburn, one from Rev. Mrs. J. A. Ross,
New Gloucester, two from New Gloucester,
our soldiers

one irom west ralmoutli.onc box from Kents
Hill and one from the Ladies' Committee of
to the U. S. San. Com.; one barrel
Miss Miss R. R. Usher,Chester, Pa., from Mrs.
Dr. Bacon; two barrels Mrs. Eaton from Me.
Camp Hospital Association; one barrel Lieut.
Richer, Christian Commission, Falmouth, Va
from N. Ellsworth; oue box do., from Federal
8treetChurch; one box, Col. Fessenden, 25th
reg., for B. F. Cary, Co. A; one do., for 11. O.
Davis, Co. A; one box Col. Tapley, 27th reg.,
for Gilman Davis, Co. A; one box C. H. Leighton, 28th reg., Co. B, hospital at Bedlow’s Island, N. Y.; one box Miss A. A. Goddard,
Baltimore, Md., from CapL Coyle; one box J.
W. Hathaway, containing soldier’s packages.

Portland,

Time.—Engine Co. No. 9,
(Pacific I had a very pleasant sit dowu at
Knights’ in Union Street, last evening, at the
invitation of their officers. After refreshing
themselves with oysters and other good things,
remarks were made by 1st Director George H.
Davis, Chief Engineer H. C. Barnes, Mr. Neal,
on« of the members, Mr. Lincoln of the Press
A Pi.ea.saxt

and others.

This engine is located

Munjoy,

on

and the

always ready at an alarm.
has obtained a good name and

members are

The

company
reputation for its promptness, and it means to
maintain it. It has seen a great deal of hard
service not

only

in the

where the en-

locality

situated but also in other more remote

parts of the city. Its officers are George II.
Davis, 1st Director: George Gray,2d Director; George Griffin, Clerk.

nr Habeas Conn

Case.—In the U. S.
District Court yesterday, before Judge Ware,
Andrew F. Ayer, of Mexico, a private in Co.
s

F,

7th Maine regiment, was brought up on a
writ of habeas corpus, issued at the ret; nest
of his father, who prayed for the discharge of
his son on the

ground

that he enlisted more

than six months before he was 18 years of age,
in August, 1861, and without the consent of
the father.

These facts being made to appear,

Judge Ware ordered

biin to be

discharged

from

J. C. Woodman for petition-

his enlistment.
er.

Wit will be seen by referring to our advertising columns that Mr. Samuel Bell (formerly Bell A Eider,) has returned to this city,

I

absence of two or three years, and has

an

taken the store in the Cushman

Block, formerly
occupied by T. 8. Files, where he has opened
a first class stock of Boots,Shoes, and all articles in that line.
we

hope

He intends to deserve and

he will receive

liberal p&lrouage.

a

The Babboch Block.—The lease of the
land upon which this block is situated ltaviug

expired, the owner
Jose, has purchased
We

block,

of the

the land at

Mr. II. N.

appraise-

an

informed that this lot of land
has been in the Barbour family for oue hundred and one years; we doubt if a title so old
ment.

are

be shown in our

city
any other piece of
land to near the centre of business as this.

can

BJ-HYe

to

understand that

large and pleasant party ot ladies and gentlemen, of the Universalist Parish, propose a sleigh ride to Gora

ham this afternoon, where a bountiful supper
and a general good lime awaits them. Robinson’s mammoth

sleigh

has been

j

for

engaged

the occasion.

Railway Tuaffio.—The receipt* on the
Grand Trunk Railway for the week ending
Jan. 24th were,

Corresponding

$04,153

week last year,

73

83,313 72

Increase,

$10,840 01

Gas Notice.—There has been

a

difficulty

making good gas for a few days past. It is
remedied, and the quality will be I letter
to-night, and as good as usual afterwards.

In

now

Feb. 8.

E. H. Davf.is.

py~Messrs.
thanks for

a

Poor have

Crossman A

our

bottle of the

Fragrant Sozodont.
satisfactory. Everybody is

The first trial is
using it, and Messrs. Crossman A Poor have
full supply.

a

The first of the last half of the Temperance Assemblies comes oft’ this evening, on
which occasion there will be extra dances and
music.
We understand

McClellan has declined

to

that

Major General

accept the invitation

extended to him to visit Portland.

JfWe call the attention of our readers to
the card of that excelleut teacher and genuine
Frenchman, professor Henri Ducom.
The Augusta Age descends to the ineffable

meanness

of

quoting

from Senator

Douglas, Dec. 1860, that “the south would take
“my propositions if the Republicans would
“agree to it," when all the circumstances go
to show that Mr. Douglas nerer said a word
of the kind, and that the newly .developed
letter containing the language quoted, it a
bate forgery. Mr. Douglas, in May 1861, uttered words which show that he
have entertained any such

never

could

opinion, and

entertaiuing it,
it.

he never could

not

have uttered

The Age pretended friendliness to

las, but its present course offers
ning contempt to his memory.

Fortress Mon roe, Feb. 1.
Tlie Richmond Dispatch says appearauces
indicate an early renewal of the tight before
Vicksburg. Five thousand Yankees are working in the canal opposite the city. Their intention is to float transports through when the
river rises, and land their troops below. Tho
force of the enemy's fleet is ltfi boats, including 14 gunboats. There u.uy be more arrivals
of gunboats before the light begins.
The
strength of the army will probably uot reach

On the 27th ult., a bombardment took place
atForlMc.\ilister,al the noulh of theOgechee
river, 20 miles south of the Savannah river.—
Only one iron clad was engaged, and was
forced to haul off, her turret being injured.—
Our solid siiot broke into pieces as they struck:

dian and

Jlr.

by

80,000.

The

defendant then put in the decree of the Probate Court in Sept, 1834, removing the guar-

tions to show the state of mind of

of the

of Holly Springs
the Rebels.

here.

of the

Account of the Sinking
Hatteras.

Reported Recapture

to sell the property.
The case was opened by A. Merrill, Esq.,
for plaintiff, and evideuce was put in as to the
title of Mrs. Dennett to the property ss the

after

Daily Press.

covered with residences.

now

gine is

THE

Doug,

the most dam-

!

XXXVII GONGBESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Feb. 2.
SENATE.

A communication was received from the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, transmitting a resolution that tlie Hoard regrets
stating that George E. Hadger has not attended tlie meetiug of the Hoard, and they understood that he was in the rebel army, and suggesting that he ought no longer to remain a
member of the Board.
Mr. Kicliardson presented a petition from
Madison Y. Johnson, and asked it to be read.
Mr. Grimes objected to the reading, unless
there was something especial in it. as it is
contrary to tlie rules of tlie Senate.
Mr. Richardson said the |>etitioner lias been
arrested, imprisoned und discharged without
any assigned cause. He moved for a committee to iffvcsiigate into the facts, witli power to
send for persons and papers.
Mr. Sumner moved that tlie petition be referred to tlie Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Iticliardson read the petition, stating
that tlie petitioner was arrested last August
upon a telegram from the Secretary of War,
w ithout a warrant, and imprisoned until the
13tli of September, and no reason was ever
assigned for the arrest or discharge. Mr.
Kicliardson spoke in favor of investigation. He
said there was a feeling wide and deep in the
section of the country he came from on this
subject, whicli will lead to disastrous consequences if these arrests are persisted in.
Mr. Anthony said he understood this man
could have been released at any time by taking the oath of allegiance.
Mr. Kicliardson said the oath was offered
him after lie was at rested and imprisoned and
the wrong done.
Mr. Anthony—I understand he refused to
take it.
Mr. Richardson said he did refuse.
Mr. Anthony—Then I think the Senate has
more important business before it titan attending to requests of persons who refuse to take
the oath of allegiance to the Government. I
have no smypathy for him. 1 move to lay the
petition on the table.
Mr. Ilayard thought that there could be no
propriety in tendering such an oath to a inan
arrested unlawfully.
Mr. Howe insisted there was no insult in
asking a mail who had fallen under suspicion
to clear himself, by pledging anew his faith

her sides.
The Dispatch says Reed Saundet'9 was captureifby being betrayed by the crew of his |
yacht. As soon as they got out of CharlesU.il
harbor the crew tied him and steered for the
fleet, and delivered him to the Yankees. This
accounts lor liisylispalclics not being sent to the
bottom of the sea.
Tlie rebels are now driven beyond the Black- ; __11.i...
J-..
water, and as liir as is known all in quiet iu
Thu petition was tallied—Yeas—Messrs.
that direction.
Anthony, Arnold, Chandler,Clark, Fessenden,
Col. Ludlow, United States commissioner
Foote, Foster, Grimes, Hale, Harlan, Hains,
for exchange of prisoners, has just returned
Hicks, Howard, Howe. King, Lane of Kanfrom City Point. He has made arrangements
sas, Morrill, Pouteroy, Sumner, Wade, Wilson
for tiie exchange of citizen prisoners, and is
of Mass.—22.
of the Opinion that Jell. Davis’ retaliatory
Say*.—Messrs. Bayard, Carlisle, Davis,
proposition to deliver over all the United
Harding, Henderson, Kennedy, Latham, McSlates officers to the authorities of the State*
Dougal. Powell, Rice, Richardson, Saulsbury,
where captured, which is in gross violation o
Turpie, Wall, Willey, Wilson of Mo.—16.
the cartel, will not he approved by tile rebel
Mr. llaiu*, from the Committee on the JuCongress, which is now acting upon it. Th*
diciary, reported back the bill to aid Missouri
result will lie known in a few days. We now
in emancipation.
hold more officers than the rebels. Col. LudMs. Wilson of Mass, offered a resolution, dilow has earnestly protested against llie rebels
recting the Paymaster General to inform the
the
authorities
of
Slate
to
permitting
any
apSenate wliat payments, if any, were made up
ply the o|M'i ation of the State laws to any cap- to the 31st of August, 1862; if none were
tured officers or men iu the service of the
made, for what reason. Adopted.
United States.
The legislative and judicial appropriation
Richmond papers have been received here
bill was taken up, the question being iu regard
to Jan. 31st.
tine of them says: It is impos- to the
appropriation 1'or.Jhe agricultural desible that the Florida could have been the vespartment.
sel which sunk the United States gunboat
Mr. Anthony moved to increase the amount
Ilatleras, as she did not leave Mobile until the to *110,600, of which §20,000 be expended in
night of the lf»th inst., and the Hatteras was
experiments to procure a substitute for cotton.
sunk on the lltli. We have reliable informaMr. Harlan moved to increase the amount
tion that the vessel that did sink liur was the
to *130.000.
British man-of-war Spitfire, as the captain inMr. Harlan's amendment was rejected—yeas
dicated in his reply to the Yankee commander.
19, nays 20.
It. may be that Com. Wilkes wearied out
Mr. Anthony withdrew his former amendBritish endurance by his extraordinary blockment, and offered another appropriating *20,ade at Nassau and other points, and that
000 for experiments in preparing hemp and
orders had been issued which resulted in this
flax a* substitutes for cotton. Adopted—yeas
naval engagement.
26, nays 12.
At a meeting at Halifax Court House on
Mr. Lane of Kansas moved an amendment,
Monday last, Thomas S. Flourney was nomi- to appropriate #20,000 to encourage the culnated as a candidate for the next Governor o.
ture of cotton.
Rejected.
Virginia
The amendment of the Committee on FiChattanooga, Trnn., Jan. 30.—It Is reported nance, making an appropriation for the agrithat Gen. Van Dorn has re-captured Holly
cultural department of *10,000 instead of
Springs, Miss., with 100 prisoners and a quan- #1:10,000, as
iu the Hou*e bill, was adopted.
of
rations.
tity
army
The amendment striking out the section increasing the salary of the Assistant Secretary
Reception of General McClellan of State to *4000, wa* adopted.
An amendment ofTered by Mr. Powell, rein Boston.
pealing the fishing bouuties, was rejected—
yeas 8, nays 30.
The amendment appropriating *80,000 for
Death of a Reporter of the Boston Press.
the agricultural department, was agreed to.
The amendment appropriating *3000 to distribute cotlou and tobacco seed, was agreed
Bostok, Feb. 2.
to.
The levee or public reception of Geu. McThe bill then passed.—Adjourned.
Clellan at tile Treinont House to-day w as n
HOUSE.
crowded and enthusiastic popular demonslra'i
lion. Shortly before noon the officers of tins
The House concurred in the Senate's amendments to the army appropriation bill, except
army, including many wounded, paid their
the item of *5000 for survey of the Minnesota
respects to the General in a body. Next th*
city government, headed by Mayor Lincoln, and Red rivers of the North, with the view to
In
the
were introduced.
meantime the half
improve the navigation of each and connect
and reception parlors of the hotel were rapidly
them by canal.
and
a
crowd
of
to
seven
ten
thoustilled,
The liouse also concurred in the Senate's
being
and |ienplc gathered in the vicinity. A strong
amendments to the consular and diplomatic
force of policemen preserved order, aud so Ian
appropriation bill.
as the limited space in the hotel would admit
The House passed the Senate bill, amendathe crowd were allowed to press through am
tory of the act providing for the collection of
shake the (feneral s hand. Some ladies man
the direct taxation In the insurrectionary districts. It alters certain provisions for the sale
aged to enter with the crowd, and severs
w ounded soldiers.
To the latter Gen. McClel
ot laud in cases of non-payment.
lati addressed special words of syinpalhy.The House resumed the consideration of the
The reception closed at 3 o'clock, but In rt
bill authorizing the employment of colored
to
demands
wh
from
the
muss
urgent
spouse
troops.
were unable to enter the building, the Genen
Mr. May of Ind. denounced the bill.
Mr. Stevens replied, and in the course of his
appeurvd for a few minutes on tile portico <
the hotel and bowed his thanks. He was et
remarks, said that 300,000 men would soon be
taken from the army, by reason of the expirathusiastieaily cheered. To-morrow he wil
visit Lawrence. Special invitations from th
tion of their term ot service, and in the present condition of the country, 500,000 volunpeople of Portland, also of Concord, N. H
have been received by Gen. McClellan to vis.
teers could not be raised to fill this vacancy,
those cities.
and conscription was out of the question.
Fattier Taylor, the well known sailor'
After further remarks the main queston wa*
as
he
shook
hands
with
th
stid,
preacher,
ordered, and the bill then passed—yeas 83,
General, “God bless the General who is tit
•
soldiers choice.” Many of the leading place
The bill, as passed, is as follows:
of business in the city were closed, and pri
“Be it enacted by tbe Senate and House of
prietors and employees alike joined in th
Representative* of the United Slates of Amerdemonstration of respect toward the Genera
ica, in Congress assembled, that the President
Nehemiah Stanley, for sevcrul years a ri
be, and he is hereby authorized to enroll, afcn,
porter on the Boston Press, and well know
equip and receive into the laud and naval sib
as the correspondent “Scout” of the Bosto
vice of the United States such a number rf
Journal with Burnside’s ttrst expedition, die
volunteers of Alt lean descent as he may deem
last night at his home in South Tamworlh, N
equal to suppress the present rebellion, for
sueh term of service as he may prescribe, not
H., of chronic diarrhea, contracted while i
the discharge of his duties. He was an esl
exceeding live years; said volunteers to be
tnable young man, and his early death is dee]
organized according to the regulations of the
lit riwrf-i't toil
branch of service into which they may be enlisted; to receive the same rations, clothing
and equipments as other volunteers, and a
FROM NORTH CAROLINA.
monthly pay not to exceed that of the volunteers ; to be officered by white or black persons appointed and commissioned by tbe PresProtest of Gen. Foster
the Disclci
ident, and to be governed by the rules and arsure of Military Movements.
ticles of war. and sueh other regulations as
may lie prescribed by the President, provided
that nothing herein contained, or in the rules
and articles of war, shall lie so construed as
Elizabeth City held as a Ulilitarf
to authorize or permit any officer of African
Post.
descent to lie appointed to rank or exercise
military or naval authority over white officers,
soldiers, or tnen in the military or naval serRelations ol North Carolina to the Rebel
Nor shall any
vice of the United States.
Government.
greater pay than $10 per month, with their
usual allowance of clothing and rations, be allowed or paid to privates or laborers of AfriHoaxokk Island, N. C., Jan. 30,1
can descent who are or limy be in tile military
Via Fortress Monroe Jan. 1.
)
or naval service of the United States; provided,
Maj. (Jen. Foster has again written to thi
further, that the slaves of loyal citizens in the
General-in-Chief at Washington, bitterly coin
States exempt liy the President’s proclamation
of
tile
disclosure
of
the
move
plaining
military
of Jan. 1, 1m;.!, shall not be received in tbe
ments in tins department.
armed service of the United Slates, nor shall
Elizabeth City, N. C., is now held by Fedei
there be recruiting offices opened in either of
al troops as a military post.
One company n
the States of Delaware, Maryland, West Virthe 1st Nortli Carolina Union regiment am
ginia, Kentucky, Tennessee or Missouri withabout one hundred negroes are doing garrisoi
out the consent of the Governors of the sevand picket duty at that point.
eral States having been lirst obtained.”
Jell'. Davis had had a conference last wefl
A djourned.
with Gov. Vance, of North Carolina, upon tl,
relations of this State with the Southern Cor
federacy,’meeting him for that purpose a. Capture or tbe Steamer Princess
Franklin Depot, Va, on the Ulackwater.Gov. Vauce plainly informed Davis that Nort
Royal.
Carolina would insist upon the reserve and re
call of an adequate lorce for the protection
North Carolina from any further Federal ad
on Board of Her,
Workmen
vance.
The State ha« now 80,000 troops ii
the rebel service.
are
be
Many applications
ing made for authority to raise native loyn
troops. Gen. Foster strongly approves of do
Baltimore, Feb. 2.
The boiler of Taegs <fc Thompson's rolling
ing this.
mill exploded to-night, killing four and seriOen. Van Dorn reported Moving on Memously injuring five of the workmen.'
phis—Rebel Raids sgain Expected.
The Richmond Whig of Saturday announces
New Yohk, Jan. 2.
the capture of the British propeller Princess
The Memphis correspondent of the Chicat
Royal, ('apt. Lawson, while attempting to run
the blockade olf Charleston. She was makTribune, under date of the 28th nit., has tl
following, given for what it Is worth:
ing her w ay in on Thursday morning, before
Van Dorn, with eight brigades, left Gren
daylight, when she was suddenly surrounded,
da last Saturday, and is moving towards Men
and her officers compelled to run her on Long
Island Beach, where she was captured. Site
| phis. He must come hv railroad to Cotfeevill
and thence strike north.
There were 50,00
had a most valuable cargo, consisting of eight
! Confederates at Grenada on the day mentiouei
Whitworth guns, steam engines for gunboats,
I consisting of
and
rifle powder, <fce. The bulk of her freight was
cavalry, artillery
infantry.
We are expecting raids in all directions.about 400 tons. A party of English workWe have advices from Holly Springs to Su
men, skilled in llte manufacture of projectiles,
afternoon.
There w ere two brigades
was captured witli the pilot, and one or two
there under Tilghman and Whitflel;
of the crew escaped in boats and reached
are
not stationed at Holly Springs, I).
They
Charleston.
run in and out al
The Whig says important despatches from
pleasure. Fifteen thousai.
rebels arc re|«,rted Ufteen miles South of til
Capt. Maury, of the rebel Government, were
Charleston Railroad, marching North.
saved by those persons.

Against

English

day
jntantry

O&ptured

I

FROM WASHINGTON.

Cargo

of

I tic

steamer

Republican Nomination for U. 8. Senator.
Ai.bawv, X. Y., Feb. 2.

Princess

Knyal.

republican caucus nominated Ex-Gov.
Morgan as a candidate for U. S. Senator tomake

Amendments to the Finance Bill.

Washington, Feb. 2.
The Princess Royal, captured off Charleston,

had

The democratic
nomination.

night.

Amendment to the Missouri Emancipation
Bill.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

a

Mercantile Library Associ’on

voted not to

caucus

Xjbotuubs.

NEW

IJT* The Rev. Edward Robinson, D. D.,
LL. D., professor in the Union
Theological
Seminary, died at his residence in Xew York,
Tuesday, the 27th January, in the fiOth year
of his age.
Dr. Robinson is perhaps most

mHE

known as the author of “Biblical RePalestine,” oue of the few works
American scholars which have attained to

board 000 barrels ol gunpower, two
by
guns, a large lot of machinery, 880
recognized authority both at home and abroad.
bales sheet iron, 50 boxes tin, one steam
bakery, 144-bales ordnance, 05 eases of boots, A work on Biblical geography was interrupt220 bags of coffee, aud other valuables.
ed by his death. He was twice
married, first
The committee on Ways and Means are now
to a sister of President
Kirkland, of Harvard
engaged in considering how the revenue can
College, and again in 1828 to a daughter of
be increased. Some suppose additional taxes
Prof. Von Jacobi, of Halle,
may be placed on luxuries in order to decrease
Germany, Theresa
the duty on paper.
A. L. Von Jacobi, whose initials form the non
The amendment to the Missouri
emancipa- tie plume “Talvi,” by which she has been
tion bill, as reported by Senator Harris, from !
widely known.
the Judiciary Committee, consists ot the substitution of twelve lor eighteen months as a |
The approaching nuptials of Gen. Tom
limit to the time allowed for the adoption of
the emancipation act. A prohibition of pay 1 Thumb seem to have set the Gothamites all
for any slave introduced into the State subseagog. Miss Warren—soon to become Mrs.
Thumb—is two inches shorter than the Generquently to the passage of this act, aud an increase of $15,0U0,000 to $20,000,(100
appropria- j al. Her bridal fixings have been got up in
tiou, at an average of $:fuo instead ol $2U0 for
magnificent style, and arc on exhibition in the
each slave.
Mr. Sherman's finance bill, as reported toshop window of a Broadway firm, and attract
day from the committee on Finance, is amend- so much attention that the sidewalk is obstructed in several particulars. It prescribes .Hat
ed by crowds of the curious. The General has
the capital stock of any banking association
made her presents worth $5,000. The bridal
under the act shall be instead ol $50,000 not
less than $100,000. In all cities whose popu- : diamond ring is beautiful and rich beyond delation is ten thousand persons, the entire cirscription. The General has determined that
culation of notes under Aids act shall be $300,his wife shall no*, be “exhibited” after mar000,000 instead of $200,000,000, $150,000,000 of j
For a wedding tour they will visit Euriage.
w hich shall be
apportioned to the associations
not only in the State but in the District of
rope. The combined weight of the couple is
Columbia, and in the Territories, according to
t(2 1-2 pounds. The wedding is to take
place
the representation and population, and the re- ;
on the loth of
February, in Trinity Chapel,
inaiuder apportioned according to the resource
Bishop Potter officiating. Cards of invitation
and business of the several States aud Terrihave been Issued, sufficient to fill the church.
tories. These associations are required to pay
to the Comptroller of the
Currency semi-an- The guests are requested to appear in full
nually one per cent of their circulation.
<Jre»*. Miss Warren is at
present on exhibiAmong those voting yea on the negro regi- tion at
Harnum's Museum, and we
ment bill in the House to-day, from Maine,
suspect the
j
were Messrs. S. C. Fessenden. T. A. D. Fesgreat showman has had a hand in the wedding
sendee, Pike aud Kice.

JOHN B. GOUGH, E*qTuemUy, Feb. 17.
W KNDKLL PHILLIPS,
Wednesday, Feb. 26th.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
-OF

Resistance to the Arrest of Deserters.—The
Mob Charged upon by Cavalry.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 2.
The arrest ol deserters in Morgan county
having been resisted, Col. Carrington, Commander of the Federal forces here, sent a
squadron of cavalry there oil Saturday. They
were met aud fired upon by an armed mob.
The cavalry charged, dispersed the mob, captured the deserters and six citizens. Nobody
was hurt.
Considerable excitement prevailed
in Morgan aud the adjacent counties.
From California.
San Francisco, Feb. 2.
Trade is very dull and there is a universal
in
depression every department of business.
The Senatorial corruption investigation will
be re-commenced in caucus to-morrow night.
The work on the Pacific railroudis progressing vigorously Iroin Sacramento with every
prospect of the first section being completed

Capital ef said Company,
ally paid up in cash, is

next summer.

Judge Creanor has decided that the
backs” are not a legal teuder.

“green-

William Oullea Bryant and Parke Godwin.
The Evksiro Post, now in the
sixty-first year of
It* existence, is a journal thoroughly devoted to the
principle* of Freedom, and iHcaudid. fearless and iniu the expression of it* sentiments
It
holds to the great doctrines of a strict construction
of the Constitution, Economy in Government, no
political jobbery, honest men for office, the
of the Slave Power. Free Soil and Free
Speech; and
it earnestly advocates a vigorous prosecution of the

lo

have

lioun

LilL.it

present week.

8ale of Bye Coffee Prohibited.
New York, Feb. 2.
The health officer of Brooklyn has prohibited
tlte sale of rye coffee in several stores, a German family having been poisoued.
The seeds
of poisonous weeds growing among rye are
roasted aud ground up.

dependent

Suppression

in

Head

chiefly, however, at being a Good Newspaper.
In its columns will be found a
complete
of
the War, all
History
Political or State
Documents entire. Proceeding* of Legislative Bodies,
Summaries of European Intelligence, and news from
all parts of the world, accurate reports of financial
mud commercial matters, trustworthy
Correspondence. and a carefully selected Literary Miscellany,
comprising Poetry, Reviews of New Works, with
liberal extracts, Tales, Poetry. Gossip, and Anecdote*—the whole forming an excellent
variety, in
which every reader will discover something to his
taste

New York Market.
New' York. Feb. 2.
Cotton—irregular; sales 900 bales at 88 & 90 for

middling uplands.

Flour—State and Western less activs but price*
without material change. Superfine Mute 7 00.a 7 3f
Extra do 6 65 vS 7 66; cnoice f 80 n 8 00; Hound lloo,
Ohio 7 80^,8 00; choice do8 10& 9 25; Supeitiu
Western 7 00 ^ 7 35; conunou to good extra Vv ester
7 60,$ 8 10; .Southern unchanged 1 anev aud Kxtr*
8 75 s 10 75; Canada less active; Extra 7 60 & 9 6<
W'beat—unchanged but less active; Chicago sprin
1 49
1 57; Milwaukee club 1 67
1 63; Aiuber low
1 64 a l 70; Winter Hed Western 1 »rt>
1 72: Atubc
Michigan 1 73 a, 1 n ; Winter Hed Illinois 1 70; choic
Amber .state 1 <7.
2c better; Mixed Westeru sound 96 V
Corn—1
961; do uusouiid 83 & 96; White Southern! 08.

Beef—steady.

Pork—steady.

.Sugars—firm; New Orleans 111 ^ 18; Muscovadi
104 Os 10jj; Havana 11 ^ ll|
Collet—firm.
Molasses—quiet and lirra; New Orleans 48.
Freights to Liverpool—uucliauged; cotton nom
nal; flourished; grain 6
6Jd in bulk aud ship

bags.

8tock Market.
New Y'oRK.Feb. 2.
Second Board.—Stocks active and closed stronger
A
Hock
8>
Islaud,.
Chicago
Cleveland k Toledo. 8
Catena k Chicago. 9*
Cleaveland, Columbus A C incinnati. 61
Illinois Central scrip,. 71
Michigau Central,. 9*
Harlem,. 31
Hudson.. 91
Erie..
71
Erie preferred,.liS
New York Ceutral..11,
Pacific Mail.
16‘
Cumberland Coal Company preferred,
2>
Canton Company.. 2
American Cold, .16*
Cuited States demand note*.16*
Cuited States 6’s 1881 r»*gistered. 91
United States 6’s 1881 coupons. 94
Cuited States 6’s 1867 registered,. 96
T.-eusury 7 8-lOths.101
United States 6’s one year cert ideates.94
Tennessee 6’s,....
62

'*

..

For Sale

or

L

*%?<>*•

LETi

to be Let.

BRICK HOUSE on
flu're »t the Merchant.

biia

^_

Lincoln etreet. InBank.
Janlt If

To be Let.
rCHAMBERS
V

204,584

Middle

in the second story, over Store M
p-street—Mitch-11’* Boildinr

given immediately. Inquire of
j*“a tr

A. T. Mi

TO BENT.

AA
]*!JH
P'lHL

modem built BOISE, No. 10 DuJbrth
etreet, .nimble for
genteel
7
mining flfteen room..
Enquire of J.K. KING, In rear of 30 Den forth
btroet
deelOtf

ON

Lono

lo Let.

Commercial Street. bead of Hobeon'i Whan
Inquire of J. H. UAMLEN.
Office on Hobeon'i Wharf.
•«pt<f

TO LET.
Third Floor,

THE
afreets.

of Middle and Temnle
State Street.
JanlO

corner

Enquire

at 86

To Let.
commodioui Chamber in the northerly
ner of the new brick block.rorner of Lime

THE
Milk

cor-

and
Street., directly feeing the market. IteM ow.
Enquire nt office or
OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
..
dtf
No. T! Kxehange St.
Sept 16. ISO

To Let.

AmJL
fnnB

The large Home on the eomer of Mid*
dl® alld Willow Street.,
recently oeeuA Richard. »,»
I'onne.
fiweni given Immedi;.Vr
mm^Bkately. For partienlur. enquire at
oeXtf
JOHN C. PROCTOR

llllfcpWbvMrr.r

b<Trd-

Wharf.Portland, Mb*

American Insurance

Comp’y,

Of Providence, R. I.,

N¥AV FALL GOOOS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.
No. OS.Middle Street

ROLLINslt

On the 31st day of December. 1962.
INCORPORATED
MAY, 1932.

BOND

■ATS BU1I BBC*1VIKG

Capital actually paid in,

Amount of

in

cash, 9160,000

INVESTMENTS.
1340 shares American Bank Stock,

10.00
1.00

24
840
600
366

SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING POST
It Published every Tuesday and Friday.
One copy, one year,
98 00

Arcade
Blackstoi e Canal
Commercial

'*
"

18.00

tiOuOu

Cloths,

**

1.062 60
45.184 58
13.83* 08

"

What C beer

Corporation

*•

920f..362e6
17.<<88 48
agent

Clothing,

FURNISHING

ls.661 OU

Weybosset

"

New and Detirahle Styles et

21.599 32

Mechanics

"

Amount of bills receivable,
Amount of cash on hand.
Am't of cash iu the hands of
Mutual Ins. Co. Scrip,

EVENING POST

966.3S4 36

Bank Stock,

Eagle

20
900
187

6.00

Is Published every Wednesday.
One copy, one year
Three copies, one year,
Five copies, one year,
Ten copies, one year,
Any larger number 91 50 each.

or

KETCH* OF THE

911.00

Two copies, one year,
Five copies, one year,
Teu copies, oue year,

fomT^eon.

927,601

or

jan23 3weod

TERM S—P A Y A B L E
IS ADVANCE.
DAILY EVENING rOST.

mouth,

A

Cooper’s Shop

JOHN W. JIirSGEK, Agent.

important

3.871 36
and others, 9,881 78
26 so

GOODS,

Which they offer at

Prices to salt the Times !
ly'L'ellin before pare hating eUewdere, and
yourself !

mb

for

95 MIDDLE STREET.
oc»dtf

9230.670 27

92 00
6.00
8 »*)

LIABILITIES.
Amount of Marine risks outstanding,
9440.731 00
Amount of Premium* thereon.
18.982 71
Ainsnut of Fire Risks outstanding,
6,52*> 243 00
Amount of Premiums thereon.
56,346 63
Amount of loans, borrowed money and
bank discounts,
5.764 2D
Amount of other liabilities, including
Dividends unpaid.
3 948 70
15.U00 00
Largest amount insured on any one risk,
A. O. PECK, President.
W. HUMPHREY, Secretary.

15.00

FAIRBANKS’

SCALES.
Th~r <-.|*brat*d Scale, arc Mill made by the
Inal iiireutun, (asp o>lt by them.) and are
y ivcrit ing all the ImproTemeoU which
long experience and .kill can eaggeet.

arif-

•tant

m>»iH.

o/ Rhode I$tand and Providence Plant at ions
Providence, aa.—In the City of Providence this
They are correct i. principle. tkoroughlg made,
9th day of January. A. D. 1863. personally
nf «*» *e*< materials, and are perfect l $ accurate amtI
appeared
Allen O. Peck, President.ami Walker Humphry,Secdurable •» operation.
retary of the above named Company, and severally j
made oath that the above statement bv them subSubscriptions may commence at any time. Pay
For tale, in every variety, ae
scribed, is, iu their best knowledge and belie! true. |
al trays in advance. When a club of subscribers has
been forwarded addition* may be made to it on the i’ and that the amount of capital actually jmid in in
Coni and Railroad Sralra I
Hay,
same term*.
It is not Decenary that the member* of I cash, and invested exclusive of any obligations of
the stockholders of any description, amount to the
BUTCHERS'. GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS’. COEa club should receive their paper* at the *amc postsum of one hundred thousand dollars.
FECTIONKRS' and GOLD
office. (•’LERGYMKB are supplied by mail at the folJOHN
WILSON
Public
SMITH.
Notary.
rates:
98
lowing
Daily,
per annum; Semi-Weekly,
92.50; Weekly, 91.50. Money may be forwarded by
IP* Mamie ami Fin' Risks insured at lair terms
mail at

State

SCALES!

risk.

our

SPECIMEN COPIES OF THE EVENING POST
will be seut free to

OFFICE

all who desire it.

Street,

jan30

AT

cob.

NOTICE.

THE

1

eleven week*.
C. E. Hilton.A M Principal; Rev Franklin Yenton. A. M., Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Hi.ton. |
Teacher of Music; Miss L. K. Libbt, Teacher of ;
Drawing and Painting.
The Trust tvs of this institution are happy to an- !
nounee to the public that the services of the Rev.
Franklin Yeaton have been secured for the Spring
Term. Mr. Yeaton brings with him a neb experience. aud the well earned reputation of a successful

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
iny office, No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be expected to use them on and after this
date, (January 1. 1863
When sold in *ni»i- le*s than one dollar, payment
required in Postal Currency.
Office Hours—9 to 12^ A M ; 2 to 4$ P 31.

NATH L J. MILLER. Collec

JOHN T. ROGERS A

If sufficient encouragement is offered, a Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision of
Mrs. ililton, to which student* under twelve years of
age will be admitted for $2.00 per term.
Board near the Academy $2.00 per week, wood and
lights extra. Studeuts can reduce their expenses by
boarding themselves.
to those designing to teach.
Special attention
Text Books supplied at Portland prices.
THOMAS 11. MEAD, Secretary.
North Bridgtou, Jau.20, 1863.
jan31 d3aw& \\33

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Parsonsfleld Seminary.

THE

eleven week*.
No pain* will be spared on the part of the Trustees and Teachers to make this one of the best institutions in the State.
ADDISON SMALL, Principal.
w3w 33«

&c.
the

3 7

Provisions

Flour,

orders

Removal!
undersigned

has removed his Office

Where

he I, prepared to write any amount of

Murine, Fire and Life Insurance,
that may be

wanted.

J. W. niINGER.
Jau7 d8in

and

Produce

Hmhaal,

Hr Attention to the sale of hrodnee, Floor,Grain,
•ind Gent ml Merchandise. Vessels chartered, freights
procured, and business generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch.
lUrxite to—Leonard Cotton,Esq Portamovth^f.H.
1. P. William*. Hampton, >' H.
feb3 d3m

of the town of WeetMunicipal
brook will be in session at tbeir office in Want*
THE
the 9th
at
ot

PORTLAND. Mi.
JOHN T. ROGERS.

CBAS.B. &OOKBS

Jauuary 1st, 1868.

brook^on Monday,

day
February neat,
to act on the petition of the Dime*
tor* of the Portland A Forest Avenue Railroad Company tor the right of way irom Deering Bridge to

10 o'clock A. M

janl3m

Evergreen Cemetery.
liEoRtiE JnHNSON. I Selectmen of
S Westbrook.
Jo>El*ll HAWES.
janJ7*
Portland, Jan 24.1868.

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE

STAMPS,
FOR SAM AT

SHOULDER
For *ale at

THE

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
Building, Exchange

TruMMSi! Tmh**

St.

Luiurinul H’hhkfn and Mouv
lachfft
be proven in $ix 1reek*, by using Dillino-

rAN

hast s

box, at

Stimulating Unocint. Price 50 ceuts
LoRINti’S Drug .store.
and Federal Streets.
Corner

Exchauge

of the secoud mortgage Bonds of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest coupons thereon due on the 16th of October. 1862. are hereby requested to deposit the same
in mv hands, for which receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portland A Kknnebec Railroad, (a neve organination.) as soon a* the books and certificates can be
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said C'ompaJ. S. UUSHINt.,
ny. Kov. 8, 1862.
Treasurer Portland A Kennebec Railroad
declSdtf
Augusta. Dec. 16, 1862.

HOLDERS

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Real Estate and Merchandise

BROKER.
OFFICE
|y Entrance first
J«u20 3m

Timmi!

BRACES I Shnuldvr Brae*. ! AbDumb Hell.: Dumb Balia!
dominal Suppoi icr»

to

No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,

LUMSDON,

Commission

WAIER STREET. GEORGETOWN, D. C.

Ox Lime Street.
Door north or the Pott Offic*.

_

LURING'8 DRUG STORE.

Jau» eod*m
Thr

Highland Boarding School
Vor BOYS.

Term of this School will commence
on tne 1st Tuesday in March.
The advantage*
for instruction are excellent
Application for room*
should be made a* early a* possible
N T TRI E, M. A..
Proprietor and Principal.
Bethel. Jan 86, 1863.
janlliw

THE Spring

Rail Road Bonds.

IRA WIKN. Agrwl.

Batterymarch Street,
Poaton.

NOTICE.

No. 129 Commercial Street,

per

Will also atteud to fitting the above for steam or
g.is.
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, ke.
Will devote his personal attentio • to arranging
and setting Eugines, Boilers, Shafting, nu reasonable

The

of

by EMERY A WATERHOUSE.

JNO. W.
General

jan22 dtl

MACHINERY,

declOdtf

—

Authorities

In Merchants* Bank

TIIF.

corner

ASD WHOLESALE D.ALCII IX

^iven

Spring Term of this institution will commence on Monday, February 16, aud continue

CO.,

General

teacher.

Sold in Portland
oc2ft

or

1st District State of Maine.

janl2 dtf

of

FAIRBANKS * BROWN.

A

subscriber would inform his friends and
public, that he may be found at

AT

Internal Revenue Stamps.

Spring Term of this Institution will commence on Tuesday. Feb. 24th, 1863, aud continue

t<>rm*

—

118 Milk Street

NORTH 1IRIDGTOK. MAINE.

UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any
for steam, ga* and water pipes.
Steam and lia* F.ttiugs of all description*.

complete variety

a

WEIGHING APPARATUS*

~

Liberty,
New York.

Fittings,

With

MUNGER-Agent.
jar.28 eod3w

ACADEMY,

Steam and Gas

Beams, Weights,Ac.,&c.

JOHN W.

WX.C. BRYANT A CO.,
Office of the Evening Post,
41 Nassau

No. 166 Fort* Mrrel,

HEAD OF LONti WHARF, PORTLAND.

Address

Possession of Federal

Arrival of the Steamer Ocean from Aspinwall.
New York, Feb. 2.
Steamer Ocean, from Aspinwall Jan. 2otli,
arrived to-night with $JUU,UU0 in treasure.
South aud Ceutral Americau advices contain
no news of importance.

('Wap Pine Boards.
ISn.ooo Pine Clapboard*—planed.
30,000 Spruce Clapboards
100,000 Extra Cedar Shinglr*.
®y
GEO. F. F08TER,
At the head of UDion Wharf.
^
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1882.

FOR SALE & TO

OFFICE—No. 166 FORE STREET.

War against Treason.

Troops.

Nashville, Feb. 2.
Col. Robert Johnson’s regiment took possession of Franklin, Tenn., last night, litdiei
Gen. Forrest aud his staff narrowly escaped
capture. A rebel (apt, aud two men were
captured. We lost one mau killed.

Boards.
*!?* J1”* sh,'PPiDX
.spruce Plank.

'-’■’Jam

It aims

BKIDOTON
Franklin, Tenn.v

n
fa
at

Portland, Dec. 10. !^WI1X,AM

The State of Rhode I land,
I
City and County of Providenee.ss, J
Subscribed and sworn before me. this seventeenth
day of January, A. D. 1*$.
Henrt Martin.
A Commissioner for the state of Maine
for the State of Rhode Island.

PREMIUMS.

reoorli-il

••

Flour, Floor.
BBd Canmta
TrLI!i^SXrr5VDS
•* ** c~

Rhode Island and Providence I
Plantations, City and County of Providence. |
S. Mauran. President, I. S. Parish, Secretary, of
the Atlantic Fire and Marine Insurance Company,
being duly sworn, depose and say that the foregoing
is a true, full and correct siateineut of the affair* of
said corporation, and that thev are the above described officers thereof.
8 MAC KAN. President.
1. 8. PARISH, .secretary.

EDITED BY

Anv person sending us 945 for twenty Semi-Weekly subscribers will be entitled to an extra copy of
the Semi-Weekly one year; or 922.5U for ten coptea.
will be entitled to ouc copy of our Weekly one rear.
Any person send! g us 915 and the name* of ten
subscriber* to our Weekly will be entitled to an extra
copy of the Weekly one year for his service*; for
twenty names and 930 he will be entitled to one copy
of our Semi-Weekly or two copies of our Weekly
one year.
Each subscriber’s name is printed on his paper.

T 1'imlf

'<w,
36,0110
60,000

8204,584

Company,

A COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Missouri Legislature.
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 2.
A joint session Ibr the election of United
States Senator was held again to-day. Mr.
Noell’s name was withdrawn. Six ballots
were takeu without a result.
The following
Is the last ballot:—Brown 44, Phelps 47, Glover 32, Brecki nridge It*, scattering 2.

Col

8150.000
54,584

Amount of Losses adjusted and due
and unpaid.
None.
Amount of losses incurred and in
process of adjustment, reported,
on which no action has been taken,
11,489
Amount of Claims for losses resisted by the
None.
Amount of Dividends declared and
due and unpaid,
1,200
Amount of Ihvnlends. either cash
or scrip declared but not yet due.
None.
Money borrowed,
16,000
All other claims against the ComNone.
ny.
Total amount of losses, claims and liabilities,

Independent,

22 50
An extra copy will be sent to any person who
sends us a club of twenty and over.

and robbed at Falmouth, has arrived in this
city, instead ol' having beeu killed and robbed he returns with over $100,000 to be distributed to the families of volunteers during the

uk,
160 Bbis.
Arcade
••
60
(hicm-aw
**
06
Augusta
60
Union

acta*

day of Dec.

Bank of Commerce stock, par value
•50. market value S52i.
10,500 00
Globe Bank Stock, par $50, market
value 850,
25.000 00
Continental Bank Stock, par value
•50. market value 860,
20,000 00
Northern Bauk Stock, par *100.
market value 8100,
15.000 00
MecUauics k Manufacturers Bauk
Stock, par 850. market value 860, 10,000 00
Lime liock Bank, par valae 850.
market value 850,
12,800 00
Merchants Bank, par valae 850,
market valae 850.
2,500 00
Amount due on Bond,
800 00
Am’t due the Company on which
has
beeu
obtained,
80
1,746
Judgment
Bills Receivable for Marine Premium.
646 50
Due from Agent.,
6,156 67
Cash in Banks,
Cash on hand not deposited, f
2,776 13
Iuterest money due. and other assets not above spec tiled,
860 00

State

WEEKLY

the 81st

Street.

Extra MeallB* Coro.
Bi'SHELS
7 >000
Hbl" •s,<,n® Mm* Floar.
Anii

ASSETS.

Fearless Advocate of
Freedom.

one

on

b,

lilADIUI 1 IM.

Battle with the Indians.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 1.
On the morning of the 2iitli ult.,Col. Connor
had a desperate fight with the Indians on Bear
river, Washington Territory, 142 miles north,
lie killed 224 aud many arc supposed to have
been drowned. He took 175 horses,destroyed
their lodges, provisions, &e. The fight listed
four hours. Our loss is 15 killed and 4 officers
and 38 men wounded.

Safety of Col. Cook.
Tueneon, N. J. Feb. 2.

Surplus

UEEba cRA»*

We*t« rn Me** BEEF,
W. U. SHAW k
SON,
06 Commercial

At Wholesale !

CAPITAL.

of Price.

year, delivered by carrier,
year, sent by mail,

For .ale
JanSSw

Island.

Tbe

Ktw

E"-8
2,000
200 Bbis.

LOCATION.
The name of this Company is the Atlantic Fire and
Marine Insurance
Company, incorporated in 1852
aud located in the
City of Providence, Slateol Rhode
The

DANA * CO.

«ra*» S*«*d and Re., Beef.

NAME AND

(ESTABLISHED IN 1801.

one
oue

Bbu. TICKLED HERRING.

janl4 edtelm

THK-

Made to the State of Maine, pursuant to the 8tatute
ol that State, entitled "An Act to
regulate Ageueie.of Foreign Insurance
Companies."

THE EVENING POST.

One copy,
Oue copy,
One copy,

-iUO-

Atlantic Fire and .Ylarine Ins. Co.,
On tkr thirty-frit day qf December, A D.
1882,

PROSPECTUS.

and

^

remaining Lecture, of the Course.
r'?kc*"
Evening Ticket., 50 cent. To be had at the
Bookstores. Paine'. Mn.ic Store, and at the door
Portland, Jan. 28, 18«3.
j»n28 dtf

186 3.

TltoroiitfhsoiiiB,

India mark.t
-AtiO,-4,000 Boxr. Extra Sealed,
L.rge Scaled,
1A00
RU/TablK for city or country tradr

SI 2o.

son

A

2

“ssibr

SHIPPnti HERRISft
BOXES MAGDALEN.
000
-n
suitable for W*at

aon

arrangements.

Oliange

ZZ*

for the

The Case of Mr. Boileau.

Philadelphia, Feb. 2.
In the Court of Sessions to-day Judge Alli-

remaining Five Lecture, of the nrwnt
by tbe f“"0"1n«

New NoIium-s,
*«[ 1’KOi’ molasses,

J(M)

HALL.

MASON JONES, Esq,,-January 28th
HENRY WARD BEECHER—Thuraday, Feb. 6th
D«. J. G. HOLLAND- Wedneeday, Feb 11th.

widely

on

CITY

MTr^rVered

searches in

Armstrong

took exception to the ruling of Judge
Ludlow in case of Mr. Boileau, proprietor of
the Evening Journal, and ordered that the
District Attorney should send no indictment
based on tile presentment brought into Court
by the grand jury oil the 30lh ult., until so
directed by a majority of the court.
The release of Mr. Boileau was effected by
his giving his parole that be would not print
any more such articles in the Evening Jourual
as that entitled “Davis’
Message.”
The Monitor Montauk not Disabled.
Washington, Feb. 2.
The following dispatch was received to-day
the
by
Navy Department:
Fortrerx Monroe, Feb. 2.—A bearer of dispatches left Port Koyal Friday noon, lie
says there is no truth in the report of the
Montauk lieing disabled at Fort McAllister.—
Com. Worden lay under the enemy's lire for
four hours, to try his vessel. The halls bad no
more effect upon her than so
many hail stones.
Nothing had been heard of the capture of the
Smith in Stono river, when the dispatch messenger left.

MERCHANDISE.

The

WILLIAM PAINE*

Deputy

Sheriff,

STAN DISH, MAINE.
jan29 d*w»
Wnttled.
SITUATION

8np**rtntendent of some ftrst
class Cotton Mill, by a man of large experience.
Would not object to taking charge of au old mill,
about to be remodelled with new machinery- Undoubted references as to ability, Ac can be tarnish*
ml
Address *'Ma.m'farTrkun,” car© of B
R.
JanS# dlw*
PERRY. Valley Fall*. R. Island

A

a*

Copurtiter»tiip Notice.
EDWARD HAHN A FORD wae admitted n
partner with me on Jauuary 1, 1868, and the

MR.
uauie

of the lirm is

A. P. MORGAN A CO.
A. P. MORGAN.

Janl9d8w

THE MARKETS.

POETRY.

STEAMBOATS.

Palabras Carinosas.

Portland and New York Steamers.

Spanish Air.

SEMI-WEEKLY

flood night! I have to say good night
To such a host of peerless things!
Good night onto that fragile hand
AH queenly with its weight of rings;
flood night to fond, uplifted eyes,
Good night to chestnut braids of hair.
Good night unto the perfect mouth,
And all the sweetness nestled there—
The snowy hand detains me, then
I’ll have to say good night again-

fast Steamships
The splendid
"OH ESA PEAKE," Capt. Willett,
<r
y IT T7*and "PARKERSBURG," Captain
g^BSSSBitioePMAK, will, until further notice,

follows:
Leave Brown* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
fi North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted np with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, sale and
comfortable route for travellers between New'York
and Maine. Passage >5,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Angusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMfcAtY k FOX. Brown1* Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York
dtf
Dec. 6.1812.
run as

MON T RKAL

~~

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

MISCELLANY.
Translated from the

link.

and

But there will come a time, my love,
When, if I read our stars aright.
I shall not linger by this porch
With my adieus. Till then, good night'.
Yon wish the time were now ? And
You do not blush to wish it so?
You would have blushed yourself to death
To own so much a year ago—
What, both these snowy hands! ah, then,
I’ll have to say good night again!
Thomas Bailey Aldrich.

Weekly Mail Line.

l'ittsburger Abend-Zeitung

Dec. 11.

ONE of the following first-class, powerfol Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
AMERICAN, NO R W EG I AN .JURA,
ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturvia
for
day morning,
Liverpool,
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Train*
with United States mails, every' Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

RflEfifiSvBOHEMIAN.

Londonderry.
the 1st Illinois regiment, and with whom 1 accidentally became acquainted, gave me a narthe
mtive of his flight from captivity among
rebels. His story can best be told in his own i morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
words.
Third Hass, >35. First Class, >77 to #02—according
Eighteen of my comrades and myself, says to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
he while out on a recounoissance, were attackTrnnk Railway.
Prepaid and’retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
ed, by a rebel force three times our own, and.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
In spite of a brave resistance, were compelled
back.
>186.
to yield, and were taken prisoners, and were
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal, or to
conveyed to the Salisbury prison in North
J. Ij. farmer,
Carolina. Here we were doomed to suffer
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
for
our
Ireedtf
June
23.1862.
much misery, and heartily longed
dom, but all the methods I could contrive for
immediately rejected
they api>earcd impracticable.
One evening, while walking in the yard of
our prison, I noticed that the two soldiers, who
were standing as sentinels before the open gate
of our prison yard, were raw recruits. The
thought forthwith came into my mind that
this might be a favorable circumstance for our
deliverance, and I related this to my comrades;
we accordingly resolved without delay to
knock down the two sentinels, to flee and to
meet again at a certain place several miles
from the town; we also resolved to provide
ourselves as soon as possible with citizen's
dress, and then under my lead, as new recruits,
our

deliverance

were

because

betake ourselves to the rebel camn.situated
ill that vicinity under Gen. M., and join a regiment, and there await a favorable opportunity
for our further flight.
The night favored our plan, and every thing
succeeded according to our wishes, and having
caused no alarm we fled in different directions
from the prison. On the way toward the
place appointed lor our meeting I met a German girl and inquired of her concerning a
grocery that I might buy some provisions.
From her broken English I perceived that she
was German, and encouraged by this to believe that my good fortune would not leave
me, I related to her in a few words my dangerous situation. She was extremely perplexed as to what she ought to do, but finally her
good heart beat witli compassion for me, and
she directed me to the house of her parents.
Having arrived there 1 found the parents of
the girl exceedingly embarrassed to determine
how they should act in my case, since, on my
account, they exposed themselves to difficulty
and danger; yet as people from the same native land, and true Unionists, they ftirnished
me witli a new suit of citizens clothes, and
after I had purchased some provisions and
garments for my comrades,'and bad thanked
my kind protectors, 1 proceeded on my way
to the place of our meeting. Here I found
my fellow fugitives awaiting me with impato

tience.
Since the bright

illumined the night,
we commenced our march for the camp of
Gen. It. We reached it without accident
about 7 o’clock a. m.; here the greatest caution was necessary. As we came near the main
guard of the camp, we were stopped and asked what we wished and whence we had come.
I stepped up to the officer making this inquiry
gave him a salute, and declared to him that
we had been compelled to flee from the troops
of the Yankee General Foster, and with eighteen companions bad come here in order to
join a regiment. The captain of the guard
at first bid us stay in the viciuity of the guard,
provided us with some bread and a kind of
soup, and reported our arrival to Gen. M.
After the
of half an hour we were ordered to present ourselves in front of the
General’s tent. Having marched before his
tent, the General enquired concerning our
dwelling places, names, Ac., and seemed to be
satisfied with our report. Then he enquired
whether we could exercise; I replied iu the
affirmative; and the marching, which we immediately executed, proved to him that we
might be very useful soldiers. A place was
now assigned lor our encampment, and here
we made ourselves quite at home.
In the afternoon I received command to report myself in the General’s tent, who, in a few words,
informed me that he had selected me as one
of his captains, since he was highly pleased
with our drill; he now handed me a list, that
contained the names of my comrades, as well
a* the names of recruits that were strangers
to me; and these now formed my newly organized company. After this we drilled every
day; we also received arms, and some of us
were provided with Secesh uniforms.
This course of life lasted about fourteen
days, while no opportunity was offered for further flight; hut at last one morning I received
command to march with my company about
live miles from camp, on • scouting expedition. Having readied the point indicated, I
noticed a tug boat lying in a river iu the vicinity. Well! thought I, suppose thoucould’st
make this little steamer serviceable for thy escape; and without hesitation 1 went to the
boat and ascertained all that was im|>ortant
for me to know concerning it. One of the negroes on board informed me that the master of
the same went into the country the previous
evening and had not returned. My resolution
was embraced; 1 therefore sent the rebel section of mv <*nmn«nv nnHpr thp ♦ «rn
anta over a bill into a
neighboring forest, and
ordered them to encamp there, saying that the
heat there was not so great as where we now
were
posted. To my comrades alone I imparted my purpose to take flight with the
steamboat; all were pleased with the plan,
and we agreed upon the labor in managing
the boat. 1 then returned to the vessel, drew
my revolver, and for fear that the negroes
might betray us, I ordered them to betake
themselves to the hold; which command they
moon

HOTELS._
CENTRAL HOUSE.

Proprietor.
Mayo,
PAS8ADUMKEAO, MAINE.

G.

]

TI1E subscriber would very respectful)v announce to his numerous friends, ana the
public generally, that during the temporary
Lcomimlsorv suspension of nis business he

and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
his cusupon
to
strict
attention
their
wants
tomers. and
by
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
E. G. MAYO,
hitherto received.
<1A wtf
rassadumkeag, June 23,1862.

carried into the boat; fire was kindled
tinder the boilers, and I myself took charge
of the machinery, since I am by trad* a machine maker; and so in a short time we were
ready to sail up or down the river. Finally I
resolved on the latter course. I knew that
we could not be very far from the sea, and so
relying on good fortune our vessel moved
down the stream, llavlng found a rebel flag
on ti»e boat we raised it on a staff that we
might deceive those who could observe us
from the shore. There were provisions on
board sufficient to last three or four
days, and
so we needed not to sutler from
hunger.—
Those who were not employed in managing
the boat were cnm]x-lled to stand on
guard
with loaded arms ready for
any emergency.
On the third day of our trip our improvised
pilot saw a l nion flag waving on the shore,
wm

and

soon as we
were not mistaken
as

were

convinced that

we

we pulled down the
rebel
colors from the staff, and hoisted the United
States flag, and steamed to the shore.
We
found ourselves in the vicinity of Gen. Foster’s cmnp, and after we bad related our selfdeliverance from captivity, we were treated
with the greatest kindness by the commanding general, and soon became the ‘’lions of
the day.”
We received a short furlough,
which I shall improve by writing my relatives
In Chicago, and having
accomplished this I
shall return and seek my old regiment.

anew,

hojies

BLACKfcTONE HOUSE,
181 Hanover

Street.Boston.

Formerly

Mantitm //<>»< .<<•—conducted on
the
plan. The subscriber has
e above
House, and newly furnished it
throughout. The House is now open to the public.
A. IV MOKIUSON, Proprietor.
dec27

European

“EllH

HOUSE."

I THE

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has Icasinl the above House.
I on Federal Street, Portland, 'id invites
I
J_i the travelling community to call and see ii
he knows “how to keep a hotei.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided ttble, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducei

ments he holds ont to those* whose business
ure call them to the “Forest City."

HATH HOTEL,

By C. M. PLUM M K
^

886, Washihotoh St., Bath,

]_[

*.*Tenn» 81 per day.

Stable

novl2 eodtf

REWARD!
DOLLARS will be given for the detection
wud conviction of any
person or persons stealing
from
the doors of our subscribers.
papers
0«e36
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRT6S.

FIVE

conne^-, a

with houae.

Bath, June 23,1962.

dtf

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alft-ed Carr,
Proprietor."
bath, maike.
TI1K City of Bath i« one of the healthle,t
localitlee on thecoaat of Maine—delightful,
ly ,dusted on the Kennebec, twelve mil.,
front tbe «ea, and afford, one of the mn,t
I—
inviting retreat, from the dual and turmoil of our
large cltiee.
The Saoadahock I, one of the tlneat, moat
«paeipoa, and beat at,pointed Hotel, in the State. Ineided
within lhaee miuutea walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing, l’oat office, Cnatom liouae. Ac., being directiy In the buaineaa oeotre of tbe City.

Tcraas Made rate by the Week er Dap.
Bath, June 23,1862.
dtf

Wholesale Prices Current.

Bypreesly corrected for the Tuebs
An additional duty <\f
Hodh.
(fn

Ornc*, Jan 20,1863

TATEMEM ol Coat* of Criminal Proaecutiona,
allowed by the Buprenie Judicial Court,
S„.
the
Rovemher
at

Term, A. D. ]«62.made in coufnnnitv with
the requirement* of an act of the LejrfaJatureuf
Maine,
entitled "An Act relating to Kino, and t'oata of Criminal Prosecution*," approved March 27th, 1858
E
o
a

Proaecntiona.
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M
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State

General Bill
»38.30 S.J.C.
Alexander Foss,
77
"
James Ton roy,
4.40
••
Nehemiah C. Rice,
4.40
"
In. of M. Yarmouth, 12.96
••
Mia) Davis et al,
4.40
Francis Murphy,
4 40 Mun. C.
4 40
Migliil Nutting,
Kichaid 1{. Robinson. 1.38 S. J. C.
Daniel C. Webb,
4.83
'*
Browu Thurston,
4.40
Richard K. Robinson,4.83 Mun. C.

v*.

Liquoi«

claimed by

Ricb'd R.Robiuson, 6.18
II. Faulkner, 4 40
Charles B. Paine,
4.40
*•
4.40
Silas Hall,
4.40
4 40
Sara'l M. Hayden,
4.40
John D. Woodbury, 4.40

Joseph

•«

..

..

P. Miller,
Daniel C. Webb.
Richard R. Robinson,
James McGliuchv,

Josephus

g

s'?
»a

.£
*-

SJ.C.
*•
»•
••
"
»»

»•
"
»»
»»
**

"

M

S.J.C.

"
••

"

**

"

**

"

•»

M
M

"

"

Liquors claimed’ by

Samuel Chadwick, 4 83 Mun. C.
John Rogers, app’t,
4.40
"
John Conley,
4 40
**
John O. Kagan,
4 49
Elias M Eastman and
Eliz. Eastinau,
4.40 S. J. C.
»
Do
do.
4.40
’*
Albion (i. Lewis.
4.83

*’

••

••

**

Dennis McGoverin.
app't.

4.40 Mun C.
4.4« 8. J.C.
4 40 Muu. C.
**
Josephus (Andrews, 4.40
"
4 40
George Hall,
Rufus Porter,
4.85 8. J. C.
Almou L. Emery,
20.28
"
1308
4.60
Osgood Gore,
•»
Janies Nowlan,
4.00
James Joues and Geo.
M. Pike.
4.40 Mun C.
Frederick M Libby, 4 40 8. J. C.
Walter Corbett,
4.40
John R. Merrow,
34 22
9.23
4.40
Harrey Freeman.
Asa
4.40 Mun. C.
Certaiu intoxicating
liquors claimed by
J. F. Abbott.
4.40 8. J. C.
C.
.fa*.Bradley .Jr..app't.4 40 Mun.
*’
Rob’t R Duddy,
4.40
Sam’lT. Dver,
4.40
*•
Thomas Bresliu,
4.40
Jeremiah Hagan.
15 10 S.J.C.
Levi S. Givens,
*72 70 Mun. C.
"
Catharine Touro,
17.91
John ( Stickuey, 111.60
*•
**
.4
M
^
Daniel Ward,
15 59 8. J. C.
Ralph T. Ila«kins, 20.89 Mun. C.
Joanna Mc<>rath and
Ellen F. Murphy, 26.3*5 S.J.C,
"
9.38
Same,
*•
Same,
7 S3
Same.
7 48
**
Same,
7.43
»»
7 43
Samo,
Isaac Smith.
48.15 Mun. C.
Edward Jefferds and
"
Robert Mai ney,
1746
Jonathan Dow,
29.90 8. J. C.
7 55
Same,
Broncas Occnv,
87 76 Mun. C.
Timolhv Donahue and
16 20 S.J.C.
Eliza Treat.
Joseph W. Lamb. 197.14 Trial Justice.
Dennis MeGov.rin
et al,
9.78 Mun. C.
James Conroy et als, 7.05
A»a Humphrey et als, 9.18
18 62 S.J.C.
Stephen Phinnev
7 06
Josephus 1* Mitfer,
Lorenzo Merrill,app’t,8.17 Mun. C.
"
Jaa
13.52
Clmrlca Kallon,
23 85 Trial Juatlce.
Benjamin Green,
53.27 Mnn. C.
1545 .s.J.C.
Hewey,
Phinnev,
15 16 Trial Juatlce.
Wm. Cochrane,
f, 88 S.J.C.
Samuel J. Hazel ton.
Ebeu Pendexter,

M

Humphrey,

McLaughlin,

Charley

ac-\ Coach.9)(gs

@17
@20
Soring.10@
Engl.

1

there«
YV)j(
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Rrv C A BIJCKBKE.
Aftttant Tre.aMu.rer Am riran Bible Union, If. 7. City,
writ***: “I very cheerfully add rny testimony to
that of nnmerous friends to the great va'oe of Mra
8. A Allen * World s Hair Restorer and Zylobalsamum

Rev WM CUTTER, N Y City:
My hair is changed
to its natural color, and
growing on bald spot."
Rev J. H CORNELL. N Y.
1 procured It
City:
for a relative. The falling of the hair stopped, and
restored it from being grey to it* natural and >eau*
tiful color."
Rev. J WEST, Brooklyn. LI: “I will testify to
their value in the m wt liberal sense. They ha\ a
restored tny hair where it was bald, and, where
grey, to its original color”
Riv A WEBSTER, B »ston, Mass : MI have nsed
them with great eff(*ct. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
My hair was dry and brittle; it Is now
soft as in youth."
R«v H V. DE.1E S', Boston, Mass : M That they promote the growth of the hair where baldness is, I
have the evidence of my own eyes,"

Sold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL 8ALE8 OFFICE,
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The Great Indian

Remedy

FOR FEMALES.

DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMEXAGOGUE.

Palm. Seal and Cocoa10c p gal.
Portland Kerosene
Illuininat'g Oil 66 ®<S0c
Machine.80 ® 82

This celebrated Female Medicine,
posiH'BHing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and single holies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as it will
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
of obstruction*, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOITLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
syn is put up in bottles of three
different strengths, with ftill direction* for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES— Full strength, 910; half strength, 96;
quarter strength, 93 per bottle.

Oaiaas-

37® 8 60
40

Palata.

Camwood.4p® 4| Duty:

On White Lead dry
or ground in oil and Red
Least §2 40 P 100 lbs,

tTREMEMBER-TM*

medicine is

designed

ex-

pressly for obstinate cases, which ail other remedies
gf the kind hare failed to cure. also that it is warranted as represented tit every respect, or the price

Litharge 24c, Oxide of

2[c

will be refunded.
pib. Prussian
/Hue, Termilion, Chrome
WAKE OF IMITA TIOS’S
Non* fernCampeachy.2j®21
St. Domingo.2® 24
Yellow, Venetian Red 25, i ine and warranted, unles- purchased
rf Inr.
Extract Logwood.13 ®14
Spanish Brown dry 20, j M. at hi* Remedial Institute for Special IHseasts,
in oil 80 pc ad ra/.. YelNk
Wood.
No. 28 Union street, Providence. R. I.
®
j
I’each
.3!® 4j low and other Ochres 60c
|3F“Thi* Specialty embiacc# all di*ea*e* of a priBed
rate nature, both ol MEN and WOMEN, by a reg.34® 34 P lOU lbs, Paris White
44
2 ®
Sapan
dry 60c, in oil §1 60, i* ularly educated physician of twenty tears’ practice,
Quercitron Bark.. .24® 2} Whiting 50c p 100 lbs.
j giving them hi* whole attention.
Red Sanders. 8 ® 6 P’tl’d Lend. in oil.§114®
(^'Consultation* by letter orotherwf*^ are strictLewis Lead,
11 a 12
Dark,
ly confidential.sod medicine* will be sent by extm**,
Boston Lead,
ral.
ll alll
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
Duty 30
French Zinc,
State* Also accommodations for ladle* from abroad
Havens.6ft«g)
Amer. Zinc,
.8 ®81
Portland, No. 8. .96 ®
wishing for a secure and quiet rktukat, with good
44
Rochelle Yellow. .3 ® 34
No. 10.67®
care, until restored to heaitn.
Eng. Ven. Ked—8 ,® 3]
Nary, S’r, No. 8 94
CAUTION.—It ha* been estimated that over two
No. 10. 66
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
Litharge.Ill
Ked Lead. .11®
Tent Duck,
ouacks annually, in New England alone, without any
Planter.
U.S. 10 o*.66 ®
bene tit to those who pay it. All this comes from
12 o*.66®
Dufy Free.
tru«ting, without inquiry, to men who are alike desFralhrrs*
Per ton Soft.228(8260
titute of honor, chuiacter and sk.ll, and w hose only
Hard.2<**c»225
recommendation is their ow n fnlse and extravagant
Duty 30 4>c ad val.
Live Geese i? lb 60 @66 Ground..600®626
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
Pra« Inionn.
Russia.26 ®
yon would avoid being humbugged, take no man’s
Flak.
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
Duty Beef and Pork lc,
MAh E INQUIRY
it will cost you nothing, and
Duty For 100 Tbs foreign Lard, Bacon and Hams
//erring £ 1, 2c, Butler and Cheese 4c
caught
may save you many regrets; for, a* advertising phyMackerel £2, Salmon £3; Ch’go Mess Beef. §12 a 14
sicians, in'nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there it
and all other pickled in Portland do.
no safotv in trusting any of them, unless you know
.124®13
bbls. £1 60 4> bbl other- P’tl'd ext. do.
14 al4|
who and what tbev are.
wise 60c 4> cwt. From Pork, extra clear 19 ®20
ir Du. M. will send runic, bv enclosing one
Provinces free.
Pork, clear.18 'a 19
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOCod large
.£4i
Pork, mess. Id a,lfi
MEN, and on Private Ifisease* generally, giving full
qut.
44
small.3* a 3| Pork, extra do
14 a 14
information, with the most undoubted references and.
testimonials, without which no advertising
Pollock..24® *2] Pork. Prime. 13 ® 13
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AXY COXHaddock, .lj® 1 Ex Prime.14
Hake.1 66® 1 75 Hound Hogs.
F1DEXCE WHATEVER.
T
6J®
Herriug,Shore|)bl.4 ® 4J Hams..8 (a9c 1 ;
rir< >rders bv mail promptly attended to. Write
do. Labrador., none, City Smok'd Hams.9j a 10 1 youraddress plainly, and direct to DR. MATT I SON,
do. Scaled4>bx 9>a 36c
deed dawl) »»
j its above.
no.
^o.
.2UO.U) Bwfpqu’r^lb
6 (® 74 i
Mackerel p bbl.,
Egg*. k> do*. 17 a 19
POOR RICHARD'S
Bay No. 1.91<Hdll Potatoes, Vbbl.fl 62.0.1 76
Bay No. 2.7 « 8 (hkkeus.l(Va 12
Bay No. 8.5*« 6 Lamb.. 8 a 10
Shore No. 1-1(8 n 11| Iurkies. 12 a 14
2
7
fieese.9 a 10
do. (medium).. .4 a 4} Veal..none.
Organs of the human system are more irapordo. (small).&& 3* Pickles, $> bbl-8J
tant to health and comfort than the Eve and
Fruit.
Rice.
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more negDuty /.envois, Oranges: Duty: ('leaned 14c, Padlected. They seem to pass even common observation,
Bananas and Plantains
dy ]c k> lb.
2** pc ad ral., Almonds Rice
and yet every part of the body is dependent upon
lb.6}® 74
Rhiu.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p
them for life aud health.
lb. Xuts and Dates 2c Portland distilled.66 @68c
P lb. ('urrants, Pigs, Salem tu*.
Poor Rirliant'N Err and Ear Watrr
Plums, Prunes and Bai- Haleratu* k» lb.64® 7c
sins 5c p lb. Citron 80
Sail.
Isa new and rare discovery, which is most wonderpc ad ral.
l>uty In bulk 18c. and in
ful in its operatious, putting to blush the old systems
Almonds—Jordan p lb,
bays 24c p l0() tbs.
Soft Shell.20 (sp£2c: l urk’s Is., |> hhd
of treatment, which have quite a* often done harm
Shelled.26 @80
(8 bus.).<2 80rd 3 lr>
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Currant*.15 a 16 Liverpool.2 7u(ft3 00
Henson. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Citron.42 @46 Padii.none
Pea Nut* ..?... #2ia2j Sacks Salt. none.
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
none.
L«r d butter Salt 22 m)
Fig*, common.
of this remedy, they may learn more of Its practical
New Kleme.18©a 22
Starch.
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
Draon*. p box.. 92 a 8 Ihitit 20 f>c atl raJ.
3 00 I>arl.6*/® 7*
Orange*—Messina
Philadelphia. Oct. 17, 1*62.
Raisin*,
Potato.8* o': 4
Prom injuries received iu my right eye, when a
Blue pcask.164@16
Shat k* 100tbs £9? a 10
boy. a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
Black.98 @10
Bunch p box
Buck.
consequence of which I suffered constant martyriaiyer.887@40nj Saap.
dom.
Every moment of my waking life was embitDate*.7 la 9c I>uty: 86 |>c ad ral.
tered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
Prune*.
Lea the & 1jore’s. TrowA variety of remedies bad been resorted to withFlour—Portland insn.
bridge k Smith’s ExSuperfine.96 50@6 ?5 tra No. 1 k* !b. .9^® 91
out success, and 1 entertained the purpose, as a last
Fancy.6 75<$6 87 Kainilv do.84 a 81
of having the ball taken out oi its socket, in
Extra.7 25a7 60 No. 1
6 I resort,
the hope of thus finding relief.
26 Eagle No. 1. Hj a 61
Family.7
Extra Superior 8 00a9 00 8tar.64 a; 6}
In the meantime, most providentially, I noticed
Western extra* 7 25a 7 76
one day in a«hop window a bottle of POOR RICH7 60a8 62

directly

.lOaloJ

praise

—

i|4j

physician

.....

EYE Sr EAR

@7?'

WATER!

T^TO
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;

Drop.flOigj
11%

..

1
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M
"
ft
»*

60@8

Paatile.1(4*174
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M
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"

#1.186.87
THOMAS H. MEAD.
County Treasurer.
Portland, Jan. 24, 1863.
Jan26 d2awfcw3w32

Fair Columbia !
attention of Music Dealers Xiid Bookseller*
is called
THE
National Song, “FAIR COto a new

LUMBIA.“ by EtroKifB Bat< hki.dku. Any one
enclosing 20 cents in Postal Currency to W. Paine or
H. 1 ackard, Portland, Mo., will have a
copy sent to
him by mail,
pottage paid. Liberal discount to the
tode
Jan27 eodeowd*w32

1

family..
Prane’s.9 (a9]
ARD’S EYE WATER. 1 bad never heard ot it be*U|»erior7 75a8 75j Spire*.
Ohio extra... .7 60«l7 75 hnty
(linger Root be, \ fore, but determined to try it, and did. with the moat
famil.y..8 25a8 75j (Iround (linger 8c, /V/>results. In a very few’ days the painful
Canada super No.1. none.
per and Pimento 12c, j delightful
St Louis Fa v Brand*8> a 10f ('lores 15c, Cansia life,
rritatiou was removed; 1 could bear the strongest
;
Southern 111. do do.8a!*} I Cassia Ituds 20c, Cinnalight, and weut forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
mon 26c. Mare and XutPetap*coF*mily. .11 fail
I now keep a bottle of it always iu the house, aud if
Ryo Flour.4 a 4,
megs 80c k> lb.
Corn Meal.4fd 4
assia 4> lb.46 ®47c
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
Buckw't FPrpib 8|c@4 ’loves.36 (a36
dose, an'd that is an end of it. I would not be withGrain.
Jinger, (Race)_80 a 82
out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
Duty Com and Oats 10c,i linger. (Africa) 80 (£82
Bye and Barley 15c. and Mace.83 £90
say, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
Wheat 20c P bu. From S’ut mega.93 (a96
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
Hr. Provinces free.
Pepper. 27 a28
she has found Poor Richard’d Eve Water a sovRve.95 dl 00 Pimento.28 (£25
Oat*.55 7«58
Seed*.
ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
South Yel. Corn. .81* (a02 rhdy: Linseed 16c k* bn.,
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
Corn, Mixed..88 @90 i Canary £1 k> 6u., Muspersonally received, I cannot but commend the preplb.
Barley.9f*d \ 10 tard 3c
Short* p ton. ...923 @26 landl (i raas,-£2? «I t
aration to all who have been sufferer* like myself.
Fine Feed.27 @30 Western Clover J 11c a 12
P S. HENSON,
Red Top.£3 @ 3j
Grindataara.
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Duty: Bough—free.
Linseed.3 %
Rough, p ton-920a26 .'anary.3J@ 4
Resident* 1480 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
Dressed.86@40 Sugar.
|JT Numerous certificates of a similar character
Gnnnawdrr.
Duty Melado2c,not)abore
might be furnishedIhity Valued at less than Xo. 12 24c, above So. 12
20c p !b 6c. over 20c 6c
and not abovelb 3c.above
Xo. 15 and not above 20
Poor Richard9*) Eye and Ear Water
P lb and 20 pc ad ral.
Blasting.94 ka. 5
8$c, above Xo. 20 and re- j
1*truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed aud DisRifle and Sporting.6J@ 7j
fined 4c k* lb.
Portland A. 9{@
flay.
eased Eyes, Dim Visiot. aud Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Preaaa’d P net T.914 @16
do.
A A.10*@
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neudo.
Loo«e.15 ®10
Yellow.
.none.
ralgia, with all kindred disease*. It is passed into
Sxtra Yellow.none.
If idea and Skins.
■■ 10 pc ad rol.
Muscovado.
104®11
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
Duty
B A. Hide*.80 ® 31
do.
in bond 8? d 9
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Western.21 d 22 lavana Brown. .10?a 121
do.
White
Slaughter Hides.. .6k@74c
l2fe18S 8tore* in this city. Prick 25 cents fkr Bottlk.
Calf Skins.ll@lfl few Orleans.11*a 13?
Tuber 6 Cents.
Calcutta Cow—
'rushed.14? *16?
11 If. HAY and W. E. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
Slaughtered .1 Waft10 ( Granulated. 14? a 164
Agents.
Green Salt.1 86@200 ’owdered ..14fftl6)
j
MRS. M.(>. BROWN, Proprietor,
Sheep Pelt*, Gr’n.95a f 1 > Tallaw.
Sheep Pelt*, Dry 75^1 OK Duty Tallow 1 &e, Soap ,
nov!3 d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
*'

»»

.71%

5>
G

I

York A Cumberland Railroad.

s

|

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

|

Fine

FREE AND MIDDLE ATS..

Chemicals,

Pure Drugs,

GENUINE MEDICINES,
IRC1ISR, rend AYR A1RIKAR PERFT1EET.
AND FANCY

-1

=2

On and after Monday, November 10,
will leave as follows, until further

orders:

f°r

8AMBLCI WINE,

3

Ewom for its medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a gentle Stimulant. Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific. highly esteemed by eminent physicians,

and

2.00 and 6.16 P M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A M. train
into Portland, will he freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
for South WindStages connect at Saccarappa
ham, Windham Centre ana Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standlsh, Steep

and American
used in
some of the first families in Europe

and by
Hospitals,
and America.

European

, ort,and mt 6 36 an<*9 16 A. M.
Jf'VCr
jjfp*
Leave Portland for

VABNISHEsT PAINTS,

daily

AS A TONIC
as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy,Gout

It
the

Falls,

AND

Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Brklgton,
Ac., Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, fbr Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newfield, Parsonsfi'eld, Effingham, 1 reedom,
Madison. Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians possessing medical properties superior
to
other win** in use, and an excellent article for
all weak and debilita «-d persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benetittiug ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,

Baldwin,

nov

13

_k___

gentlemen

Gen. Winfield Scott,USA.
Gov Morgan, N Y .Slate.
Dr. J. H.Chilton,N. Y .City.
Dr. Parker. N Y. Citv.
Dr*.I>arcvfc Nicholl,Newark, n: J.

and

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles who
DR.need
medical adviser, to call at his
No.
a

& Tnmnln

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,
N.

Their effects and consequences:

SPECIAL AILMFNT8 AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affectio »; Eruption** and all Disease* of
the Skin ; Ulcer* of the Nose,» hroat and B«*dy ; limples on the Face: Swelling* of the Joints; Nervous-

youth, j
i

a certain class.
Daring his practice ho
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
aad there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a enre guaranteed
in all cases. Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Ills remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cure# without dieting
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cores without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cares new case# in a few hours; cure# without the dreadftil consequent effects of mercary, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be canned by using them
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in voath,
the effects of which are pain aad dizziness in tine
bead, forgetftilnees. sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or Inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

ERIE

themselves, to impose upon patients) that he

engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a fact so
well known to inanv Citizen*. I’ublisher*. Merchants,

Hotel Proprietor*. Ac., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

To avoid and escaj** Imposition of Foreign and NaQuacks, more numerous in Boston than other
large cities,
DR. L. DIX1
proudly refer* to Professor* and respectable Physitive

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE I
be not robbed and add to your suffering* in being deceived by the lying boasts', misrepresentations, false
promise* and preteusions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and lkb* as to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diploma* of Institutions or College*, which

by

imposiphysi-

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by tkr dead, w ho cannot expose or contradict them; or who, Itesides, to
further their iui|MMUtiou. copy front Medical book*
much that is written of the qualities and effect* of
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Fills, Extracts, Specific*. Ac
moat of which,
if not all, coutain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its "curing everything," but now known
to “kill more than is cured," and those not killed,
! constitutionally injured tor life.
IGNORANCE OK QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS

Through the^gnoranco of the Quack Doctor,knowI ing no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, aud
give* it to all hispatieut* in pills, atop*. Ac., so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Extracts. Specific, Antidote. Ac., both relying
u|*>u it* eflV-cts jn curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land; but
alas ! nothing is said of the balance, some of whom
die, others grow worse, aud are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, If
possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum makers,yet, regardless ol the life aud health of others, there an* those
among them who will even perjure themselves, contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that it
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the "usual
lee" may be obtained lor professedly curing, or "the
dollar" or “fraction of it" may be obtained tor tbe
It is thus that many are deceived also,and
Nostrum
uselessly spend large amounts for ex|>criments with

quackery.

L

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy aud confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one. married or single.
Medicine* sent by Mail aud Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must coutain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endicott street,Boston,
Mas*.
z
lv
Boston, Jan. 1, 1S»»3.

mo TUB LA DIBS* fC o-'.-brated DR L.
E
DIX particularly invites all ladies w ho need a
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms.No.
21 Endicott street, Boston, Mass
which they will
find arranged for their special accommodatfon.
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty years tothis
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it is now conceded by all (both in
this country aud in Europe) that he excels all other
kuow n practitioners in the sate, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaints.

His medicine* are i>repared with the express purpose of removing all disease*, such as debility, weakness, unnatural
enlargements of the
womb, also, all
whit^ flow from a morbid
state of the blood
The Doctor i* now fully
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all disease* of the female sex, and' they are
respectfully iuvited to call at

VFm You

can save

office.
June

28.

No. 21 Endicott Street, Itoaton*
one

AFTER

Boot

day of November, A. D. 1862.
Incorporated.May Is#,
Capital, all paid in cash.9150,000

dressing

can

be

supplied

at

w

I say it boldly, and
if any one buys my
like it, I will reftiud
bottle with one hall

rebel,

or

rebel

and

Surgeon.

2200 shares Bank of Commerce stock,
"
800
400
400

••
44

44

.100

44

100

American Bar k
Merchants' Bank
Globe Hank
W’hat Cheer Bank

••

ivm

holesale prices by ad-

JOHN M. TODD, Portland,Me.
Oct. 23.dAw tf.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

years, upon thousands of patirnt* in I’hiladelphla
and other cities of the United .States, is prepared to
trea' ail disease* of whatever nature with unrivalled
success.
The following are among the diseases which
Dr. B. has been eminently soccessftil in treating:
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, diseases of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, diseases of
the lungs in ail their forms, gravel In all it* forms,
diseases of urinary
organs, diabetes, incontinence or
the urine,
blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
•orofttious ophthalmia, ulcers of long standing, morcurial sorts, tumors, scrofula in all its forms, cancer,
diseases of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids, liver complaint, dyspepsia, diseases of the
kidneys, stone. Ac., all spinal diseases, curvatures,
hip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism ia ail its
forms, deafness, muscular, contraction, white swelling*. all uterine weakneasen. Ieocorrh<*a. fiuor albas,
whites, fits. To th* above might be added a long list
of disease* which Dr. B. has treated with equal succe*s
All FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated with
success, cars and strict attention.
D. B has many testimonials of important recoverie* under his treatment, which can be seen bv calling
on him at his rooms.

dropsy,

1861.

00

erysipelas,

Pheuix Bank

44

I
Amount of Premium Notes.
Amount of Cash on hand.
Amount of cash in hands of

9110.000 0C
40.000 00
2 .OOUUC
2",i<00 0C
6.000 01.
6.000 Of

44
4*

44

93no.oo9or
14.*38 74
2.981 51
2.918 57

Agents.

Amount of marine risks out9224.795 00
standing.
Amount of premiums thereon.
ing.

Boynton, having ftil) instruction from Dr.
for generating and administering the Nitrone Oxide, or Exhileraling (ion. is now” ready to
administer this Gas to those who may wish to irW#
It for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, Ac.
nov20
dAw 6m?

EDr.

9220,733 82
99,628 51

Amount of fire risks outstand-

Congress Sired, Portland, He.

Dr. Boynton’s operations and cares on these dell
cate organs have been most soccesstnl, and manv o
them of a remarkable character. Dr B. having teat
ed the advantage* of Electricitv for the past fifteen

INVESTMENTS.

3.982,966 00

Amount of
Ain't of all

premiums thereon,
43,368 70
outstanding claims,
including unpaid dividends.
10,862 00
Largest amount insured on any
one risk,
15.000 00
WM. COMSTOCK, President.
(Signed)
Walter Paine, Secretary.
Providence. Dec 22. 1862.
The State of Rhode Island aud Providence Plantation. Providence County ss.—In Providence thii
twentv-second dav of Itecember, A. D. 1862
Theu

DR. E. «. OOLLD'S

!F3in-'W'orm Syrup

William Comstock and Walter Paine personally aniieared before me. and the said William < omstoek in
his capacity as President, and the said Walter Paine
in his capacity as Secretary, of "Merchants' Insurance Company,’' severally made oath to the truth
of the above stateineut.
IIenky Martin.
Justice of the Peace.

Is the first and only remedv ever offered to the
lic tor the effectual removal of the Asearidew, or PinWorni*. from the. human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, and the
fact that it is fast superseding all other worm remedies, is the best test of it* great merit.
f W It aford* RELIEF in t*reut*t-fo%r hour9. and
an entire cure is trarranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This >’«/ ru/t is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used when pbvsic is
etpucially
It corrects the secretions, give* tone
for children
to the stoRiach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. II is pnrr/y <f Yegetabls
Extracts, and o/trviys *<|fr and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hai
A Hr.HiL, 118Greenwich street; in Bostou by Geo C. (.wdwik k Co.,
12 Mar-hall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in Portland by 11. U. 11A Y and all the
deco 3m
pal Druggists.

pub-

JOHN W. MCNGEB A SON,

Agents,

required',

No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Me.

JaaS

flUIK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
i concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
takeu upon himself the trust of Administrator de
bonis nou with the will annexed of the estate of

EDWARD M

princi-

LEAVITT,

late of Portland in the Coantv of t umberland. de*
ceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all person* who are indebted to the said
deceased's estate to make immediate pavment; and
those who lia\o any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same tor settlement to
PETER II ANN A.
Portland, aan. 6. 1863.
30 w3w •

I
__

JA.WES P. SLEEPER.

A. W. BANFIELD,
8ucc«Mor to

FURNISHING

P. J. ForrUtill and Mills ft Forriitall,

IMPORTS]! HU DEALIR II

FANCY

YANKEE NOTIONS.

0L00KS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
STATIONERY. TOYS, ftc.,

W.

106 Congre»$ Streeti,

floMtoll.

BAMP1RLD.

J. Forki stall

can

be fouud at the aboveplace

June 23

wly

Notice of I'om losure.
undersigned hereby gives public notice that
be holds a mortgage for the sum of oie hundred
and ten dollars and interest thereon, given by Francis
Oren Ingalls of Naples. In the County of (’umber*
land. dated April 2S»h. I860, recorded book 299. page
362. on a certain parcel of laud situated in that part
of Naples which was formerly a part of Hridgton,
and being a part of lot numbered seven, Range 2*.
The condition of said mortgage having been broken,

THE

he therefore claims

jau20dltw3w31

a

foreclosure of the

same.

SAMUEL F PKKLEY.
\

Portland,

Residence rear of 411 Congress Street, keeps
stantly on hand all the various kinds or

COFFINS

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

UNDERTAKER

Nu. Ill Exchange Street,
;

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN.

P
ui

n

In Providence, R. I.,

28 and 30 Federal and

Dyo!

its contents.
I do not wish to sell It to any

pat hirer.
Agents

Physician

Where he will treat all classes of Diseases
y application of Electricity and the most
pproved remedies.

On the 30th

eodly

Twenty Years’ experience, and years
experiment, 1 have at last found the

will

Merchants’ Insurance Co,

dol-

Gray Beards, Attend!
coloring Hair in the world
mean it.
And say further, that
Dye, and after trviug. does not
the money on returning me the

Electropathic

STAT EIffENT

ADDISOM

For

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.

dawtf

prepared

All letters requiring advice must contain
lar to ensure an answer.
Boston, Jau. 1. 18(53.

provided

LITTLE, Agent,
Oftce 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at tbh

DIX'3

suppressions,
discharges

of Middle),
Portland.
Jull—dA wtf»

DR. H. J. BOVTTOt,

W. D.

a«.

hibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ni known;
not only assuming and advertising in name* of tbose
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
tion assume name* of other most celebrated
cians long since' dead. Neither be deceived by

DR

•

HUGHES.

Temple Street, (corner

t^Send stamp for Circular.

Niagara Fall#

S3F~Tickcts sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

of whom cousult him iu critical cai«<«,
beeaukf of lii* acknowledged s-kill and ftputatiou, attained through so long experience, practice and observation.

nthnM

and

This road is bkoad ouage and is
New and Splendid sleeping Cars.

ciau*—many

■

No. 6

Address
DR. J. B.

_

RAILWAY.

Via Buffalo, Dunkikk,

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

vnrlH

returned If desired.

XJBBIDKXCB AXD OFFICX

SIXTEEN YEARS

nf thfl

sanity

cored.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will

H THROUGH TICKETS

BY THE

nart

pi*

C. J. BRYDC.ES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1.1862.
aHdtf

boldly asserts (and it cannot be contradicted.exsept
by Quack*, who will say or do an\ thing, even perjure

>nv

disease* in
Honor and

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
PRIVATE
for
number of years confined bi* attentioa to
diseases of

November 1st, 1862. to May 1st. 186ft. thi
rates of freight on all descriptions of lurabci
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent
No fire wood will be conveyed between October 1st
1862. and May 1st. 1861.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take p!ac»
next summer, but in consequence of changes in tin
arrangement for conducting the wood business, whirl
are about to be made, the Company will not be abi<
to take tire wood from certain places on the line, m
that should auy parties make contracts for fire wool
to be carried on the rail wav during the next season
they must understand that thev wilfdo so at their owi
risk, and that the Company will not feel themaeivei
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, an<!
from what stations fire wood can be carried nex'

To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit
Toledo, 8t. Paul, La Cromi, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST

latliH ill

Infirmary.

delicacy.

other. Recollect, the only entrance to hi* Office is
No. 21, having nff connection with hi* residence.consequently no family interruption, so that on no account can any person hesitate applying at his office.
DR. DIX

n<iv»r i>\'

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjalldawtfS

Ettabliahed for the treatment qf thane
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill.

FROM

icines,
SELF-ABCSE AND SOLITARY 1IABIT8,

AD-

*

a

dly

IS TH* 09LY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYS1CIAK
VERTISING 13* BOSTOS.

bH HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

of

DR. HUGHES’

Notice to Wood and Lnmber Merchants.

WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L.
f\
Dl X if failing to enn in less time than
more effectually and permaany other
nently, with less restraint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant med-

DR. L. DJX S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 End no it street, Boston,Mass.,
is so arranged that t-atieuts uever see or hear each

comer

Eclectic Medical

GRAND trunk railway.

Supply,
dec22

BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

-_J A_

__

Passengers lor this route will take the cars at th<
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Port
land Depots, iu Portland
H. W. EATON. Snp’t.
Farmington May 6. 1802
june2Sdtf

by H. H. HAY.Druggist.

ness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
and the more ad* anced at all ages, of

.ill

own sox.
ance.

Phillips.

and

each bottle.
tr\t IA E ONE TRIAL OF THIS WINE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dialers.
City and town AgenrtFsupplied by the State Commissioners.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
VI5KTARU—Passaic, New Jersey.
Office—2U8 Broadway. New York.
John la foy. Pan*,
Agent for Franee and Germany.

tk.„

take*

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays. Thors
and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Pern
and Dixfield; returning opposite da vs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Saturdays. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, tor Strong, Avon

genuine without the signature of "ALFRED SPEER, Passaic, X. J.,*’ is over the cork of

.ki.k

especial

days

one

rooms.

V»e....»

their
accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
remale Irregularities. Their action is
-peciAe and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIE* will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried In
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aad
may be
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of tho countrv with full directions,

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

physicians who

Dr. Wilaon, 11th at., NY.
Dr Ward. Newark, N. J.
Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
N. J.
Dr. Marcv, New York.
Dr. (uiumii)g8,Portlaud.

Infirmary.
thTTadies.

to

CS99HRBC On and after Monday, May 6. 1802,
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M
Leave Farmington for I ,e wist on, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Bruns
wick at 11.46 A. M
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewis
ton.

WE REFER TO

few well known

Dm,
* and

a

Eclectic medical

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

imparting

usually kept in

ST" State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAG*
NETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
oodkwtoctl

iuiy

complexion.

DYE-STUFFS,

And all other article*
Paint establishment.

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD*

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rick, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy toue to the
properties,
digestive
organs, *nd a bloouiiug, soft and healthy skin aud

OILS,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

CaRPENTER, Sup't.

DAN

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCEINGS, Re.

Saco River at 8.00 A. M.. and

celebrated in

a

OF

-DEALS* I*-

R

£

physician,

(Copyright secured.]

Campbene.290®2 9.' Olive Oil.176®1 80
Saltpetre.11 ®23 Cwtor Oil.22(14226
Vitriol.14 ®16 Xeatsfoyt Oil....110®116

876@8874|

3

*

•JUNCTION

atrZ4\i\

nut

Zinc

5

ing Agent.

Indigo, M'la, fine.£1 j® 2 Grand Bank aud
Madder.17o®18
Bay Chaleur. §2*1 a29
Shore.24 ®26
Opium.f9|®21
Rnuliarb.200® 227 IJnseed.§1 3»mTI 39
Alcohol.100® 1 1C Boiled.1 40®142
Fluid.1 15 ®121 Lard Oil.1 00®1 06

a*2j5

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov. 16, 1832.
novlg

1

Soldin Portland

Sulphur.6 ® 6j
Sal Soda.3j® 4
Camphor.13S Clarine.
Cream Tartar.35 ®66 Sperm Winter. .208®210
Logwood ex.121® 14 Whale, ref. Wint 98 ®100
do.
Crude.90 <&92
Magnesia.23 §36

Sav an villa 2

J

SPEER’S WINE

Duty

:

j1

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

g

©

fol-

as

Mill!

;

and Rheumatic Affections.

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

60cPCtrl., Copperas Pitch, Tar20jpcad ra!.,
S. 'Turpentine 16c Ipgal.
6«»c p cwt., Muriatic Acid K) pc ail ral., Spong- Tar (foreign )P Mil * 13a 14
es,
Ass<\f<rtida, I sin- Pitch (Coal Tar). .94<a 4}
glass, Flor Sulphur, Sen- Kosin. is 'u20
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng Jnrpent ine pgal 2 85®2 90
2ft 4>c* Bleaching PowOakatn.
der 9 3ftc p cwt., Sago Duty: Free.
ftftc 9cwt„ Sal Soda a no American.8}@ 9j
S*hIu Ash jc ^ lb. Crude
Oil.
Brimstone £3 and /Mi Dufy Sperm, Whale and
do. £6 p ton, Alcohol 40c
other Fish Oils <\ffor! eign Msheries 20 pc ad
4* 9*1Alum 4> lb.4 @ 5<
rat., lAnseed, Hsmpseed
Aloes.3ft (® 3;
and Rape seed Zlc p gal.,
Arrow Root.17 (®40
(Mire 23c,
Salad 60c,

Fustic, Cuba..21(d)

a

«

AND

~

bbl.§3

£

5 2

HAIR RESTORER

@33

IP bush.1 80®1

u

rt

19th,

Nov.

nebec Railroad for Vasealboro', WatervilU K>•
dall’s Mills and Skowhegan and at Kendall's
with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Rnm
hain. Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

o

1 i
cs
6

Wednesday,

passenger trains will leave

lA+n Hortlard for B«th and
An,u.t. «t 1.001' M.,
eonnectiUK w;th the Andri—eoy^iii train, at Brun«wick lor I.ewwtoii, Livermore Falla. Wilton
and Karand
at
mntfrton;
Aigunt* with the Homeram A Ren.

S

S

H A Y,

Farmington.

?3

a

H.

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10 46 A.
M coniiectnig at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore
Palls, Wilton and

if
a

Hard, retail.S8 @

i#w|
1/—/V^WORLD’8>^>s—\

Pipe..

;P

0nmnfl after

tEHCzSHs

S a
k a

cs

aity^tai^ in

Magnesia

Harwood .24®
Brasil Wood.18 m

USE.

>»

55

11/

Hoops.£28 @80

DtrwMtit*
Duty: Free.

PHYSICIANS"

H.

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

For Females, Weakly Persons and Invalids

Coke.12@l2j

ggjIS

From lir. Provinc- Amer. Calfskins 80 (a 90
es free, other foreign Bi- Sl'ter Wax Leath.19 (ft 20
I /en<l.
tumenrms £1 10, all other kinds 60c P ton.
Duty Pig 14c p lb.
Cumberl’d p ton.810®
Am.J*ig p 1001b.£9.J@ 10
Foreign Fig.9|@ 10
Sheet and
11 (ftll^
Lehigh.10
Line.
Franklin. 14\g}
Ihity 10 Pc ad ral.
Coffee.
Rockland, cask .75 @80c
Duty 5c p lb.
Lambcr-From yard.
Java p lb.86 'JiSBc
8t. Domingo.80 '&81 Clear Fine, No. 1.£38 (ft
do.
No.2. 34 (ft
Kio .32 (® 33
do.
No. 3. 24 ft
Mocha.None.
do.
No. 4 14 (ft
Cordage.
Duty: Tarred 2Jc, Manil- Shipping Lumber.17 @18
la 24, all other 34 p lb. Spruce.11 @12
American p tb .i4j al5 Hemlock.8 (a 10
ltusMia Hemp.164 a 17 Box Sh’ks.(cash) 46 @58c
Manilla.luj alt Clapb’ds, S ext .£14 a-ltf
do.
1*
3o a 32
Boltrope, Ku«sia 164 a 17
Manilla. 16.&16^ Shingles, Ced. ext
3
do.
do.
No.1.2
Cement.
ft 2i
do. ext. Pine 3J a 4
p bbl.9\ 40^1 4f
Laths, Spruce_12* Ral 25
Drags and Dyes.
Duty p lb— <>il Cinna- do. Pine.1 260, 2 00
mon 92. Oil Almonds anti Red Oak Staves
80 *85
Otto rf Bose f 1 60, Oii Mol. Hhd. Shooks
anti
k
Cassia
Heads,city 276*2 87
Bergamot,
Hares «1, Hydriodatt *ugar do. city 27ry§2«7
Potash "be.Cantharidcs, do. do. c'trv.l 26a 1 60
Mastic. Ifiecac, Rh ultarb, (ireciiCo'y sad 1 100ft 1 20
Cardamoms, tHI Isemnn, Country Rill Mol.
H lid. Shooks... 1 36a 1 60
Anise and Orange, lodi tt e 50c, Toluand Crude Slash.126al 60
Camphor 80c, Be lined do.
4<»c, Tartaric Acid 20c, Hackmetack Tim*
Cream Tartar, Citric
b*T, p tun.10ft 16
Acid. Shellac. Copal.DaMolnwwea.
6c p ffal.
mtir and tSums used for Ihity
like pursues 10c. Aloes, Cienfugos.. .36* 36
Chlorate of Trinidad.86 (ft 36
Cuba clayed. 80*81
Potash, Carb.
dff.
do. tart
6c, Boracic Acid. Tellon
27*28
do. Muscovado 32
Prussiate Potash ana
Bed do. 10c. Liauorice, New Orlcaus.
Orotic Artd and Sugar
do.
bbls.. 29
gf Lead 4c, Asphalt urn
and Bi-thro. Potash 3r,
Walla.
Sago l^c. F.psom Salts Thtty: rWlc, Wrought2c,
Zli-Carb
Assorted 3c p lb
Liqunrtce
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; Cask. 4 50® 4 75
>msl Store.
Castor Oil 60c P gal.,
Turpentine, Rosin,
Morphine £2 *>02.. Al-

Borax.30 « 83
Brimstone '(roll).. 41® 6
Bi-Carb. Soda.6; ®7

FOR

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

o

tb.lOiftllc

um

WISE.

SA.UBCCI

OF Choice Oporto Grape,

*

Ihity

VerdigHs.

RAILROADS.

_^MEDICAL._ ?i

Duty

Whiteash.10t§

SPEEK’S

■2

Leather.
30 pc ad val.
New York, light. 29 @31c
do. md. wta.. 81 @32
^§>12
Country.lOJ^ll do. heavy.31 *32
do. slaughter. 88 (ft37
Coal—(Retail.)
Cheese.
Ihity: 4c p lb.
Vermont p lb-11

MEDICAL.

|

28.

§14

4.40
1 70
4 83
1.38
4 96

January

(.it

Hypernic.44®

County of Cumberland,

to

iruru
hht
iv f'v
muy -oc v ro.
clumuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862.. .14 @15
rect from the place qf proI ron.
duction or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp #6,
Ashes*
Bar not exceeding £60 p
ton value £17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc ad rat.
l*esrl p lb.8F$ 8$
ceeding £60 p ton £18,
than 1 inch thick or
less
..Us »
nu»re than 7 inches wide,
Apples*
G reeu p bbl.... 1
rounds less than 1 inch
Sliced p tb.
or more than 4 incnes in
Cored p lb.
diameter, and squares
Cucored p tb
less than 4 inch or metre
than 4 inches square £20,
Bread*
Railroad £12 60, Boiler
Dufy 30 pc.
awl Plate £26 p ton,
Pilot p 100 tbs.
Sheet 2ft2Jc p
and
Ship.
Cracker* per bbl..
£3,ft5 p ton.
Common.4 a 44
Crackers, p 100
Refined
Batter.
4Kft4j
Swede.7 (ft
Ihity 4c P tb.
tb.22
@24c
p
Norway.7Jft 84
Family
Store.15 (g*16 Cast Steel.26 (g.27
Cerman Steel... .16
Be nun.
Marrow p bush$2 37@2 02 EnglislijBlis.Steel. 19
12
Pea.2 62.0.2 87
.6 (ft 6|
Blue Pod.2 87a*2 62 Sheet Irou,
Sheet Iron,Russia. 18 (a21
C'nndles.
Ihity Sperm and Was He, do Rus im*t..l34@16
Lnrd.
Stearins be, Tallow
Barrel, p lb.104 all
P tb.
Mould ptb.13jc{S-14 Kegs, p

Logwood,

Lydia

Itlllk Ronfe for kale.
T>T inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange st
-O one cuu boar of a chance to buy a "MILK
ROUTE," in which there is not a customer who has
ailed to pay his monthly bilh. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any oue who may wish to engage in
the business, or to enlarge his present "route.”

pleas-

or

JONATHAN BUSS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19.1862.
dtt

lapse

obeyed after some hesitation, as they appeared
greatly dismayed.
Thus 1 became now the captain of the ship.
All things were done in the liest order. Wood

....

]
has ftirn shed this well-known house

f*orrtland

Sperm.32 ^*85

-k

Remarkable Escape from a Rebel Prison.
Several days since, a young and intelligent
German, who served as a subaltern officer in

••
Stock 10 $>c ad val.
4oft.
.4i@6
American refined .8$.a 9c
T wine.
Hough.6}@ C Duty: 85 k>c ad val.
Tea*.
Cotton Sail.95c'®100
Flax
.60 (jo- 55
Duty: 20c & lb.
Hjton.7Gc@*l
Raining.60 !o-f»6
46 (q^ 50
Young Hyson... .76 @ 1 Hemp
Oolong ..70 @80 India. 26 & 33
Souchong.50 1^66 ; Varnish.
Tobacco.
8
Furniture.92
6
Dufy: Leaves unmanu
turedTb, all other kinds' Dainar.8j^g 4
85 f>e ad val.
Wool.
G’sA 10’b best br’ds.70 @75c Duty: Costing 18c \> tt>
do.
medium. 65 @6H
and unde 6 ire, over 18c
do.
common 60
to 24c P lb 3c, oivF 24c
half tb* best br'ds 78 @80 ! 9c *> lb.
do. med. good 65 @70 Fleece.46 (S<56c
do. common. ..60 @62 Lambs.45 fo63
Natural Leaf, lbs $1 «’ lj
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.U@ 2 Ihity In blocks or pias
T i it.
m,
IJc, in sheets 2c
Duty Pig 15c, Plates 25 manufactures if 30 f>c
ad val.
{>c ad val.
Banea, cash.43c@ 44 Figs and slabs..-6Fg 64
Straits, cash.40 @42 Sheet J^osslmann. llj^12
IMates-Char. I .C. $13 a 13* Sheathing.90 &
do.
IX. 16@16*
Exchange.
London—60 a. 162*'® 163
Wood.
Paris.f 3 46(a3 60

__

AND

Now

con-

CASKETS,

Use,
order
anything of
short notice, from
in

And will make o
this kind that
mav be ordered, «t
the cheapest to
the VERT REST
B> giving my strict End undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above. 1 can ftirniah them cheaper than any
one else
JAMES P SLEEPER.
Aug tj.1MB.
At ▲ Court or Puosatx held at Portland, within
aud for the County of Cumlerlaod, on the first
Tuesday of Junnurv. In the year of our Lord
i
eighteen hundred and sixtv-three. Executor In
a
BADGER, named
certain Instrument purporting to le the last
late
Graffam.
ot
Will
Joseph
and
Testament
of
;
1
Brunswick insaid County, deceased.having presented
j the same for probate:
ft teas th-fierrd, rhat the said Executor five notice
to all person- interested, by causing notice to be
li-hed three week* successively in the Maine State
may appear at
PTess. printed at Portland, that
a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
first Tuesday of February next, at ten of tbe clock
in the forenoon, and show cause if any they have,
why the said Instrument should not he proved, approved. and allowed, as the last Will ana Testament
of said deceased.
WILLIAM G BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, attest.

NATHANIEL

pub

they

ft) w3w«

EUGENE HU MPHREY. Register.

